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Determinations 

UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION 
Washington, DC 

Investigation. No. 731-TA-354. (Fina.l) 

STAINLESS STEEL PIPES AND TVBES FROM SWEDEN 

On the' ba.sis of the record !/ developed in the subject investigation, the 

Commission determines, '1:.J p~rsua~t.to s~ciion 735(b) of the· Tariff Act of 1930 

(19 U. S: C. § 1673d(b}), . that an industry· in the United States. is materially' 

' 
injured by reason of imports from Sweden of seamless ·stainless steel pipes, 

tubes, hollow bars, and blanks therefor; all the ioregoing of ci~cular cros~. 
. . . 

• - ~ ,· ~; • - , :: : • ' .• \ • ~ • • , • ' 1 • • 

section, provided for in items 610.51 and 610.52 of the Tariff Schedules of 
" 

the United States (TSUS), that have bee~ found by the Department of Commerc~ 
,-

to be sold in the United States at less than fair value' (LTFV). The 

Commission further determines ~ that an industry in the United States is not 

materially injured or threatened with material injury, and the establishment 

of an industry in the United States is not materially retarded, by reason of 

imports from Sweden of welded stainless steel pipes, tubes, hollow bars, and 

blanks therefor, all of the foregoing of circular cross section, provided. for 

in TSUS items 610.37 and 610.52, that have been found.by the Department of 

Commerce to be sold in the United.States at LTFV. 

!/The record is defined in sec. 207.2(i) of the Commission's Rules of 
Practice and Procedure (19 CFR § 207.2(i)). 

'!:J Chairman Liebeler determines that an industry in the United States is not 
materially injured or threatened with material injury, and the establishment 
of an industry is not materially retarded, by reason of imports from Sweden of 
seamless stainless steel pipes and tubes that have been found by the 
Department of Commerce to be sold at less than fair value. 
~ Commissioners Eckes and Lodwick determine that an industry in the United 

States is materially injured by reason of imports from Sweden of welded 
stainless steel pipes and tubes that have been found by the. Department of 
Commerce to be sold in the United States at. LTFV. 
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Background 

'the Commission instituted this inve~tigation effective May 22, 1987, 

foll.owing a preli~inary determination by the Department of Comnierce that 

imports of certain ·stainles$ st.ee~ hollow products from Sweden were being sold 

at J..TFV within the meaning of section 731 of the Act (19 u.s.c. § 1673). 

Notj.ce ·of the· institution of the C~mmission ··~ in~estigation ·and of a public 

hearing to be held in .connection therewith was given by posting copies of the 

notice in the Office of the Secretary, U.S~ International Trade Commission, 

Washington, De, .and by publhhing the. notice in the Federal Register of July 
. . 

l, 1987 (52 F.ll. 24537). _The hearing was held in Washington, D~, oh October 

13, 1987, and all persons"who requested the opportunity were permitted to 

appear in· person or by counsel. 
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VIEWS OF THE COMMISSION 

We determine, first, that an industry in the United States is materially 

injured by reason of imports of seamless stainless steel pipe and tube from 

l/ _2/ 
Sweden that are sold at less than fair-value ("LTFV"). We base this 

determination primarily on the deteriorating condition of the domestic 

industry, significant market penetration by imports of seamless pipe and tube 

from Sweden, and a pattern of underselling by those imports. 

We determine, second, that an industry in the United States is not 

materially injured or threatened with material injury by reason of imports of 

3/ 
welded stainless steel pipe and tube from Sweden that are sold at LTFV. -

Data provided in this final investigation indicate that the performance of the 

domestic welded pipe and tube industry has improved steadily, although it 

remains weak. Furthermore, the causal link between imports from Sweden and 

the condition of the domestic industry is not sufficiently strong. Although 

the subject imports increased, Swedish market penetration remained low, the 

financial performance of the industry steadily improved, and prices remained 

relatively stable. 

Like product/domestic industry 

In order to assess material injury, the Commission is required to define 

the scope of the relevant domestic industry. The term "industry" is defined 

as "the domestic producers as a whole of a like product, or those producers 

11 Material retardation is not an issue in this investigation and will not be 
discussed further. 
~I Chairman Liebeler determines that an industry in the United States is not 
materially injured or threatened with material injury by reason of LTFV 
imports of seamless stainless steel pipe and tube from Sweden. See her 
Additional and Dissenting Views, infra. 
11 Commissioner Eckes and Commissioner Lodwick determine that an industry in 
the United States is materially injured by reason of LTFV imports of welded 
pipe and tube [~om Sweden. See their Dissenting Views, infra. 
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whose collective output of the like product constitutes a major proportion of 

4/ the total domestic production of that product." - "Like product," in turn, 

is defined as "a product which is like, or in the absence of like, most 

similar in characteristics and uses with, the article subject to an 

. t• t• .. 51 i.nves i.ga i.on . . . . - In considering like product questions, the 

Conunission typically examines the characteristics and uses of the merchandise, 

including the following factors: (1) physical appearance, (2) end uses, (3) 

customer perceptions, (4) common manufacturing facilities and employees, (5) 

production processes, (6) channels of distribution, and (7) interchangeability 

. 6/ 
of the product. -

The imported product subject to this final investigation is stainless 

. 7 I 81 
steel pi.pe and tube. - - As we noted in a recent final determination on 

this same product, stainless steel pipe and tube comes in two varieties, 

4/ 19 U.S.C. § l677(4)(A). 
51 19 u.s.c. § 1677(10). 
~/ See, ~. Color Television Receivers from the Republic of Korea and 
Taiwan, Invs. Nos. 731-TA-134 and 135 (Final), USITC Pub. No. 1514 at 3-6 
(1984); and Industrial Phosphoric Acid from Belgium and Israel, Invs. Nos. 
701-TA-285 and 286 (Preliminary) and 731-TA-365 and 366 (Preliminary), USITC 
Pub. No. 1931 at 4-6 (1986). 
ll The article subject to an investigation is defined by the scope of the 
Department of Commerce's investigation. The scope of this investigation is 
certain stainless steel hollow products including pipes, tubes, hollow bars 
and blanks therefor, of circular cross section, containing over 11.S percent 
chromium by weight, as provided for under TSUSA item numbers·610.3701, 
610.3727, 610.3741, 610.3742, 610.5130, 610.5202, 610.5229, 610.5230, and 
610.5231, and currently classifiable under Harmonized System item numbers 
7304.41.00, 7304.49.00, 7306.40.10 and 7306.40.50. 52 Fed. Reg. 37,810. 
~/ The Commission has investigated stainless steel pipe and tube imports from 
Sweden on three prior occasions. See Stainless Steel Pipes and Tubes from 
Sweden, Inv .. No. 701-TA-281 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. No. 1903 (1986); and 
Stainless Steel Pipes and Tubes from Sweden, Inv. No. 701-TA-281 (Final), 
USITC Pub. No. 1966 (1987); and Stainless Steel Pipes and Tubes from Sweden, 
Inv. No. 731-TA-354 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. No. 1919 (1986). 
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' 9i 
welded and seamless,. depending on the method of manufacture. - . The 

seamles.s product is more expensive than. the welded product and is generally. 

used where greater strength and reliability is required. Moreover, seamless 

pipe and tube can be used for most applications calling for welded pipe and 

tube, whereas the opposite is. not generally true. Consequently, the distinct 
. . . . 

physical characteristics of each product make the~ generally suitable for . 

different uses. 

As noted, the Conunission has determined on other occasions that welded 

' ' ' 10/ 
and seamless pipe and tube are separate like products. ~ In each case, we 

found.that the two products dif~er in.end use, physical characteristics, and 

price, are n~t interchangeable, and are produced by different 

11/ 
processes. -.. - We thus find, again, that welded and seamless pipe and tube 

are separate like produc:ts. 121 

ii ·See Stainless Steel Pipes and Tubes from Sweden, Inv. No. 701-TA-281 
(Final). USITC Pub. No. 1966 at 5 (1987). 
10/ See Stainless Steel Pipes and Tubes from Sweden, Inv. No. 701-TA-281 
(Final), USITC Pub. No. 1966 at 6 (1987); Certain Welded Carbon Steel Pipes 
and Tubes from the Republic of Korea, In,v. No. 701-:-TA-168 (Final), USITC Pub. 
No. 1345 at 4 (1983); Certain Seamless Steel Pipes and Tubes from Japan, Inv. 
No. 731-TA-87 (Final), USITC Pub. No. 1347 at 3-7 (1983); and Pipes and Tubes 
of Iron or Steel from Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-15 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. No. 
1058 at 5 (1980); 
11/ Id. See.also Report of the.commission· ("Report") at A-3, A-6-A-7. 
12/ In the preliminary· inyestigation, petitioners.urged the Conunission to find 
that welded and seamless pipe at)d tube constitute one like product. However, 
petitioners in the final investigation stated that since the Commission, has· 
consistently found that welded and seamlesspipe and tube constitute two 
separate like products, petitioners would not further address the issue .. See 
Pre-Hearing Brief of Petitioners, The Sp.ecialty Tubing Group and the United 
Steelworkers of America, AFL/CIO ("Pre-Hearing Brief of Petitioners") at 6. 
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An issue that arose with respect to welded pipe and tube in this · 

investigation, as in the earlier countervailing duty.("CVD") investigation, is 

· whether pipe and tube containing between 10 .1 and 11'. 5· percent chromium 

( . · 1 d . d . . . . 131 
prunari y gra e 409 pipe an tube) is like the imported article.·-.-

Avesta argued, as it did in the CVD investigation, that grade 409 pipe·and 

t b ' l"k h d .· d . d f .d 141 
u e. i e ot er gra es, is use ·to "transmit gases an· lui s" -.-· and that 

grade 409 is considered stainless steel pipe and tube by the American Society 

for Testing and Materials, the domestic indus·try in general,· and the 

Department of Conunerce (in its current Industrial Reports). 151 

In considering this issue we find, once again, that· grade 409 pipe is 

physically different from the higher grade products in·that it contains less 

chromium.and is of lower quality, that grade 409 pipe is used mainly in 

automotive exhaust systems, and that it is produced primarily by a ·distinct · 

group of companies using a less expensive and less complex process than is 

required to produce higher grades of pipe and tube. Finally, a large 

proportion of grade 409 pipe does not enter into the open market, but is 

consumed internally by companies that are essentially fabricators of 

automotive exhaust systems. 
161 

The Conunission decided to continue its past 

13/ Report at A-5. See Inv. No. 701-TA-281 (Final) at 6-7. 
14/ Pre-Hearing Brief submitted on Behalf of Avesta Sandvik Tube AB and Avesta 
Stainless Inc. ("Pre-Hearing Brief of Avesta") at;. 18. 
15/ Id. 
16/ Report at A-6. 
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";.1 
practice in this regard and not include articles containing between 10.1 and 

.h . . h" h l"k .. d t d f" • . ·171 
11.5 percent c rom1um wit 1n t e 1 e pro uc e 1n1t1on. -

The Conunission also determined in the preliminary antidumping·and CVD 

investigations that redraw hollows and finished seamless pipe and tube are one 

. . . -18/ . . 
like product. - In the past, the Conuniss1on has considered several 

factors -- including physical characteristics, complexity and costs of 

processing, interchangeability, market, prices, and independent uses -- in 

deciding whether semifinished and finished products (in this case redraw 

19/ 
hollows) constitute one like product. - We note here that redraw hollows 

and finished seamless pipe and tube have similar physical characteristics, are 

manufactured using the same processing and finishing operations, and are 

produced often in the same sizes and to the same specifications. 2~1 

Accordingly, we determine that redraw hollows and finished seamless pipe and. 

tube are one like product. 

!J...1 Vice Chairman Brunsdale does not agree that grade 409 pipe should be 
excluded from the like product. This grade of pipe is produced using the same 
equipment and process as other welded pipe. Indeed, two firms that produce 
pipe of higher grades (and therefore are included in the domestic industry) 
also produce grade 409. See Report at A-6. However, the Commission has not 
obtained much information about grade 409 pipe (e.g., shipments, production, 
financial results of producers). Therefore her analysis in this case relies 
on data" available in the staff report. 
18/ Inv. No. 731-TA-354 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. No. 1919 at 8 and Inv. No. 
701-TA-281 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. No. 1903 at 7. 
19/ See, ~. Stainless Steel Pipes and Tubes from Sweden, Inv. No. 
701-TA-281 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. No. 1903 at 6-7 & n.13 (1986), Certain 
Brass Sheets and Strips from Brazil, Canada, France, Italy, the Republic of 
Korea, Sweden, and West Germany, Invs. Nos. 701-TA-269 and 270 (Preliminary) 
and 731:-TA-311-317 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. No. 1837 at 7 (1986). 
201 ·see Report at A-15. · 
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Finally, in considering whether to include redrawers of pipe ·and tube in 

the domestic industry·, 
211 

we find here,· as we did. in. the CVD investigation, 

that facilities involved.in the later stages of production of the·like product 

are ·generally considered part of the domestic industry, that the activities of 

the redrawers in cold-working the pipe are·very similar.to the cold-working 

activities pe.rformed by integrated producers, and that redrawers add 

substantial value -- approximately 50 percent -- to· the product they are 

d 
• 221 pro uc1ng. - Therefore, ·we again determine that redrawers are part of'the 

domestic industry .. 

Based on the foregoing, the Commission· concludes that there '·are two 

domestic"industries: the welded pipe and tube industry, which-consists of 

(1) integrated companies that melt stainless steel, produce the required basic 

shapes (sheet, strip, and plate), and then make the pipe and tube, and 

(2) non-integrated companies that purchase the basic shapes and make the pipe 

and tube; and the seamless pipe and tube industry, which consists of (1) 

integrated companies that melt the steel, produce the bas~c shapes, and then 

make the pipe and tube, and (2) redrawers. 

Related Parties 

Under the statute, the Conunission may in appropriate circumstances 

exclude from the domestic industry any .u.s. producers that are also .. related 

to the exporter or importers, or are themselves importers of .the 

21/ See, Inv. No. 701-TA-281 (Final) at 7-8. A redrawer is a company that 
purchases a hollow tube (i.e., a redraw hollow) and cold-works it, reducing 
the outside diameter and wall thickness. 
22/ Id. at A-16. 
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allegedly . . 23/ . . . . dumped merchand1se. •• - In th1s 1nv:estigat1on, .we 

considered whether to exclude Sandv_ilc st.eel_ Co. ("Sandvik"), a domestic 

producer that is wholly owned by a Swedish seamless tube manufacturer and that 

imported seamless tubes from Sweden during the period of investigation. 

Sandvik asserted that appropriate circumstances do not exist to exclude 

it as a related party ('J..j because Sandvik can buy redraw hollows from other 

sources at:prices comparable to or lower than those offered by its parent, (2) 

because Sandvik imports from· its parent primarily to o'J?tain sizes and grades. 

24/ . 
unavailable from otoer sources, - and (3) because Sandvilc's profitability· 

is attributable to its state-of-the-art cold-:-working facilit;.y·, extensive 

investment in research and development, and a.large· and specialized sales 

25/ 
force. -. 

23/ See 19 U.S.C. § 1677(4)(B). section 1677(4)(B) provid~s in relevant part: 
. When some producers are related to the· exporter~ or importers, or are 

themselves importers of the allegedly sub.sidized or dumped merchandise, 
the term 'industry• may be applied in appropriate _circumstances by 
excluding such producers from those included inthat industry. 

See also s .. Rep. No. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. at 8.3 (l979). In considering 
whether to exclude a producer under the related parties provision, the 
Conunission first must ascertain Whether the domestic producers are also 
importers or are related to importers or exporters of the merchandise under 
investigation. Second, the Conunission must determine· whether "appropriate 
circumstances" exist for excluding the related parties from the domestic 
industry. See Butt-Weld Pipe Fittings from Brazil and Taiwan, Invs. Nos. 
731-TA-308 and 310 (Final), USITC Pub. No. 1918 at 9-10 and n.27 (1986). See 
also Rocle Salt from Canada, Inv. No. 731-TA-239 (Final), USITC Pub. No. 1798 
at 10-13 (1986). In previous inveatigations, the Conunission has focused upon 
the following factors among others in determining whether "appropriate 
circumstances" exist to exclude a related party: . (1) the percentage. of . , 
domestic production attributable to the related producers; (2) whether related 
producers· chose to. import the product under inve.stigation in .order to benefit 
from the unfair market; and (3) the competitive position of the related . 
domestic producer vis-a-vis other domestic producers. Id. at 11. 
24/ Pre-Hearing Brief.of ·Sandvik at 16-18. 
25/ Id. at 18. 
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In this final investigation, the Commission obtained information 

confirming that Sandvik is the exclusive U.S. importer of products from its 

parent company, thus indicating that the latter may be directing its exports 

to the United States so as not to compete with'its related U.S. 

26/ producer. - In addition, Sandvik appears to have benefited-from the 

consistently lower prices.of Swedish imported products.relative to domestic 

271 
products. - Therefore, applying section 771(4)(B)', we determine that 

Sandvik should be exclude.d from the domestic industry. 

Seamless Pipe and Tube 

Condition of the domestic industry 

In determining the condition of a domestic industry, the Commission 

con~iders, among other factors, domestic consumption, U.S. production, 

capacity, capacity utilization, shipments, inventories, employment and 

. b' . 28/ prof1ta 1l1ty. -

During the period of the Commission's investigation -- 1984 through 1986, 

as well the first two quarters of 1987 -- most of the principal economic 

indicators of the condition: of the industry deteriorated. U.S. apparent 

consumption of seamless pipe-and tube rose from 28,005 short tons in 1984 to 

30,678 short tons in 1985, then declined almost 11 percent to 27 ,·194 short 

26/ Report at A~17. 
271 Id. at A~33. Prices for Sandvik steel averaged 0.5 to 18 percent lower 
than for other domestic .producers in eastern U.S. markets, 8 to 38 percent 
lower in midwestern markets and 3 to 14 percent lower in western markets. Id. 
at A-72. These lower retail prices suggest that Sandvik may receive lower 
than market prices for certain of its inputs imported at LTFV from Sweden. 
28/ 19 U.S.C. § l677(7)(C)(iii). 
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tons in 1986, 
291 

and declined even more sharply -- by 24 percent in 

January-June 1987 compared with the corresponding period of 1986. 301 

Domestic production of seamless pipe and tube by integrated producers 

decreased steadily from 7; 760 short tons in 1984 to 6, 900 short tons in 1986 ~· ·· 

31/ or by 11 percent, ~ and then by another 5.4 percent in the interim 

32/ 
1986-1987 comparison. The integrated producers' capacity to produce 

also declined sharply from 21,300 short tons in 1984 to 15,300 short tons in 

1986, 
331 

and from 7,826 in interim 1986 to 7,697 in interim 1987. 
341 

Reflecting the sharp decline in domestic capacity, capacity utilization rose 

from 36 percent in 1984 to 45 percent in 1986, ·
351 

but declined slightly 

from 50.9 percent· in January-June 1986 to 49.0 percent in January-June 

1987. 361' 

29/ Report at A-.20. 
30/ Id. 
31/ Id. at A-21. 
32/ Id. These figures do not include production by redrawers. All seamless · 
tube producers who are not redrawers are integrated producers. We note that 
production by redrawers (excluding Sandvik) increased 7.5 percent from 1984 to 
1986, but declined 10.4 percent in interim 1987 as compared with interim 
1986. Id. In the rep.ort, data for the redrawers are presented in separate 
tabulations to avoid double-·counting. See id. at A-19 and A-21. 
33'l Report at A~22. 
34/ Id. · Redrawers' capacity (excluding Sandvik) increased by 3.2 percent from 
1984 to 1985, dropped by 1.4 percent in 1986, then declined by 5.1 percent in 
January-June 1987, as compared with the corresponding period in 1986. The 
capacity utilization rate increased from 1984 through 1986, then declined in 
January-June 1987 as compared with January-June 1986. Id. 
35/ Report at A-22, Table 3. · 
36/ Id. 
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U.S. domestic shipments by integrated producer~ measured both by· quantity 

and by value fell during the period.-~ from 8,010 .short tons valued at $67.4 

. 11" . 1984 t 6 681 h t t l d t $ 0 2 · 1 . . 371 
mi ion in o , s or. ons va u~ a 6 . mi lion in 1986, -

. . . 38/ 
with a marginal decline in interim 1987. - ··· ·Year-end inventories of U. s. 

producers decreased by 46 percent during 1984-86, from 3,827 short tons in 

1984 
39/ 

to 2,074 in 1986, -.- and by 21.7 percent between June 30, 1986 and 

40/ 
30, 198 7. - The ratio of inv.entories to shipments .also fell, .from June 

47.8 percent in 1984 to 31.0 percent in 1986, and from 26.2 pe~cent on June 

30, 1986 to 20.6 percent on June 30, 1987. 
411 

Employment trends in the domestic industry reflected the industry's 

deteriorating economic condition. The average number· of workers engaged in 

the production of seamless pipe and tube fell sharply from 1984 to 1986, 
421 

as did hours worked and wages paid. 
431 

Labor productivity rose. 441 

37/ Id. at A-23, Table 5. Shipments by redrawers, excluding Sandvik Steel Co. 
increased from 3,204 short tons in 1984 to 3,436 short tons in 1986, falling 
from 1,889 short tons in interim 1986 to 1,695 short tons for the same period 
in ~987. Id. at A-24. 
38/ Report at A-23-A-24. 
39/ Id.~ at A-26. 
40/ Id. Redrawers' {excluding Sandvik's) year-end inventories declined 
between 1984 and 1985, rising in 1986 and in interim 1987 over interim 1986. 
Id. at A-27. As a percentage of redrawer shipments, inventories declined from 
38.7 percent in 1984 to 36.5 percent in 1985, then rose to 43.6 percent in 
1986. 
41/ Report at A-26. It should be no~ed that the redrawers' yearend 
inventories, excluding Sandvik Steel Co., i_rtcreased slightly during the period 
of investigation, from 407 short tons in 1984 to 493 short tons in 1986, and 
from 427 short tons on June 30, 1986 to 504 short tons, on· June 30, 1987. Id. 
at A-27. 
42/ Id. at A-28, Table 7. 
43/ Id. 
44/ Id. For redrawers, each of the employment indicators remained relatively 
stable during the period of investigation. 
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Net sales of seamless pipe and tube declined steadily during the period 

of investigation. The decline in net sales was reflected in-the industry's 

generally low profitability over the period. .We note that the increase in 

profitability in 1986 is partially attributable to the departure from the 

industry· of Babcock and Wilcox, and that operating profits declined sharply in 

interim 1987 as compared with interim 1986. 451
· · 

On the basis of the sharp declines in capacity, production, shipments, 

employment, and net sales, we determine that the U.S. seamless· pipe and tube 

industry has suffered material injury. 

Material injury by reason of LTFV imports of seamless pipe and tube from 
Sweden 

In determining whether the domestic industry.is materially injured by· 

reason of LTFV-imports of seamless pipe and tube from Sweden, the Commission 

considers, among other fact.ors, the volume of imports, the effect of imports 

on prices in the United States for the like product, and the· impact of such 

imports on the relevant domestic industry. 461 

The voltime of imports and_themarket penetration of seamless-pipe and 

tube remained significant throughout the period of investigation. Such 

imports reached a record level of 5,726 short tons in 1984,' declined to 4~592 

short tons in 1985, and then rose to 4,866 short tons in 1986, 
471 and then 

declined slightly to 1,827 in the most recent interim·period. The imports' 

· 45/ Report at A-32, Table 10. 
46/ 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(B). 
47/ Report at A-52, Table 21.. Imports in 1983 were approximately 3,551 short 
tons. See Stainless Steel Pipes and Tubes from Sweden, Inv. No .. 731-TA-354 
(Preliminary), USITC Pub. No. 1919 at A-36 (1986). 
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share o~ u .. S. apparent consumption was 20. 4 perc.ent in 1984, 15. 0 percent in 

85 . 98 48/ 19 , 17.9 per~ent in.1 6. ~ This share fell slightly to 16 .·3 percent in 

49/ 
interim 1987.over .16.8 percent in interim 1986. We do not find this 

latter decline. significant in light of evidence ~hat it resulted, at least in 

t f th . . t• t• 50/ par , rom is inves iga ion. ~. We note tha.t· import penetration by value 

. 51/ 521. 
rose from interim 1986 to interim 1987. ~ 

In addition to significant levels of ·import volumes and market 

penetration, the industry faced consistent underselling by the'imported 

53/ 
product. As the record reveals, ther~.were eleven orders of seamless 

pipe and tube placed from 1985 to 1987, that were reported by purchasers 

during this investigation and the final CVD investigation and that involved 

competition between the domestic product and the imports from Sweden. Of 

48/ Id. at A-56, Table 23 .. See also Id. at A-24. 
49/ Id. 
501 According to Conunerce,. the monthly import figures in 1987 of seamless pipe 
and tube from Sweden declined from 574 short tons in February and 632 in 
March, to a mere 108 in April and 112 in May. This decrease nearly coincides 
in time with the imposition of the preliminary dumping margins, which took 
effect in May, 1987. We have stated in past investigations that. import 
declines caused by the initiation of an investigation or the imposition of 
preliminary dumping margins will not affect the Commission's analysis of 
causation. See Candles From the People's Republic of China, Inv. No. 
7~1-TA-282 (Fina~), USITC Pub. No. 1888 at 16 (1986). 
51/ Report at A-56, Table 23. 
521 In assessing the relative market presence of Swedish imports, Commissioner 
Lodwick notes that Swedish imports as a percentage of domestic integrated 
producer shipments averaged 673 during 1984-1986 and was 733 in 1986. Swedish 
imports relative to combined integrated producer and redrawer domestic 
shipments (excluding Sandvik) averaged 463 during 1984-1986 and was 48% in 
1986. 
53/ See n.84, infra, for the views on underselling of Vice Chairman Brunsdale. 
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. 54/ 55/ 56/ 
these, seven were awar~ed to Sandvik. -. · - In these seven 

orders, the prices of the Swedish imports were 8 to 15 percent below the 

571 
quoted domestiC·prices. The reasons cited by the purchasers for buying 

. 58/ 
the Swedish seamless p'ipe and tube included lower prices. During the 

period of investigation, prices of domestic seamless pipe and· tube generally 

59/ 
declined for both hot-finished and cold-rolled products. -. 

Based on the foregoing considerations, we conclude that the significant 

volume-of seamless pipe and tube from Sweden and the high import penetration 

throughout the period of investigation, combined with the pattern of 

underselling of these imports and the revenue lost to the domestic ind"-'stry, 

demonstrate·that these ·LTFV imports have caused material injury_ to.the 

domestic industry. 
601 

Welded Pipe and Tube 

"61/ 
Condition of the domestic industry 

Data provided for the domestic welded pipe and tube industry show that, 

while it remains in a weakened condition, its performance has significantly 

improved. Although we have reservations, we nonetheless find material 

54/ Report at A-72. 
551 The Commission notes that, in.the final CVD investigation in connection 
with this product, the Commission confirmed two instances of lost· revenue 
suffered by petitioners .. ·Id. at A-82 .. 
56/ See n.84, infra, for the views on lost sales of Vice Chairman Brunsdale. 
571 Report at A-82. Of the four remaining orders, in two of them domestic 
prices exceeded prices of the competing Swedish products by 10 to 14 percent. 
In the remaining two orders, domestic prices were slightly lower than prices 
of Swedish products but exceeded prices quoted for competing Japanese products 
by 7 and 4 percent. Id. 
581 Report at A-72. 
59/ Id. at A-63-A-64, Table 24. 
60/ See n.84, infra, for the views on dumping margin of Vice Chairman 
Brunsdale. 
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injury. We make our assessment on the condition of the domestie industry· as a 

whole, but;we must note -- as we·did in the final· CVD determination -- the 

62/ 
divergence of performance between integrated and nonintegrated producers. -

Nonintegrated producers were profitable throughout.the 

. t• t• 63/ 1nves 1ga ion. - In contrast, the integrated producers experienced 

steadily decreasing net sales; and their operating losses, although declining, 

remained large enough to cause the industry as a whole to· show a net loss 

despite the fact that integrated producers account for only.about 20percent 

64/ 
of the industry. - 1 

In previous investigations, we recognized some divergence in perforinance 

between integrated and nonintegrated producers but f~und·, 'as we do here, 

material injury for the industry as a whole. However, in this case, it is a 

much closer question due to the fact that the integrated producers account for 

relatively less of the domestic industry than was the case in the past and the 

nonintegrated producers are performing substantially better. Iri this 

investigation, as in our earlier investigation, a somewhat greater divergence 

of performance or less relative significance of the integrated producers may 

. .ff. 1 . 65 j have resulted 1n a di erent cone us1on. -

61/ Commissioner Eckes and Commissioner Lodwick do not join in the majority's 
discussion of the condition of this domestic industry.· See their Dissenting 
Views, infra. 
62/ See Inv. No. 701-TA-281 (Final) at 9-10. 
63/ Report·· at A-37. 
64/ Id. 
65/ See Inv. No. 701-TA~281'(Final) at 10. 
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Thus, we find that the industry as awhole is stiH.suffedngmatei:ia~ 

injury. 
661 

We reach this conclusion ori the basis of not only the financi~l 

data, but also the slight decline in production .in·l986, §]_/ the somewhat 

sharper decline in shipments in 1986, 681 . the corresponding increase in 

invent~ries, 691 and the generally low rate of capacity utilization 

throughout' the period of investigatio~. 701 
Furthermore, employment~ hours 

worked, wages paid, and total compensation ~lso declined throughout the 

period. 711 

No material injury by reason of LTFV imports of welded pipe and· tube from 
Sweden 

Based on considerations that each ofus·di~cusses· in separate Additional 

Views, we determine that there is rio material injury by reason of LTFV imports 

721 of welded pipe and tube from Sweden. 

66/ Vice Chairman Brunsdale has severe reservations about the finding that 
domestic industry is materially injured. · She notes, .for example, that ·. 
production, shipments, capacity, number of employees, hours worked, and net 
sales of. the domestic industry were relatively unchanged over. the per-iod .of 
investigation. Report at A-31 (Table 2), A-33 (Table 3), A-42 (Table 7), A-52 
(Table 12). While the Vice Chairman does not find that the domestic industry 
is materially injured, she assumes arguendo that tt is and considers the issue 
of causation in her Additional Views, infra. 
67/ Report at A-22. 
68/ Id. at A-25. 
69/ Id. at A-27. 
701 Id. at A-22. 
71/ Id. at A-28, table 7. 
J..1.1 See the Additional Views, infra, of Chairman Liebeler, Vice Chairman 
Brunsdale and Connnissioner Rohr. 
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No threat of material injury by reason of ·imports of LTFV welded pipes 
and tubes from Sweden 

In determining whether a U.S. industry is threatened with material injury 

by reason of dumped imports, the Commission considers among other factors, any 

existing unused foreign capacity, increases in.imports to the United States, 

any rapid increase in U.S. market penetration, the likelihood that such 
-

pefletration will increase to an injurious level, the probability that imports 

will enter the United States at prices that will have a depressing or 

suppressing effect on domestic prices., any substantial increase in inventories 

. th •t d t . d th . f h 0 f . 731 1n e Un1 ·e Sta es, .an e potenti.al or p·roduct-s 1 ti.ng. - The 

Commission ItUJSt find that the threat is real and injury is imminent. 741 

. 751 
The Swedish industry, though export-oriented, - is currently 

operating at quite a high rate of capa~lty utilization, 1!/ a not surprising 

situation considering that the industry recently completed a substantial 

reorganization begun in 197.9 in part to reduce overcapacity. Swedish capacity 

has recently increased slightly, but the capacity utilization rate has risen 

771 
even more. -

We also find it significant that the United States has traditionally 

represented a quite $mall share·of the Swedish export market for welded pipe 

' 781 
and tube. -. Moreover, in view of the fact that the Swedish krona has 

' 79/ 
appreciated relative to the U.S. dollar in real terms, - the U.S. market 

'is not likely to become more attractive in the near future (assuming the trend 

J.1.1 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F.)(i). 
l!!I 19 u.s.c. § 1677(7)(F)(ii); see also S. Rep. No. 249, supra, at 89. 
751 Report at A-49, table 19. 
76/ Id. 
lll Id. 
~I Id. 
79/ Id. at A-77, table 27. 
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t . ) 80/ con 1nues .· - This assessment is reinforced by Avesta's change in 

marketing strategy. Avesta.has rapidly decreased its U.S. inventories and 

81/ 
plans to begin marketing directly from Sweden. - This' may magnify the · 

82/ 
certain lead-time problems,- making Swedish imports even less of a 

potential threat. We observe that a company planning rapid increases in sales 

and market share normally does not adopt such a marketing strategy. 

Furthermore, the primary export markets for Swedish pipe and tube are Western 

European countries to which Sweden has duty free access by reason of 

membership in the European Free Trade Association, which increases the 

relative attractiveness of those markets. Finally, we note that, although 

Swedish imports increased in both absolute and relative terms in 1984-86, 

these increases were relative to a very small market share in 1983. 831 

Given the.absence of other factors indicating further increases, the gain in 

imports .from Sweden to date.is insufficient to support an affirmative threat 

determination . 

. ; 

80/ We note.that.there is no likelihood that production can be shifted between 
welded and seamless pipe and tube. Id. at A-5, A-6-A- 7. '· Even ,though the 
drawing equipm~nt of the two Swedish ·companies, Sandvik (seamless producer) 
and Avesta (welded producer), can be utilized to redraw either welded or 
seamless hollows, the equipment used to produce the welded and seamless 
hollows themselves is not interchangeable. Because Avesta is the·only welded 
producer and is already operating at virtually full capacity and thus has no 
extra welded hollows.to sell, there is no potential for Sandvik also to become 
a supplier of welded pipe and tube. · 
81/ Report at A-47. 
82/ See the Additional Views,-infra, of Vice Chairman Brunsdale ·and 
Commissioner Rohr. 
83/ Report at A-54. In addition, the level of Swedish imports declined 
sharply in interim 1987 from interim 1986. Id. 
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Thus, we f.ind,tha't there is no real and inuninent threat of material 

injury to the domestic industry by reason of dumped imports of welded pipe and 

84/ 
tube from Sweden. ~ 

84/ *In Vice C~airman Brunsdale's view, the evidence on underselling in this 
case is not persuasive that dumped seamless pipe is a cause of material 
inJury. She notes that this evidence is very limited and confined to bid 
price information for eleven orders each of mechanical tubing and of redraw 
hollows. Although bid prices were generally lower for the Swedish product 
than for the domestic product this is not suprising given that delivery of the 
Swedish product generally involved longer lead times and consequently greater 
costs to the purchaser, which in turn required the Swedish producers to bid a 
lower price for their product. Report at A-72 and A-73. 

*Vice Chairman Brunsdale does not find the evidence in this case on lost sales 
by the domestic industry to be persuasive. She notes that there were only two 
confirmed cases of specific transactions where a domestic producer lost a sale 
to the Swedish exporter. 

*Vice.Chairman Brunsdale also considers the magnitude of the dumping margin in 
her analysis of causation. In this case the final dumping margin for seamless 
pipe and tube from Sweden was 20.47 percent. This margin is moderately high 
and, together with the fact that import penetration was also a moderately high 
17.9 percent in 1986, suggests that the price advantage gained by the Swedish 
exporter as a result of unfair pricing had a material impact on the domestic 
industry. Report at A-76 (Table 23) and INV-K-125. 
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ADDITIONAL AND DISSENTING VIEWS OF CHAIRMAN LIEBELER 

Inv. No. 731-TA-354 (Final) 
stainless Steel Pipes and Tubes from Sweden 

I determine that an industry.in.the· United states is 

not materi~lly injured, or threaten•d with material 

injury, by reason of imports of sta1nless steel pipes and 

tubes from Sweden which the Department of Commerce has 

ll 
determined are being sold at less-than-fair-value. I 

concur with the.majority in.their discussions of like. 

product, condition of the ii:tdustry, related p(\lrties, and 

threat of material injury by welded pipes and tubes. 

Because my views on causation, and on threat of material 

injury by seamless pipes and tubes differ, I offer these 

additional and dissenting views. 

Material Injury by Reason of Imports 

In order for a domestic industry to prevail in a 

final investigation, the Commission must de.ter'mine that· 

the dumped or subsidized imports cause or threaten to 

cause material _injury.to the domestic industry producing 

the like product. First, the Commission must determine 

!/ Material ret~rdatibn is not ari i~sue becaQse 
there is an established domestic industry 
producing stainless steel pipes and tubes. 
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whether the domestic industry producing the like product 

is materially injured or is thr~atened with material 

injury. Second, the Commission must determine whether any 

injury or threat thereof is by reason of the. dumped or 

subsidized imports. Only if the Commission answers both 

questions in the affirmative, will it make an affirmative 

determination in the investigation. 

Before analyzing the dat~, ho~ever, the first 

question is whethe·r the statute is clear or whether one 

must resort t9 th~ legislative history ln order to 

interpret the relevant sections of the antidumping law. 

The accepted rule of statutory·construction is that a 

statute, clear and unambiguous on its face, need not and 

cannot be interpreted using secondary sources. Only 

statutes that are of doubtful meaning are subject to such 

y· 
statutory interpretation. 

The statutory language used for.both parts of the 

two-part analysis is ambiguous. "Material i.njury" is 

defined as "harm which is not incons,equential, immaterial, 

~/ c. Sands, Sutherland Statutory Construction, § 
45.02 (4th ed. 1985). · 
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y 
or unimportant." This definition leaves unclear what 

is meant by harm. As for the causation test, "by reason 

of" lends itself to no easy interpretation, and has been 

the subject of much debate by past and present 

commissioners. Clearly, well-informed persons may differ 

as to the interpretation of the causation and material 

injury sections of title VII. Therefore, the legislative 

history becomes helpful in interpreting title VII. 

The ambiguity arises in part because it is clear that 

the presence in the United States of additional foreign 

supply will always make the domestic industry worse off. 

Any time a foreign producer exports products to the United 

States, the increase in supply, ceteris paribus, must 

result in a lower price_of the product than would 

otherwise prevail. If a downward effect on price, 

accompanied by a Department of Commerce dumping or s·ubsidy 

finding and a Commission finding that financial indicators 

were down were a_ll that were required for an affirmative 

determination, there would be no need to inquire further 

into causation. 

But the legislative history shows that the mere 

presence of LTFV imports is not sufficient to establish 

l/ 19 U.S.C. § 1977(7) (A) (1980). 
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causation. In the legislative history to the Trade 

Agreements Acts of 1979, Congress stated: 

[T]he ITC will consider information which 
indicates that harm is ·caused by factors other 

. !/ 
than the less-than-fair-value imports. 

The Finance Committee empha~ized the need for an 

exhaustive. c21.us.ation analysis, stating, "the Commission 

must satisfy itself that, in light of all the information 

presented, there is a sufficient causal link between the 

less-than-fair-value imports and the requisite injury." 
~ 

The senate Finance committee acknowledged that the 

causation analysis would not be easy: "The determination 

of the ITC.with respect ·to causation, is under current' 

law, and will be, under section 735, complex and 

difficult, and is matter for the judgment of the 
. §/. . 

ITC." since the domestic industry is no.doubt worse 

off by the presence of any imports (whether ;.LTFV. or fairly 

traded) and Congress has directed. that this. ~snot enough. 

upon which to base an· affirmative determination, the 

!/ Report on the Trade Agreements Act of 1979, s. 
Rep. No. 249, 96th Cong. 1st Sess. 75 (1979). 

~ Id. 

§/ Id. 
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Commission must delve further to find what condition 

Congres~ has attemp~ed to remedy. 

In the.legislativehistory t~ the 1974 Act, the Senate 

Finance Conmiittee stated: 

This Act is riot a 'protectionist' ~tatute 
designed to bar or restrict U.S. imports; rather, 
it is a statute designed to free u. s; imports . 
from unfair price discrimination prac:tices. *.* * 
The Antidumping Act is designed to discourage and 
prevent foreign suppl,iers from· using. unfair price 
discrimination practices to the detriment of ~ 

. J./ 
United States industry. 

Thus, the focus of the analysis niust·be on what 

constitutes unfa'ir pric~. discrimination and what harm 

results ·therefrom: · 

[ T] he Antidumping Act. does not proscribe · - . · 
transactions which involve selling an imported 
product at a price which is not lower tha·n that 
needed to make the product competitive in the 
u.s. mar){et, even t:tiougp the price of.the 
imported product is lower than its home market 

y 
price. 

This "difficult and complex" judgment by the 

Commission is aided greatly by the use of economic and 

J./ Trade Reform Act- of 1974, S. Rep. 1298, 93rd 
Cong~ 2d Ses~. 179. 

y Id. 
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financial analysis. One of the most important assumptions 

of traditional microeconomic -theory is that firms attempt 

v 
to maximize profits. Congress was obviously familiar 

with the economist's tools: "[I]mporters as prudent 

businessmen dealing fairly would be interested in 

maximizing prof its by selling at prices as high as the 
·10; 

U.S. market would.bear." 

An·assertion of unfair price discrimination should be 

accompanied by a factual record.that can support such a 

conclusion. In accord with economic theory and the 
. ' 

legislative history, foreign firms should be presumed to 

behave rationally. Therefore, if the factual setting in 

which the unfair imports occur does not support any gain 

to be had by unfair price discrimination, it is re~sonable 

to conclude that any injury or threat of injury to·the 

domestic industry is not -"by reason of" such imports. 

In many cases unfair price discrimination by a 

competitor would be irrational. In general, it is not 

10/ 

See, ~, P. Samuelson & W. Nordhaus, 
Economics 42-45 (12th ed. 1985); w. Nicholson, 
Intermediate Microeconomics and Its Application 
7 (3rd ed. 198~). 

Trade Reform Act of 1974, s. Rep. 1298, 93rd 
Cong. 2d Sess. 179. 
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rational to charge a price below that necessary to sell_ 

one's product. In certain circumstances, a firm may try 

to capture a sufficient market sh~~e to be a~le to r~is~ 

its price in the ·future. - To move from a position where 

the firm has n.o· market power to a position where the firm 

has such power, the firm may lower its price ~elow that 

which is necessary to meet competition. It is this 

condition which Congress must have meant when it charged 

us "to discourage and prevent foreign suppliers from using 

unfair price discrimination practices to the detriment of 

11/ 
a United States industry." 

In Certain Red Raspberries from Canada, I set forth a 

framework for examining what factual setting would merit 

an affirmative finding under the law interpreted in light 
!Y 

of the cited legislative history. 

The stronger the evidence of the following . . .• 
the more likely that an affirmative determination 
will be made: (1) large and increasing market 
share, (2) high dumping margins, (3) homogeneous · 
prodticts, (4) declining prices and (5) barriers 
to entry· to other foreign producers (low · 

Trade Reform Act of 1974, S. Rep. 1298, 93rd 
Cong. 2d Sess. 179. 

Inv. No. 731-TA-196 (Final), USITC Pub. 1680, 
at 11-19 (1985) (Additional Views of Vice 
Chairman Liebeler) • · 
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.!Y 
elasticity of supply of other imports) . 

The statute requires.the Commission to· examine the volume 

of imports, the effect of imports on prices, and the1 

,.,. . 14/ 
general impact of imports on domestic producers. The 

legislative history provides some guidance for applying 

these criteria. The factors incorporate both the 
,, 

statutory criteria and the guidance provided by the 

legislative history. Each of these factors is evaluated 

in turn. 

Causation analysis 

The commission has determined ·that there are two like···· 

products, welded stainless steel pipes and tubes, and 

seamless stainless steel pipes and tubes~ I consider each. 

of them in turn. 

!.Y Id. at 16. 

!if 19 U.S.C. 1677(7) (B)-(C) (1980 & cum. supp. 
1985) • 
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Welded Stainless Steel Pipes and Tubes 

. . . . . 
Examining-import -penetration -data is relevant because 

unfair price discrimination has as its goal,_ and cannot 

take place in the absence of, market power. Welded market 

share increased from 2.4 percent of corn;umption in 1984 to 

2. 8 percent in 1.985·, 'and to· 3 ·• 7 percent irt 1986. Interim 

figures· show that import penetration ·decreased, however, 

from 4.3 percent of consumptio~ in_ January:..June 1986 to 

" 15/ . 
1. 5 percent in the same period. of 1987. ·. Import . · 

penetration is thus in a very low r~ng~ and consistent 

with unfair price discrimination~. 

The second factor is a high margin of dumping or 

subsidy. The higher the margin, ceteris par.ibus, the more.· '· · 

1 ikely it is that the product is being .. sold below the · 
- •!§! ' . 

competitive price and the more .likely. it __ is. that the· 

domestic producers will be.adversely affected. The 

Department of Commerce estimated a dumping margin of 

16/ 

. ' 

Report at Table 23. These-import penetration 
ratios are measured in terms of quantity. The 
value-based import penetration figures are as 
follows: 2.0 percent in 1984 1 2.0 percent in 
1985, 2.7 percent in 1986; 3.2 percent i~ 
January-June 1986, and 1.4 percent in 
January-June 1986. Id. · 

·See text accompanying note 8, supra. 
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34.50 percent for Swedish .. welded stainless steel pipes and 

w 
tubes. This dumping margin is moderate to high· and 

not inconsistent with a finding of unfair price 

·c;li~crimination. · 

The third factor is the homogeneity_ of the products. 

The more homogeneous the products, the greater will be the 

effect of any allegedly unfair pr,actice on domestic 

producers. While domestic and imported products are 

generally of similar quality, purchasers have indicated 

t~at domestic producers enjoy advantages with respect to 
18/ 

lead time. Longer lead times require larger 

purchases per order and therefore higher inventory 
' : 

carrying costs~ Purchasers noted the· costs of carrying 

large inventories·· associate<;! with. longer order lead ·times 

as a significant factor when deciding to purchase domestic 
' ' 19/ 

or foreign welded stainless steel pipes'and tubes. 

Thus, the evidence on product homogeneity is somewhat' 

mixed. 

As to the fourth factor, evidence of declining 

domestic prices, ceteris paribus, might indicate that 

. I 

17/ Report at A-11 . 

..!!!J Report at A-73-74. 

~ Report at A-74. 
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domestic producers were lowering their pric~s to maintain 

market share. Prices of the welded product were more or 

~ 
less steady during the period of investigation. This 

factor is thus inconsistent with unfair price 

discrimination. 

The .fifth factor is barriers -to entry (foreign supply· 

elasticity). If there are barriers to entry (or low 

foreign elasticity of supply) it is more likely that a 

producer can gain some degree of market power~ There are 

many producers of welded stainless steel pipes and tubes, 

and the import penetration.ratio for countries.other than 

Sweden has been significant and was higher in 1986 than it 
~ 

was in 1984. Indeed~ in·l986, Canada; Taiwan, and 

Japan all exported more welded stainless steel pipes an·d 
m 

tubes to the·United States than did Sweden. .·Based on 

this information, one would normally conclude that 
m 

barriers to entry by other countries are low. 

Voluntary restraint agreements are in effect with respect 

w Report at Tables C-4 and C-5. 

~ Report at Table 23. 

~/ Report at Table 22. 

QI See generally Tr. at 57 (statement of Mr. 
Malashevich) . 
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to carbon steel and certain specialty steel products 

including stainless steel pipes and tubes but, with the 

exception of the agreement with Brazil, no VRA's 

negotiated to date contain a specific limit on stainless 

~ 
steel pipes and tubes. Thus, these VRA's·, while 

affecting the elasticity of supply of other foreign 

producers of stainless steel pipes and tubes, are not a 

strong entry barrier yet. 

These factors must be balanced in each case to reach a 

sound de~ermination. While the LTFV margins are moderate 

to high, other factors do not support an affirmative 

determination. Import penetration has been·very low, and 

prices have essentially been steady. Evidence on product 

homogeneity is mixed, and the VRA's, in their current. 

form, do not appear to be a significant barrier to entry. 

Thus I reach a negative determination. 

Seamless Stainless Steel Pipes and Tubes · 

Material Injury Analysis 

Seamless market share was 20.4 _percent in 1984, 15.0 

percent in 1985, 17.9 percent in 1986, and 16.3 percent 

~ Report at A-9. 
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.£?./ 
for.the first half of 1987. Thus, while import 

p~netration has bee~ m~derate, if has also, after some 

fluctuation, declined during ~he period of investi.gation. 

This facto~ is not consistent with a finding of.unfair 

price discrimination. 

The second factor is a high margin of· dumping or 

subsidy~ Th~ higher the margin, ceteris paribus, the more 

likely ·it is that the product is ·being sold.beloY! t~e. 

competitive.price.and t;he more likely it is that, the 

domestic producers will. be adversely affected.. The 

Department of Commerce ·estimated· a dumping margin of 20. 4 7 
26/ 

for seamless stainless steel pipes and tubes~ This· 

dumping margin is moderate. 

·. ' 

The third factor is the.homogeneity of· the products .. 

The more ~omogeneous the products, the greater. will be the. 

effect of any allegedly unfai~ practice on domestic 

producers. While domestic and. ~mported products are 

Report at Table 23. The above figures are.on a 
quantity basis. On a value basis, seamless . 
impol:'.t penetratio1' from Sweden· was 14 .• 4 percent .... · 
for 1984, 12.0 percent for 1985, 12.3 percent 
for 1986, and 12.5 percent for the first· half_ 
of 1987. Id. . . . 

. --
INV-K-125, Noveinber 6, 1987. 
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generally similar, a significant number of purchasers 

noted that they viewed the. domestic seamless product as 

"more reliable" than that· imported from Sweden. 
~ 

Moreover, purchasers indfcated. that d~~estic producers 
~ . 

enjoy advantages with respect to lead time. Longer 

lead times require larger purchases per order and 

therefore higher· inventory carrying costs. Purchasers· 

noted the costs of carrying large inventories associated 

with the longer lead times as ·significant factors when 

deciding to purchase domestic or foreign seamless 
,29/ ' 

stainless steel pipes and tubes. Finally, 

approximately 14.0 percent.of Swedish seamless U.S. 

imports are in sizes 6r speci~l alloys that have no 
lQ/ ~ . 

precise U.S. produced equivalents. Thus, there is 

considerable evidence that domestic products and Swedish 

imports are not homogeneous. 

As to the fourt~ factor, evidence of declining 

domestic prices, ceteris paribus, might indicate that 

domestic producers were lowering their prices to maintain 

~ Report at A·-73. 

m Report at A-7'3-74. 

m Report at A-74. .. 

~ Report at A-60. 
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market share. 'prices of the seamiess product were steady 

31/ 
to slightly down during the period of investigation.-

This factor does not support unfair price discrimination. 

The fifth factor is barriers to entry (foreign supply 

elasticity). If ,there are barriers to entry (.or low 

foreign elasticity of supply) it is more likely that a 

producer can gain market power. . There are many ·producers 

of seamless stain.less steel .. pipes and tubes, with the . 

·import penetration rat.ios ·for countries other than Sweden. 
~ 

having been consistently over .50 percent. Based on 

this information, one wo~ld normally cconclude that 
lll 

barriers to entry by other countries are low. 

Voluntary restraint agreements are in·effect with respect 

to carbon steel and certain specialty steel products 

including stainless steel pipes and tubes but, with the 

exception of the agreement with Brazil, no VRA's 

negotiated to date contain a specific limit on stainless 

steel pipes and tubes. Thus, these VRA's, while affecting 

the elasticity of supply of pther foreign producers of 

lY Report at .Tables C-1 to 3. 

lY Report, at T_able .23. 

~ See generally Tr. at 57(statement of Mr. 
Malashevich) . 
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stainless steel pipes and tubes, are not a strong ~~try 

barrier yet. 

These ·factors must be· balanced in each case to reach 

a sound determination. Market share is moderate and has 

declined within the period of investigation. ·'The LTFV 

margin is moderate, and prices have been st~ble'to 

slightly declining. The VRA's, ·in their current form, do 

not appear to be a significant barrier to entry· for this 

product, and Swedish imports and domestic products are 

not homogeneous~· · Other than a moderate dumping ~argin, 
.. 

the other four factors suggest that any harm to the 

domestic industry is not by reason of dumped seamless 

stainless steel pipes and tubes from Sweden. 

Threat of Material Injury Analysis 

In determining whether a u.s. industry is threatened 

with material .injury by reason of imports subject to 

investigation, the Commission is required to consider a 

number of factors including, among others, increases in 

exporting country production capacity or existing unused 

capacity, any rapid increase in U.S. market penetration, 
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and increases in inventories of the merchandise in the 

w 
United States. The Commission must also find that 

~ 
the threat is real and injury is imminent.· The 

record does not contain such evidence of a real and 

imminent threat to the domestic iridustry.from imports of 

seamless. pipe and tube from Sweden. 

As noted above, seam1e·ss import penetration has been 

essentially steady, indeed actually declining from a 

penetration .level of 20~4 percent in 1984 ~o ij~9 percent 

in 1986 (to a somewhat iower. figure for the first half.· of 
~-

1987). Thus there is no.evidence to indicate tha:t 

penetration will.rapidly.increase to an injurious; ievel~ 

This is particularly true sincf? Sweden's ~apacity to 

produce seamless pipes and tubes has remalried steady, and 

capacity utilization has generally remained quite 
'fl.I 

high. In addition, between·1984 and 1986 imp~rter' 

inventories of seamless pipes and tubes from Sweden rather 
w 

significantly declined. · 

w 19 U.S.C.§1677(7) (F) (i). 

w 19 u.s.C.§1677(F) (ii); see·a1so 
s. Rep. No. 249, 96th Cong. , 1st 
89(1979)~ 

~ Report at Table 23. 

rv Report at Table 18. 

w Report at A-46. 

Sess. 
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Moreover, it also appears significant that the United 

States has traditiqnally represented less than twenty five 

percent of the Swedish export market for seamless pipe and 

~ 
tube. If the Swedish krona continµes to appreciate 

!QI 
relative to the U.S. dollar, as it has since. 1985, 

it appears unlikely that the United States will become a 

more attractive market. This is particularly· true given 

t~e fact that Sweden exports considerable amounts of 

seamless pipe and tub~. to Western European countries with . . !!/ 
currencies appreciating relative to the u .. s·. dollar. 

Sweden also has duty free acess tp those countries by 

reason of membership in the European Free Trade 

A.ssociation, a fact which increases the relative 

attractiveness of those markets. Finally, I should point 

out that on an absolute basis u.s. imports of Swedish 

seamless stainless steel pipe and tubes h~s. declined 
!Y 

between 1984 and 1986. .In this context, and in the 

absence of other factors pointing the other way, 'I find· 

that there is no real and imminent threat of material 

~ Report at Table 18. 

!QI Report at Table 27. 

!.!./ Id. 

!Y Report at Table 21. 
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injury by reason of i~ports of seamless pipe and tube from 

Sweden. 

Conclusion 

Therefore, I conclude that an the industry in ~he 

United st~tes producing stainless steel pipes and tubes is 

not materially injured or threatened with material injury 

by reason of imports of welded or seamless stainless steel 

pipes and tubes from Sweden which are being sold at 

less-than-fair-value • 
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ADDIT~ONAL VIEWS OF VIC.E CHAIRMAN ANNE E. ~RUNSDALE 

Stainless st.eel Pipe and Tube from $weden 
· Investigation· 731-TA-354 (Final) 

. . 

· November 18;. 1987 

1. 

Subject to certain reservations noted in the opinion, .. I 

agree with my coileagues in the majority on the determination . ' ~ . ~ ... 
-. .-, 

regarding stainless steel·seamless pipe and.tube from Sweden. . . . . . . 

Wit~ respect .to stainless steel welded pipe and .tube from .. Sweden, 

I concur with the majority on like product, domes.tic indU:Str¥,, 

.condition of industry, and .threat of material injury, .and I offer 

.these views to explain my reasoning on causation. 

· .. My analysis ·of the ·.information· on record in this case leads 

me to conclude that dumped impC?rts of st2dnless steel welded,,pipe 

and tube from· Sweden did not: have a·material effect on the 

domestic industry during the period of investigation. In 

particular~ I find that the dumped imports did not significantly 

suppress or depress prices of the domestic like product. Nor did 

they significantly reduce the volume ·of domestic· industry· · · 

shipments. As a consequence, the sales revenue lost by the 

1 
See views of the Commission, supra. 
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dqmestic industry as a result of dumped imports is also very 

small. 

To determine the.maximum possible adverse effects on 

domestic prices and volumes· in this case, I considered first the 

absolute and. relative amounts of the subject imports. The 

quantity of dumped imports increased 53 percent in the 1984-1986 

period, from 1,844 short tons in 1984 to 2,822 short tons in 
2 

1986. The market penetration of dumped'imports on a, quantity 

basis behaved similarly·, increasing from 2. 4 percent in· 19'84 to 
3 

~,s ~ercent in 1Y85 ~nd 3.7 ~ercent in 1986. The greatest 

adverse impact ·of the subject imports on·the domestic industry 

would have occurred in 1986 because it was then that the Swedish 

import penetration was highest. shipments ·by. domestic· ·producers 
4 

that year were 62,500.short tons. 

In order to assess these maximal effects, it is· important to 

have information·on the. price sensitivities of domestic demand 
5 

and domestic supply. ·Evidence prepared by the Office"' of 

2 
Report at A-54 (Table 22). 

3 
Id. at A-56 (Table 23). 

4 
Id. at A-23 (Table 5). 

5 
For my views on the importance of elasticities in causation 

. (Footnote continued on next page) 
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Economics··· indicates that domestic demand is not very elastic· out 
6 ... 

that domestic ·supply :ls highly eiastic. The figure reporte&·• 

for the demand~ elasticity.·of stainless. steel ~elded pip~· and 'tube 
7 

is between .;.;0~·15 ·arid .;..i.:5. Thus, if the average price of that 

product declines :by 10 percent, other things remaining the same, 

quanti'ty·deniarided would increas~ between 7.5 and 15 percent. The 

figure reported for supply elast.ic'ity ,is at lec:tst 10. Q .. Thus, 

if the average domestic price· ·obtained by u. s. producers rises: by 
. . . . 

1 percent, . othe·r things remaining the same, quantity supplied by 

domesti'c firms would increase by at least 10 percent. 

Conversely, if ·domestic shipmerits increase by 10 percent, the 

domestic supp1y· price would rise by no more than 1 percent. 

·To.assess the maximum adverse volume effect on the domestic 

industry caused by the dumped imports, I make two assumptions, 

: J. 

(Footnote .continued from· p'reviou~· page) 
analysis see Certain Welded Carbon Steel Pipes and Tubes from 
Taiwan, Inv. 731-TA-349 (Final), USITC Pub. 1994 (July 1987) at 
55-63 (Additional Views of Vice Chairman Brunsdale) • 

6 
Memorandum from the Office of Economics, EC-K-437 (November 

5, 1987) ("Economics Memo"). The evidence on elasticity 
numbers was prepared by the Off ice of Economics and 
incorporafes c:'oriunEmts and evaluations offered by parties in 
this -case. · ., · · · · ' 

7 
Id. au'7.·.': 

8 
Id. 
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both highly favorable to the domestic ·industry. First, I assume 

that the total size of the market was little affected ·by the 

lower price of the dumped pipe and tube. This assumption is very 

favorable to the domestic industry because while demand is 

moderately elastic it is not completely inelastic. Ordinarily 

one expects that dumping would expand the total size of the . 

market somewhat because it would tend to lower prices. As a 

consequence it would actually create new business as opposed .to 

only taking existing business away from other suppliers. When I 

assume that the.total market was not increased as a resu1t of 

dumping, I am assuming that·every sale captured by a dumped 

import necessarily was a sale lost by other existing suppliers. 

This assumption exaggerates any injury to domestic producers. 

Second, I also assume that the total volume of the dumped 

imports replaces an equal volume of domestic shipments on a 

one-for-one basis. This assumption is also very favorable to the 

domestic industry -- that is·, it exaggerates any injury suffered 
9 

by domestic producers. 

9 
Note that this line of analysis implicitly assumes that (1) 

no other foreign supplier is adversely affected by the dumped 
imports, (2) stainless steel welded pipe and tube is a highly 
fungible product, and (3) the price advantage enjoyed by the 
dumped imports as a result of the dumping was so large that the 

(Footnote continued on next page) 
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Under these-assumptions, the voll;lme ~~fect: __ in 1986, the yea~ 

when the imports. wer~ gre~test, would have .. cau~ed a., cc;mtraction 

in domestic industry shipments of· only 4. 3 . perce,n,t ~-- ,. In other 

words' domestic . industry sh,:j..pments would nave fallei:i by __ .the . ~ 

amount of the Swedish imports -- that Js, by 2 ,.822 sho~t tons, or 

4.3 percent (equal to 2,822 divided by 62~500 plus 2,822) •. A·._ ... 

contr?tction of this relative magnitude is small ... M~reover, a$,;

explained :Qelow, . it. is also .too large_ to be a reali~ti.s .. 

conclusion in. th,is ca•e. . ~. . { 

Even if we were to accept this·approximate.magpitude for.the .· ' . ·' .- . . ~ 

relative volume. eff~pt; t:tie extent of pr~ce _suppression/price 

depression would pe very small. Its maximum ~xtent would be . 
~ ·' . . . ' 

equal .to the percentage decrease in the domestic. supply price· as 

result of the. de.crea.se in do~est:ic shiPlll:E;!nts . ca~sed by dumpeq 

imports. Since.domestic. shipments were at mos.t 4.3.percent lower 

and ~ince . the supply.elasticity is great:.er· than 10, price .. 

suppression/price dep_ression woµl,d be, .at most.,. o.~3. pe_rcent .. 

(that is, 4 •. 3 perc~nt divided by .10.) .. ·~.do 110~ find th~s·_degre,e 

of price decline to be sig:nificant.. .finally,_ the maximum ·adve.rse 

(Footnote continued from previous page). 
entire volume of stainless steel welded pipe and tube from 
Sweden can be attributed to dumping and total imports are 
increased by the amount of dumped imports. I will take up 
these matters below. 
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etf ect of· the dumped imports on domestic industry revenue is also 

small .. At most, the-revenues lost by domestic producers as a 

resuit of dumping in this case is only 4.7 percent -- equal to 

the sum of the volume effect (4.3 percent) and the price effect 

(0.4 percent). This reduction in revenue is too small to be 

me1.tf!!rial. 

A realistic assessment of the degree·to which the dumped 

imports reduced domestic shipments, .prices, and industry revenue 

i~ smaller than the maximum relative magnitudes presented above. 

The+e are three reasons why this is so. · 

First, ·heretofore, I have ignored the fact that there are 

other countries that supply stainless steel welded pipe and tube 

to the domestic market. For example, in 1986 there were three 

other countries that were more significant players in the 
10 

dol!lestic market th~n Sweden Canada, -Taiwan, and Japan. 

Furthermore, throughout the period of investigation the market 

penetration of other·coun:tries was considerably higher than that 

of Sweden. As I have -noted· above, Sweden's maximum penetration· 

was 3.7 percent in 1986. Between 1984.and 1986 the market 

penetration of all other countries· combined ranged from a low of 

10 
Report at A-54 (Table 22). 
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11 
12.7 percent i~ i985'to a hi~h of 15.2 percent in 1986. 

the swedes dump· in the domestic market, they take· away busi~ess 

from Canadian, Taiwanese, and Japanese suppliers as well as from 

domestic supplie'rs. Therefore, the contraction in domestic 

shipments resulting from Swedish dumping would have been smaller 

than 4.3 percent. 

Second, I have also ignored the fact that domestic and 

Swedish pipe and tube are not perfect.substitutes, that is, not 

highly' fungible products. In this case the Swedish product 

appears to be generally' comparable in physical quality to·the 
12 

domestic product• However, the two·are not highly fungible 

when· transaction's characteristics 'are considered. Purchasers 

indiCateci·that, because the swed'ish product generally has longer 

lead ·times· than the domestic product~· they place larger ·orders 
13 . 

and hoid larger inventories of the Swedish pipe and tube. . 

This ··means that it costs more to buy the Swedish ·product than 'the 

domestic product. Thus, the price of Swedish pipe and tube would 

have to be lower than the price of the comparable domestic 

product before purchasers would buy the former. Indeed, the 

11 i . 

Id. at A-56 (Table 23) . 
' 

12 
Id. at A-74. Economics Memo at 2. 

13 
Economics Memo at 3. 
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evidence indicates.that delivered .prices were ~t least 5 to 25 
14 

percent lower for Swedish.pipe and tube. Si~ce Swedi~h and 

domestic produc.ts are n~t highly .. fungible,. it is not reasonable 

to assume, as I did abo~e, that ~he Swedish product would 

displace the domestic .like produc;:t. on a one-for-one basis in the 

U.S. market. Thus; the potential adverse effect·of the dumped 

impo.rts on domestj,.c shipments is less than 4. 3 percent. 

Finally, to. this point I hav~ assumed tnat the pric.e 

advantage the d~mping conferred on thf!! Swedish.impqrts was so 

large that the entire amount of Swedish import~ can be· attributed 

to the unfair act. Even if this wer~ true, it do~s not mean that 

the amount of Swedish imports. correctly. reflects· the .. impact of 

the dumped imports on the domestic. industry. This·is.because 

there may be a highly integrate~ world.market in·welded'pipe·and 

tube and, if so, other countries would, .to. at least ·some :·extent, 

tend to replace the Swedes if .they.were forced·out of-the U;S. 
15 . 

market. 

! •. 

14 
Report at A-74. In addition, between 15 and 25 percent of 

the U.S. market is apparently subject to buy-American 
preferences -- deriving, for example, from consumer 
preferences, union/company policies, government-mandated 
contracts. To the extent that these pJ:'.efe+ences can.be 
influenced by prices, the Swedish product would tend to be less 
expensive than the domestic product. Id. at A-74-75. 

15 
For a discussion of supply and demand of stainless steel 

pipe and tube in the world market, see Economics Memo at a. 
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16 
.The final dumping· margin in tI?-is case is 34·. 5 percent •. 

If, th~ -fu;ll ·dumping margin were passed through to the pricEL of 

Swe~ish pipe and tube. sold in the domestic market, that price in 

·the:United States would be lowered by about 25 percent (equal to 
17 

0.345 divided by 1.345). This price· advantage;would have 

been considerable ·and could have accounted for a large proportion 

Of Swedish imports,.· However, even in.this event, it is not 

likely that Swedish.dumping would have produced an adverse.e'ffect 

on· the domes,tic industry of anything approaching the· maximum' 4. 3 

percent volu~e effect presented above. Absent the unfair price 

advantage.the resulting decline in imports from Sweden wouid, to 

: sonie extent, have.been replaced by imports from other countries • 

. Instead of exporting to the United States, the Swedes could, 

instead, ship pipe and tube to other countries~ Indeed, the bulk 

16 
Report at A".'"11. 

17 
For. a discussion of the role of the dumping margin in 

assessing harm to a domestic industry, see Memorandum from the 
Office of Economics, EC-J-010 · (January ~1986), at 29-JL : For 
a .discussion of· the propriety of· _CoI'!llllission. consideration ·of 
this factor, .see Hyundai Pipe Co. , Ltd. , et". al.' v •. U.S .. 
International Trade Commission, et. al.,· slip op. 87-1'8 (CIT 
February 23, 1987) ~-
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. . 18 
of their' output alreaay· goes to such countries. ·. · However, as 

firms in those countries saw their own matkets having· to absorb 

.add~tional pipe and tube ·from Sweden, they would look to more 

attractive markets elsewhere, one of which would be the united 
. . ,· 

states. T.hey would the ref ore ship more to the united· states. 

After allowing for this jostling and juggiing by foreign 

suppliers, the total amount of pipe and tube imports into the 

United States from ·all· sources would probably not· be very much 
. . 

lower. But even if they were, they· would not fall by the full, 

amount ~f Swedish pipe and tube that was diverted from the U.S. 
19 

market to· other markets. The thrust of this analysis is tttat 

in order to properly assess the effects of dumped imports from 

Sweden on domestic firms, it is necessary to allow for the.supply 

responses by other countries if Sweden's imports were removed 

from the domestic market. When this is done theradverse effect 

of dumped imports on 'domestic shipments will be less, possibly 

considerably less, than 4.3 per~ent. 

18 
Report at A-49 (Table 19). 

19 . ' . . 
Note that the United states has concluded.voluntary ·export 

arranqements (VRAs)' with 'a number of majo~. 'foreign suppliers 
covering: ·carbon steel products and certain specialty, steel 
products, including 'stainless steel pipe andtupe ·products_. 
However, with the exception of Brazil, none of the·. VRAs contain 
specific import limits on stainless steel pipe and tube. Id. 
at A-10. 
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For the foregoing reasons, I determine that dumped imports 

of stainless steel welded pipe and tube from Sweden are not a 

cause of material injury to the domestic industr}r. 
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· Additional Views of Commissioner Da·vid B. Rohr on Causation 

· .· Regardin!f Welded ·stainle.ss Steel Pipes and Tubes 

"The C!:omniission· very recently considered welded stainless steel pipes and 
. . . . . . ' . 

tubes from Sweden. In April 1987, I determined that· although .the domestiC . . . . : 

industry was.experiencing ma~erial injury, weJ.ded stainless steel .pipes arid 

t·ubes iJl1POrt.e.cl from Sweden· were not a cause of that: injury. I· Once again, I 

find that .the .domestic industry is· stiU.experiencin'g material injury. 2· The 

additi,anal evi~ence developed in this investigation further supports a finding 

of no ;causal 'nexus· between the subje.ct impor'ts .and the requisite injury. 
. . ' . 

in making this d~termfoation,; I coQsidered~ as the Commission is 

sta:tuto:rily ·required to, the absolute and ·reiative volume of the subject 

imports and the :err ect of: these· imports. on domestic prices and domestic 
. . . 

. producers of.the.:like product: 3 . To assess the effect of the subject imports 

on th:e domestic industry, l'considered .the· volume· and price of the· 

See Addi.tionar; Vie.ws of Commissioner David :B. Rohr on 
Causation in Stainless Steel Pipes and Tubes From Sweden,. 
Investigation No. 101::.TJ\.;281 (Final), USJTC Pul;>. 1966 
(April 1987). 

2 See majority views of Chairman Liebeler, Commissfoner 
Brunsdale, and Commissione.r Rohr. · 

3 19 U.S.C.. 1677'.(7)(B).:' •• 7•. 

,I 
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subject imports in the context of performance of the industry and market 

conditions during the period of investigation. 

Causation must be analyzed specifically in the context of the trends in . ' . . 

industry performance during the period of investigation. The welded stainless 

steel pipe and tube industry has not attained the levels of performance 

experienced before its 1982 declines. However. during the period of 

investigation, the U.S. industry did show signs of improvement in domestic 

production and production capacity. Furthermore, the industry made large 

financial gains, though still reporting a net operating loss due to the poor· . . 

performance of the integrated producers. These c.onditions differ from those 

of similar industries .in previous investigations where the Commission found 

material injury characterized by rapidly worsening performance. 4 In 

contrast, during the first half of 1987, production, capacitr. and financi,al 

performance of the U.S. industry decreased considerably: 

In the context.of these conditions.I have examined the role of imports. 

The first element in my analysis is the volume of imports. There was an 

increase in both the absolute volume of Swedish imports and their market share 

between 1984 and .1 ~86. Swedish market share incr~ased from 2 percent to 4 

percent of total domestic consumption. While Swedish market share remained 

small, this increase is certainly not insignificant. 

However. since the middle of 1986, Swedish imports have de~lined 

markedly, and accounted for: only 1.5 percent of domestic consumption in the 
. . t.· 

4 See, for example, Stainless Steel Sheet and Strip from 
(Footnote continued on next page) 
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fi.rst· half of 1987. 'This decline in i~ports is consistent with the Avesta's 

reported change· in its mar.ket strategy. Thus, while from 1984 to 1986 the 

volume and market share of the subject imports increased, the industry was 

. showing signs of improvement. In contrast, since the middle of 1986, the 

Swedish imports have fallen rapidly while the U.S. industry's condition has 

worsened. 'Th~s~ tre·nds do not support a conclusion th:at the material ·injury 

being experienced· by the U.S. industry was caused by the· subject imports. 

The second element in my analysis is a consideration of the effect of the 

subject imports ~n ~omestic prices. Although the price data gave some mixed 

signals, prices of both the domestic like product and the subject welded 

stainless steel pipe and tube imports generally remained stable since 1984. 

In the only product category for which trend comparisons were possible, prices 
. . . 

of the domestic and imported product declined by two percent and three 

percent~ 'respectively, from the first quarter of 1985 to the fourth quarter of . . . 

'1986. Froni the fourth quarter of 1986 to the second quarter of 1987; the 

price of the· domestic product increased by 3 percent while the import price · , 

dropped by 3 percent. 

· In assessing causation, It should be noted that it was during this most 

recent period that imports of welded stainless steel pipes and tubes from 

Sweden decreased rapidly, thus indicating the lack of a causal link between 

the price of the imported product and its effect on the U.S. market and 

domestic producers: · 

(Footnote continued froin previous page) . 
Spain, Inv. No. 731-TA-164 (Final) USITC Pub. 1593 at 20 
(October 1984) where the Commission found the industry in 
an "accelereated downturn." 
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I have ~lso considered underselling in order to discover possible price . 

effects of the Swedish imports. Swedish imports did consistently undersell.· . 

the domestic product. Absent corroboration frorµ other indicators, such as the 

changes in market ~hare and price trends discussed· abov.e, u·nderseHing alone 

is not a sufficient basi_s for finding the. existence of a causal nexus: · . •: 

Further, given the available data in this investigation, I have· given · . · 

relatively less weight, to underselling than t9 other factors. 5 As 1 noted 

in Argentine Steel: 

. '• 

Price comparisons will be better and entitled to greater 
weight when: (a) there are a greater nu11J.ber of 
comparisons; (b) the transactions are more representative, 
i.e., there are many transactions in each comparison, there· 
are uniform conditions; such as geog~aphy and purchasers, 
and there are more nearly identical products being 
compared. 6 

In this investigation, there. were a limited numb.er of price comparisons .. 

for any one product category~ and sigr:iificant differences were found. between 

prices in various geographic regions. Finally, although the ·domestic product : 

and the imported product are relatively fungible within given-grades and.,, '· 

sizes, there are customer preferences and lead time differences Jhat support a 

5 See Maine Potato Council v. v.s., 613 F Supp.1.237, 
1244 (1985). See also S. Rep. 349, 96th Cong., 1st 
Sess. 88 ("the sign if cance to be assigned to a particular 
factor is for the ITC to decide"); and H.R. Rep. 31 7, 
96th Cong., 1st Sess 46 (1979)(the significance to the 
various factors will depend on the facts of each case). 

6 Cold-Rolled Carbon Steel Plates and Sheets from 
Argentina, Inv. No. 731-TA-175 (Final-Court Remand) Views· 
of Commissioner Rohr at 67-68. (Argentine Steel), on . 
appeal sub. nom. USX v. United States, Court No. 
85-03-00325 (Ct. Int'l Td.). 
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price premium for the domestic good and partially ~imit the ~ommercial 
I • •• • ' . 

interchangeability ·of the foreign and domestic products. These considerations 

do not negate the validity of price comparisons. but suggest that their 

importance in this investigation is relatively less. than in other 

investigatio~s where .the factor.s 1··~pplied in the Argentine Steel decision 
. '. 

were stronger. 

The limited co~mercial interchangeability between _the subject imports and 

the domestic product also curtails the extent to ~hich domestic purchasers 

will rely on S~edish. imports for supply. The longer lead times associated . _., 

with. the Swedish product require .do~estic purchasers to maintain l~rge 
. .. . . 

inventories at a higher cost." Further, the purchaser's need for assured 

suppfy of pipes and tubes as a ra~ material appears .more important than minor 
. . _.. 

. ' 

differences in price between suppliers. 7 

Thes(dimitations to commercial interchangeability ·are supported by the 

fact that" the: subject imports. had the lowest price ;elative ·to the domestic 
. , ,.· 

product in the Mid~est. The U.S. industry is concentrated ii) the Midwest. 

Import lead times would be hi.ghest while supply security ~ould be lowest 

relati~e· t~ the domestic product in this regioQ. Therefore. the subject 

· imports are the least commercially substitutable for the domestic product in 

the Midwest: 8 It is pa~Hcufarly telling that the lower price of the 
' \ ' 

imported 'product did not lead to imports gaining a larg~ share of the U.S. . ' . . 

. . . 
7 See discussion of purchasers' questionnaire responses on 

product diff.erences and pricing differences. Staff Report 
at· A~73 through A-16. · 

8 Staff r~port at A-12 and A~72. 

\• 
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market and U.S. prices remained relatively· stable. These facts iead to a 

conclusion that·the subje~t imports had at most a negligible irripact on· 

domestic prices~· 

Furthermore: our investigation of the 'petitioner's lost sales and lost 

revenue allegations· did not establish any price effect. The Commission staff 

contacted an four purchasers involved in the petitioner's lost sales 

allegations. In addition, the seven putchasets cited in lost sales 
. . 

allegations and five purchasers cited in -lost revenue aliegations by 

petitioners during the recent subsidy iilvestigation. These allegations· did 

not involve a significant percentage of sales of the Swedish product. Only 

two purchasers indicated that they purchased the imported Swedish welded 

stainless steel pipe and tul;>e because of its lower price. Most of the 

purchasers reported that .the imported product wou.ld have to have a substantial 

price advantage before they would consider purchasing" it over th~ domestic 

product. Although the lost sales allegations in this investigation represent 

an argument for an impact·u·a result ·of imports, in light of the 'other 

factors I have considered, these allegations are insufficient to est;iblish the 

requisite causal nexus;· 

Our investigation of lost' sales arid lost revenues provides additional · 

information· which I consider critical in an a·nalysis of the role of imports --

the degree of head~on ·commercial competition between the Swedish product and 

the domestic product. Although the products are generally comparable in 

quality, purchasers reported that the important differences in 

order-lead-times significantly reduce the substitutability of the imported 
.·. : 

product for the domestic product. In addition, factors such as "buy America" 

provis.ions, customer loyalty, and reHability of supply shape customer 
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preferences and were reported to ha:v~ limited the market for the. Swedish . 

product. These diff erf.nces suggest_ that there is a strong preference for the 

domestic product and a limit to the ability of Sw~dish imports to have an 

injurious impact on. the l!.S. indus.try. 
··. . ' ' .. . .. . 

Finally, none of the purchasers,contacted by the Comm~~sion staff was an . . ~ . . . . . . . 

exclusive purchaser of Swedish imports; nor were Swedish imports the ,major 

source of their supply. All relied primarily on domestic producers and 

considered Swedish imports as a supplementary source. 

In the final analysis, however, it is neither the volume nor the price 

effect of imports in the abstract that establishes a causal. nexus, but whether 

they have had a material impact on the performance of the industry. Despite 

increases in both subject import volume and market penetration from 1984 to 

1986, the domestic industry has continued to improve. In contrast, while 

import volume and market penetration have rapidly declined in 1987, the · 

industry's performance has shown signs of weakening. This fact must be 

relevant to any causation analysis. In a previous steel investigation, the 

Commission concluded: 

It is our view that, absent other significant evidence of 
causation, ... market penetration is insufficient to support 
a finding of material injur.y by reason of .. .imports .. .in 
the context of current conditions facing the 
domestic .. .industry." 9 

Further, when considered within the context of the relatively small 

volumes of imports from Sweden and relatively stable domestic prices, the 

9 Cold-Rolled Carbon Steel Sheet From Brazil, Inv. No. 
731-TA-154 (Final), USITC Pub. 1579 at 7 (September 1984). 
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underselling in this investigation was insufficient to irijur.iousiy· ·imp~ct 

domestic producers. Considering the trends in volume and price of the subject 

imports in the context of performance of the domestic fodusty ancf market 

conditions during the period of investigation, I find that the L TFV imports of 

welded stainless steel pipes and tubes from Sweden were' not a cause of 

material injury. 
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DISSENTING VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER ECKES AND· 

COMMISSIONER.LODWICK ON WELDED STAINLESS 

STEEL ,PIPES AND TUBES FROM S.WEDEN· 

We respectfully disagree with the Commission majority and. 

determine that an industry in the United States is m(lterially 

injured. by reason of imports of weld~d stainles_s steel pip.es 

and tubes from Sweden that the Department of.co~erc::e has found 

to be sold at less than fair value JLTFV). We base· o~r 

,determina:tion on the same fundamental factors detailed in our 

April determination regarding subsidized imports of the ~ame 

product from .Sweden.y 
' 

The inf 9rmation in this investigation differs f~~m that in 

the earlier investigation· in tha~ 1;:here ·is more detail · 

reg~rding certain.:economic .indicators; and,that the· data 

gener~lly cover the period 1984 through June 1987 •. In.the 

earlier investigation, we found material injury to the domestic 

indu.stry based on information through September, 1986. The 

additional information collected in.the current investigation 

does not materially change the. picture of .. this. industry 

revealed in April. In a weak and highly competitive market, 

' f!• .. • 

Swedish imports are increasing in volume and market 

penetration. There is evidence of general price undercutting 

y stainless steel Pipes and,Tubes fr~~ sw~den, Investigation 
No. 701-TA-281 (Final), April 1987. 
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by these LTFV imports, and also domestic price suppression. 

Throughout the period of investigation, the performance of the 

domestic industry as a whole has been poor.~ 

The following paragraphs briefly summarize the new 

information disclosed in this investigation. 

CONDITION OF THE DOMESTIC INDUSTRY 

The operating levels of the domestic industry declined in 

1986, with domestic shipments and capacity utilization falling 

to their lowest points during the investigative period. Both 

indicators displayed modest improvement during the first half 

of 1987. 

Employment factors also deteriorated in 1986. Both hours 

worked and total compensation fell to their lowest annual 

levels of the investigative period, while productivity remained 

stable. In interim 1987, hours worked and total compensation 

continued to.fall, although productivity improved slightly. 

Financial performance indicators.reflect the same 

conditions as operating and employment factors. Net sales were 

lower in 1986 than in 1984 or 1985, and operating losses were 

incurred in all three years.. Respondents make mu9h of ·the 

~ Imports from Sweden declined in 1987 following the filing of 
the CVD petition in September, 1986 and the AD petition in 
October, ·1986. Imports often decline in response to the filing 
of a petition so we attach no weight to this development. 
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disparity between the financial results of the integrated and 
- . . . 

nonintegrated companies, so it is particularly noteworthy that 
. . . .· . 

. nonintegrated producers experienced their lowest annual 

operating inc6m~ and operating margins ~f the investigative 
, 

period in 1986. Further, the integrated producers earned a 

very low operating profit in interim 1987, and their operating 

margin slightly exceeded the minimal operating margin of the 

n?nintegrated producers. The profitability of the 

nonintegrated producers, never large, has turned downward since 

1985. 

We conclude that the information clearly indicates tha!; 

the domestic industry continues to experience material injury. 

CAUSATION 

The volume of imports from Sweden increased more than.SO% 

from 1844 short tons in 1984 to·2922 short tons in 1986. 

Import penetration rose concommitantly from 2.4% in 1984 to 

3.7% in 1986. However, even this strong growth trend 

understates the expansion in Sweden's market presence in 1986, 

as the importer sharply drew down his inventories of Swedish 

material during the year.· 

This increase in import volume and penetration was 

achieved with general undercutting of domestic prices. 

Information on purchases by distributors shows general and 

consistent undercutting of domestic prices by the Swedish 

imports in the Eastern, Western, and Midwestern U.S. ~arket 

areas. 
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The impact of this increasing volume and p~netration of 

LTFV import~ from Sweden, which were priced.to undercut 

domestic prices, is clearly visible in the poor operating and 

financial performance of the domestic industry._ Accordingly, 

we find that the LTFV imports of welded stainless steel pipes 

and tubes from Sweden are a cause of material injury to the 

domestic industry~ 
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INFORMATION·OBTAINED IN THE INVESTIGATION 

· Introduction 

'Following a preliminary determination by the U.S. Department of Commerce 
that imports of stainless steel pipes and tubes Yfrom Sweden are being or 
are likely to be sold in the United States at less than fair value (LTFV), '!:../ 
the U.S. International Trade Commission, effective May 22, 1987, instituted 
investigation No. 731-TA-354 (Final) under section 735(b) of the Tariff Act of 
1930 (19 U.S.C. § 1673d(b)) to determine whether an industry in the United 
States is materially injured or. threatened with material injury, or the 
establishment of an industry in the United States is materially retarded, by 
reason of imports of such.merchandise .. Notice of the institution of the 
Commission's final investigation, and.of the public hearing to be held in 
connection .therewith, was given by posting copies of the notice in.the Office 
of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade Commission, Washington, DC, and by 
publishing the notice in the Federal Register on July l, 1987 (52 F.R. 
24537). 1J The hearing was held on October 13, 1987, in Washington, DC. !±f 

On October 9, 1987, Commerce published in the Federal Register its final 
affirmative determination of sales at LTFV (52 F .R. 378,10). y The Commission 
issued its final determination on Novemberl8, 1987. 

This investigation results·from a petition filed by the Specialty Tubing 
Group Y on October 20, 1986, alleging that an industry in the United States 
is materially injured or threatened with material injury by reason of imports 
of stainless steel pipes and tubes from Sweden that are allegedly being sold 
at less than fair value. In response to that petition, the Commission 
instituted investigation No. 731-TA-354 (Preliminary) under section 733 of the 
Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C § 1673b(a)) and, on December 4, 1986, notified 
Commerce of its determination that there was a reasonable indication of 
material injury. 

Y The subject stainless steel pipes, tubes, hollow bars, and blanks therefor, 
all the foregoing of circular cross section, are provided for in items ,610.37; 
610.51, and 610.52 of the Tariff Schedules of the United States (TSUS). 
'!:../ Commerce published its preliminary determination in the Federal Register ·on 
May 22, 1987 (52 F.R. 19369). 
1J A copy of the Commission's notice is presented in app. A. The Commission 
established a work schedule in conformance with Commerce's postponement of its 
final LTFV determination from July 29, 1987, to Oct. 5, 1987, in response to a 
request from respondents. 
!±f A list of witnesses appearing at the hearing is presente4 in app. B. 
y A copy of Commerce's notice is presented in app. A .. 
y The Specialty Tubing Group consists of the following firms: Al Tech 
Specialty Steel Corp., Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corp., ARMCO-Specialty Steel 
Division, Carpenter Technology Corp., Damascus Tubular Products, and Trent 
Tube Division, Crucible Materials Corp .. On Feb. 6, 1987, counsel for the 
Specialty Tubing Group amended the petition to add the United Steelworkers of'' 
America as a copetitioner in the investigation. 
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Previous Investigations 

The Commission has· conducted three other investigations concerning 
stainless steel pipes and tubes. The first investigation, No. AA1921-180, !/ 
covered imports of welded stainless steel pipes and tubes from Japan. The 
trade complaint was filed on behalf of a group of domestic pipe and tube 
producers. On July 2Q, 1978, the Commission determined that there was no 
injury or likelihood of injury as a result of sales of welded pipes and tubes 
from Japan at less than fair value. In the second investigation, No. 
731-TA-87 (Final), the Commission examined the impact of imports of certain 
seamless steel (including stainless) pipes and tubes from Japan. '!;/ The · 
petitioner in the investigation was Babcock and Wilcox Co. In February 1983, 
the Commission made an affirmative determination, which resulted in the 
issuance of an antidumping order in 1983. The order.was revoked effective 
October 23, 1985, as the result of an import restraint agreement reached with 
Japan. 

The most recent investigation, No. 701-TA-281 (Final), ~was instituted 
as a result of a petition filed on September 4, 1986, on behalf of the same 
group of producers represented in this investigation. In April 1987, the 
Commission announced a final determination that industries in the United 
States were not being injured by reason of imports from Sweden of stainless 
steel pipes, tubes, hollow bars, and blanks therefor, all the foregoing of 
circular cross section, which were found by the Department of Commerce to be 
subsidized by the Government of Sweden. 

The Product 

Description and uses 

The stainless steel pipes and tubes subject to this investigation include 
both welded and seamless products of circular cross section. !!.J The terms 
"pipes" and "tubes" are generally used interchangeably. However, some 
industry publications consider pipes to be products produced in large 

!/ Welded Stainless Steel Pipe and Tube From Japan: Determination of No 
Injury in Investigation No. AA1921-180 Under the Antidumping Act, 1921, USITO 
Publication 899, July 1978. 
'!;/ Certain Seamless Steel Pipes and Tubes From Japan: Determination of the 
Commission in Investigation No. 731-TA-87 (Final), Under the Tariff Act of 
1930, USITC Publication 1347, February 1983. 
~ Stainless Steel Pipes and Tubes From Sweden: Determination of the 
Commission in Investigation No. 701-TA-281 (Final), Under the Tariff Act of 
1930, USITC Publication 1966, April 1987. . . 
!!.J Stainless steel is an alloy steel t_hat contains by weight less than 1 
percent carbon and over 11.5 percent of chromium. The Tariff Schedules of the 
United States Annotated (TSUSA) provisions covering seamless pipes and tubes 
of circular cross section also per.tain to products of rectangular cross 
section with wall thicknesses less than 0 .156 ·inch. The market for these 
products is thought to be very small; representatives of the importers of 
seamless pipes and tubes testified that there were no imports of such articles 
from Sweden (Transcript of the public conference in investigation No. 
701-TA-281 (Preliminary)(Transcript I), pp. 169-170). · 
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quantities in a·few standard sizes and tubes to· be products made to customers' 
specifications for dimensions, finish, chemical composition, and mechanical 
properties. According to these sources, pipes are normally used as conduits·" 
for liquids or gases, whereas tubes are generally used for load-bearing or 
mechanical purposes. Pipes and tubes are generally produced according to 
standards and specifications published by a number of organizations, including 
the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) and the American Society 
of Mechanical Engineers (ASHE). 

Pipes and tubes are produced to numerous metallurgical and dimensional 
specifications. The subject products are most commonly used in pressure and 
mechanical applications. More specifically, stainless steel pipes and tubes 
are used extensively in applications in which corrosion and heat resistance 
and high strength-to-weight ratios are important considerations. Typical 
applications are in heat exchangers, condensers, boilers, feed water heaters, 
evaporators, separators, stock lines for the petrochemical industry, digester 
lines, blow lines, pharmaceutical production lines, food-processing equipment, 
and sanitary tubing for the dairy industry. Stainless steel tubes are also 
used in ornamental applications such as decorative tubing for automobiles, 
seating for cars and buses, hand railings, furniture, hospital equipment, and 
display racks. Small tubes, generally less than 3/8 inch in diameter, are 
used in the manufacture of medical and dental instrument.s (e.g.' needles)' 
specialized machinery parts, and electrical and electronic components. 

In the preliminary subsidy investigation there was sharp disagreement on 
the extent of the overlap in the end uses for seamless and welded stainless 
steel pipes and tubes. Petitioners testified that in the size ranges in which 
both seamless and welded pipes and tubes are produced, ·there is approximately 
95-percent overlap on total volume of sales, i.e., customers can use either 
product. Respondents argued that price and technical differences are 
principal reasons why seamless and welded pipes and tubes are not commercially 
interchangeable . .!/ Petitioners contend that as wall thicknesses increase, 
the differences between seamless and welded production methods not only 
disappear, but that in some instances welding becomes the more costly 
method. '!:} In the final countervailing duty investigation, petitioners 
focused on the impact of subsidized imports of welded stainless steel pipes 
and tubes on domestic producers of that product. Petitioners based their 
shift to a "two like product" analysis on the Commerce determinat.ion, which 
effectively l·imited its subsidy finding to welded stainless steel pipes and 
tubes, and the findings of a majority of the Commission in both the 
preliminary countervailing duty and antidumping investigations that seamless 
and welded stainless steel pipes and tubes constitute two °like products. Y 
.Petitioners have retained the two-product approach in this final antidumping 
investigation. Seamless pipes and tubes are more commonly used in demanding 
applications that require exceptional strength, high pressure containment, and 
a great degree of reliability. Traditional applications for seamless 
stainless steel pipes and tubes are in nuclear power plants, conventional 

.!/Transcript I, pp. 72, 117, and 147-149. 
~/ Postconference brief of the Specialty Tubing Group in investigation No. 
731-TA-354 (Preliminary), app. C, pp. 1-2. 
y Prehearing brief of the Specialty Tubing Group, p. 3, and transcript of the 
public hearing in investigation No. 701-TA-281 (Final)(Transcript II), pp. 
50-51. 
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power plants, certain oil and gas tubing, and certain uses within the pulp and 
paper industry. !/ Welded pipes and tubes are .more commonly used to transport 
liquids at atmospheric pressure. 'l:.J 

One distinct type of seamless stainless steel pipes and tubes produced in 
the United States and imported from Sweden is hollow bar, which is also 
referred to in the market as mechanical tubing. Hollow bar is a tubular 
product characterized by a· high ratio of wall thickness to outside diameter 
(OD). 11 The product is sold to parts machiners that machine the tubing into 
flanges, fittings, or valves. Estimates of ~he size of the U.S. market for 
hollow bar range from 2,500 to 4,500 short tons per year. !!.J 

Another type of seamless stainless steel pipes and tubes is the redraw 
hollow. 21 In investigation No. 701-TA-281 (Prelimina~y), representatives of 
Sandvik, the exclusive importer of Swedish seamless redraw hollows, referred 
to redraw hollows as semifinished products. This designation was challenged 
in investigation No. 731-TA-354 (Preliminary) by petitioners, who contend that 
hollows are actually finished products that in most cases are .redrawn to 
smaller dimensions but that could also be used "as is" in final end-use 
applications. Redraw hollows, however, are most·often reduced in size and 
brought to their final form through cold working that takes place subsequent 
to their original sale. Sandvik testified that none of its hollows were 
produced to pipe specifications and, therefore, none could be sold to end 
users without some further cold working. §/ Staff conversations with firms 
that purchase redraw hollows provided mixed responses on this question. J..j 
Most firms indicated that they purchased hollows produced to their own 
specifications rather than standard pipe schedule specifications. There were 
several firms that had at times purchased stock from distributors that was in 
fact finished pipe that they then used as redraw material. 

!/Transcript I, p. 147. 
'l:J Transcript I, p. 121. 
11 Ibid. 
!!.J Ibid.; also postconference brief of the Specialty Tubing Group in 
investigation No. 731-TA-354 (Preliminary), app. F. 
21 Although most redraw hollows are seamless, there is some U.S. production of 
welded redraw hollows. Petitioners testified during the publi~ hearing in 
investigation No. 701-TA-281 (Final) that three producers of welded stainless 
steel pipes and tubes were actually redrawers that should not be considered 
part of the domestic industry. The staff contacted all three firms and 
determined * * *· The remaining firm, * * *• was purchased by its current 
owners * * *· * * * confirmed that his firm purchased welded hollows that 
were then drawn to smaller sizes. * * *· It appears that the bulk of welded 
redraw hollows are produced by welded pipe and tube producers who then do 
their own redrawing. 
§./ Transcript of the public conference in investigation No. 731-TA-354 
(Preliminary)(Transcript III), pp. 87-88. 
J..J The staff conducted fieldwork during the preliminary antidumping 
investigation and the preliminary and final countervailing duty investigations 
on these products and conducted a telephone survey in the preliminary 
antidumping investigation (during the week of Nov. 10, 1986). All firms known 
to produce or purchase seamless redraw hollows were contacted and responded to 
inquiries. 
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As previously noted, the TSUS defines stainless steel as an alloy steel 
'' that contains, among other materials, more than ·11. 5 percent chromium; Data .. ~. 

gathered in the preliminary antidumping and countervailing duty investigation~: 
included only products meeting this specification. Subsequent to ·the 
Commission's institution of the final countervailing duty investigation, 
counsel representing Avesta request:ed in a submission dated December 11, 1986, 
that stainless steel be defined for purposes of this investigation to comP.rise 
material with greater than 10 percent chromium content and that questionnaire 
data.be gathered on this basis. Counsel argued that the U.S. industry, the 
ASTM, andthe 'Department of Commerce (in its Current Industrial Reports) all· 
recognize stainless steel as any steel that contains more than 10 percent 
chromium, as well as the· required proportions of other materials. The ASTM 
designations that cover pipes and tubes.between 10 percent and 11.5 percent 
chromium are ·grades 409 and 422. Counsel further argued that this 
definitional difference "materially distorts the statistical picture of the 
U.S. market for stainless steel pipes and tubes and the financial picture of 
the U.S. producers." This "material distortion" appears to stem from 
counsel's allegation that one of the petitioning firms produces a 
"significant" quantity of pipes and tubes in grade 409 or grade 422. 

In a submission dated December 19, 1986, counsel for the petitioners 
urged the Commission to reject the proposal .. counsel argued that collecting 
data on pipes and tubes made of stainless steel containing between 10 and 11.5 
percent chromium would serve no useful purpose. arid would constitute a 
departure from.the Commission's own precedent. According to counsel for 
petitioners, the most significant grade of stainless steel 'containing .between 
10 and ll.5'percent chromium is grade 409. Counsel stated that tubular· 
products·produced from thiS grade steel are of far lower quality and cost than 
products containing.more than 11.5 percent chromium. Grade 409 tubular· 
products were developed for the automotive exhaust and emission control market 
and continue to be produced specifically for this unique mark~t. Counsel 
argued that as a result of these differences·inquality and end uses,· grade 
409 tubular:products are not interchangeable with higher quality tubular 
products made of stainless steel containing more than· 11. 5 percent chromium. 
Counsel further contended that the domestic industry does not produce such 
products to any significant degree, has not suffered material injury with 
respect to production of such products, and has not experienced any 
competition from Swedish producers of such products. 

The Commission has acknowledged this stainless steel definitional problem 
in prior investigations under both Title VII of the Tariff Act' of 1930 and 
Section 201 of the Trade Act of 1974. In all such investigations, the TSUS 
definition was used and products not meeting its chromium specification were 
not covered. However, an argument could be raised that pipes and tubes in 
grades 409 and 422 are "like" pipes and tubes containing more than 11.5 
percent chromium. 

The Commission's·questionnaire in this investigation requested separate 
data on shipments !/ of pipes and tubes produced from grades of stainless 

-----------------------------------------.,.---- .·~·-~· !/ In the final countervailing duty investigation (No. ·101-TA-281 (Final)) 
producers were asked to provide separate data on profit-and-loss information 
for grades of stainless steel with chromium contents between 10.1 percent and 
11.5 percent; however, none of the firms were able to provide this information 
because of the small volumes involved. 
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steel with chromium contents between 10.l percent and 11.5 percent. 
Representatives for Avesta and Sandvik reported * * *· Of the 28 domestic 
producers of the stainless steel pipes and tubes subject to the investigation 
that responded to the questionnaire, only 5 firms reported such shipments in 
1986. An additional firm, * * *~ reported in a questionnaire response that 
* * *· In all cases the products.shipped were welded pipes and tubes. 

The quantities of such shipments aµd their shares of total domestic 
shipments of all welded stainless steel pipes and tubes by the 24 responding 
welded producers (including * * *) during 1984-86, January-June 1986, and 
January-Jtine 1987, are shown in the· following tabulation: 

Period Domestic shipments 
(short tons) 

1984------------ *** 
1985------------ *** 
1986------------ *** 
January-June--

1986---------- *** 
1987---------- *** 

Share of total 
(percent) 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

The principal grade 409 producers, * * *• * * *, and * * *~ reported that 
shipments of these grades were to automotive parts fabricators, specifically 
firms producing automotive exhaust systems such as manifolds, tailpipes, and 
catalytic converters. *' * *· The production process is less extensive for 
these products, essentially requiring only welding and annealing. Other 
grades of stainless steel are not acceptable for this market, '-lthough alloy 
steels other than stainless can also be used. 

During the public hearing in investigation No. 701-TA-281 (Final), 
witnesses for petitioners testified that substantial volumes of grade 409 
tubular products were shipped by a group of producers out.side the Specialty 
Tubing Group. !J Reference was made to four companies that petitioners 
believed accounted for virtually all grade 409 tubing. The staff contacted 
all four cited firms as well as a fifth producer:· It was determined that two 
of the five firms, * * * and * * *· produce grade 409 tubing for open market 
sales. * * *· Two other firms, ***and***• were fabricators of exhaust 
systems. These firms produce grade 409 tubing but utilize all of it in the 
production of finished products. The remaining firm,***·· ***could 
recall only one purchase of 400 series material in the last 5 years. * * * 
purchased some· grade 430 tubing for sale to the small instrum~ntation market. 

Manufacturing processes 

Seamless stainless steel pipes and tubes.--Seamless pipes and tubes are 
produced by forming a central cavity in solid steel· stock. The central cavity 
may be formed by rotary piercing and rolling, or by extruding. Rotary 
piercing and rolling operations produce.the bulk of seamless steel (all 
grades, including carbon, alloy, and stainless) tubular products. A 

!J Transcript II, pp. 66-68. 
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conditioned steel round of proper grade, diameter, and weight is heated to a 
suitable forging temperature and rotary pierced in one of·several types of 
mills that work the steel and cause it to flow helically over and around a 
so-called piercer-point, yielding a seamless hollow billet. This billet is 
then roller-elongated either in a succession of plug mills or in one of 
several mandrel mills. ·Finally, the elongated steel is sized by further 
rolling without internal support in one or more sizing mills. A tension mill 
stretches the material between stands and makes wall reduction possible, and a 
rotary sizing mill frequently is used in conjunction with one of the other 
mills to do final precision sizing of the outside diameter. !/ 

The extrusion process also starts with a conditioned steel round of 
desired grade, diameter, and weight. This billet may be cold drilled and hot 
expanded, or hot pierced-punched, either separately or in the extrusion 
process. The billets are then hot extruded by axially forcing the material 
through a die and over a mandrel. ~ The bulk of all U.S. production of 
seamless stainless steel pipes and tubes is produced through the extrusion 
process. y 

After a pipe.or tube is pierced and rolled, or extruded, the product is 
subjected to certain finishing operations that may include straightening, 
cutting, inspecting, and testing. The product then can be sold as is or it 
may undergo additional operations such as heat treating, cold drawing, 
polishing, rough turning, honing, pickling, threading, cold pilgering, and 
other special treatments. 

Welded stainless.steel pipes and tubes.--Welded products are usually· 
produced in a continuous process beginning with coils of hot-rolled or 
cold-rolled sheet, strip, or plate. The coil has usually been annealed and 
pickled and produced to the dimensional, physical, and compositional limits 
specified by the pipe and tube producer. The coil is guided through a series 
of paired forming rolls. As it progresses through these rolls, its · 
cross-sectional profile is changed into a tubular shape with the butted edges 
ready for welding. After being welded, the tube continues through additional 
roll sets to size and/or form the tube into its final shape. The finish on 
the rolls and the condition of the edges are of prime importance in the 
production of high-quality pipes and tubes. 1!.J 

U.S. tariff treatment 

Imports of the seamless stainless steel pipes and tubes under 
investigation are classified in TSUS items 610.51 and 610.52 and reported 
under TSUSA items 610.5130, 610.5202, 610.5229, and 610.5230, which cover 
seamless tubular products of stainless steel, of circular cross section, 
including seamless redraw hollows. Imports of the subject welded stainless 
steel pipes and tubes are classified in TSUS items 610.37 and 610.52 and 

!/ The American Iron and Steel Institute, Steel Products Manual: Steel 
Specialty Tubular Products, October 1980. 
'l:_/ Ibid. 
y Transcript I at p. 76. 
~/ The American Iron and Steel Institute, Steel Products Manual: Steel 
Specialty Tubular Products, October 1980, p. 22. 
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reported .under·TSUSA. ~tems 610.3701,_ 610.3727, 610.3731, 610.3741, 610.3742, 
and 610.5231, wh_ich cover welded, jointed, or seamed,'tubuiar products of 
stainless steel, of circular cross section. _The following tabulation shows 
the most-favored-nation (MFN) (col. 1) rates of dµty !/ (which are the final 
staged rates negotiated in the Tokyo Round of the Multilateral Trade 
Negotiations (MTN)) and the column 2 rates of duty Y applicable to imports 
from non-MFN countries .for these tariff items (in percent ad valorem): 

Col. 1 rate Col. 2 rate 
TSUS item of duty of duty 

610.37 ........... 4.9 !/ 10.0 y 

610.51 ........... 7.5 y 30.0 y 

610. 52 ..... , .... • .. 7.5 y _35.0 y 

y Additional duties of up'to 0.4 percent ad valorem are assessed on imports 
under this item depending on the content of chromium, molybdenum, tungsten, 
and vanadium, as provided for in schedule 6, headnote 4, part 2, subpart B. 
y The_ additional ~uty for countries subject to col. 2 r.ates is 1 percent ad 
valorem rather than 0.4 percent. 

No preferential tariff treatment is afforded to products of countries other 
than Israel (duty-free entry under the U.S.-Israel Free Trade Area Agreement) 
and beneficiar.ies ·of the Caribbean Basin Economic Recovery Act (see TSUS 
general headnote 3(e)(vii)), whose products enter free of duty. 

Import Restraint Program 

In July 1984, the Commission reported its fi~dings and recommendations to 
the President in investigation No. TA-201-51, concerning carbon and certain 
alloy steel (excluding. stainless steel) products. 'l.J The Commission 
determined that imports of certain carbon steel products Y. were a substantial 
cause of serious injury, or threat thereof, to certain. domestic industries and 
recommended the imposition of a 5-year program of tariffs and quotas. On 
September 18, 1984, the President determined that taking "escape clause" 

y The col. l rate is applicable to imported products from all countries 
except those Communist countries. and areas enumerated in general headnote 3(d) 
of the TSUS, except when preferential tariff treatment is sought and granted. 
y The rate of duty in col. 2.applies to imported products from those 
Communist countries and areas enumerated in general headnote 3(d) of the TSUS. 
'l.j Carbon and Certain Alloy Steel Products: Report to the President in 
Investigation No. TA-201-51 under the Trade Act of 1974, USITC Publication 
1553, July.1984.. . 
!!.J Affirmative decisions were rendered in the case of semifinished steel, 
plates, sheets and strip, wire and wire products, and structural shapes and 
units. Negative 'determinations were rendered in the case of wire rod, railway 
type products, bars, and pipes and tubes. 



action under section 202(b)(l) of the Trade Act of.1974 was not in the 
national economic interest (49 F.R. 36813). Instead of taking action under 
the statute, the President established a nin~-point pqlicy to address the 
concerns of the industry. Under this policy, the. President directed the 
United States Trade Representative _to negotiate voluntary restraint . 
arrangements (VRAs) to cover a 5-year period (from Oct. 1, 1984; through Sept:· 
30, 1989) with countries whose exports to the United States had increased 
significantly in recent years as. a result of an unfair surge in imports. 
These measures were expected to return the share of imports in the U.S. market 
to a more normal level of approximately 18.5 percent, excluding semifinished 
steel (which, subsequent administration statements indicate, would be limited 
to about 1.7 million tons per year). 

To date, VRAs have been negotiated·with 19 countries and the European 
Community (EC) (excluding Portugal and Spain, which negotiated separate . 
agreements). y These agreements cover imports of all carbon steel products 
and certain specialty steel products, including stainless steel pipes and 
tubes. With the exception of Brazil, none of the VRAs negotiated to date 
contain a specific import limitation on stairiles!l steel·pipes·and tubes. 
Sweden has not negotiated a VRA. The agreements have taken the form of market 
share arrangements and. quotas, or a combination thereof. The absence of a 
specific limit on specialty steel products would allow foreign producers to 
concentrate their exports in higher value per pound items, such as stainless 
steel pipes and tubes. The agreements are tailored to each country, with · 
considerable variation in the number of individ\Ull product categories subject_ 
to limitation .. Under the terms of the arrangements, the Department of 
Commerce revoked any existing antidumping or countervailing duty orders, and 
petitioners withdrew existing petitions and agreed not to file new unfair 
trade petitions on finished steel products .. 

: ' 

Y In addition, in December 1986, Taiwan announced a unilateral export 
restraint of steel products (including stainless steel pipes and tubes) to the 
United States of 20,000 to 25,000 tons per month through 19.87~ 
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The negotiated arrangement level for import penetration for all pipe and 
tube products, including those under·investigation, was ·33.2 percent for 
1987. The following .tabulation· shows the specific shares negotiated by· 
country (on either a percentage or tonnage basis): . 

Country 
Australia 
Austria 
Brazil 
EC(lO) 
Finland 
Japan 
Mexico 
South Africa 
Republic of Korea 
Spain 
China (PRC) 
Czechoslovakia 
East Germany 
Hungar:y 
Poland 
Romania 
Trinidad and Tobago 
Venezuela 
Yugoslavia 
Portugal 

, ' . 

1987 Arrangement Level.· 
for Pipe·s. and· Tubes 1/ 

. 0 :16% 
0.04% y 
1.59\. y 
7.60%. 
0.10\. 

13.26% 
1. 33\' 

y· 
7.67% 
0.89% 

33,000 tons 1/-
6,000 tons ~I 
6,587 tons y 

15,000 tons y 
24,389·tons y 
16,808 tons y 
30,000 tons y 

3,754 tons ij 
5,164 tons y 

y 
' I 

!/Data compiled by the U.S. Department of Commerce, August-1986. 
Y This is a "basket" amount, which includes pipes and tubes (except oil 
country tubular goods (OCTG)) as well as other steel products. 
y Brazil negotiated a specific import penetration level of 0.40 percent for 
stainless steel pipes and tubes. 
!!} Imports of pipes and tubes are prohibited under the Comprehensive 
Anti-Apartheid Act of 1986. · 
Y This is a "basket" amount, which includes pipes and tubes, as well as other 
steel products. 
y This amount excludes OCTG. 
']_/ This amount excludes standard pipe, line pipe, and OCTG. 
y Pipes and tubes are included in the "all other steel products" category, 
which has an arrangement level of zero. However, Portugal can shift up to 
3,000 tons from its "flat rolled products" arrangement level during 1987. 

Nature and Extent of Sales at LTFV 

On October 9, 1987, Commerce published notice that it had made a final 
determination !/ that certain stainless steel hollow products Y from Sweden 

!/ The entire text of this determination is presented in app. A. 
y The scope of Commerce's investigation covered certain stainless steel 
hollow products including pipes, tubes, hollow bars, and blanks therefor. 
Commerce determined that these products constituted a single class or kind of 
merchandise. 
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are being, or are likely to be, sold in the United States at LTFV. Commerce's 
investigation covered the period May l, 1986~ through October 31, 1986. 
Comparisons were made on virtually all of the sales of the products during the 
period of investigation. 

To make a determination of whether sales of the subject products were 
made at LTFV, Commerce compared the United States price with the foreign 
market value. For Sandvik, Commerce found sufficient sales of hollow bar in 
the home market to make comparisons. There were, however, insufficient sales 
of redraw hollows and finished pipes and tubes to be ~sed as a basis for 
determining foreign market value. The third country market with the largest 
volume of sales of the most similar merchandise was determined to be the 
Federal Republic of Germany (FRG); therefore, comparisons were based on sales 
of these products to that country. For Avesta, Commerce found sufficient 
sales in the home market to form the basis of comparison and therefore used 
delivered home-market prices. 

Commerce found that the final weighted-average LTFV margins were as 
follows (in percent): 

Firm Margin 

Sandvik AB ......................... y 20.47 
Avesta Sandvik Tube AB .... ;........ 34.50 
All others. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . y 26, 45 

Y On November 5, 1987, Commerce informed Commission staff by 
telephone that it had revised its final weighted-average LTFV 
margins for Sandvik AB and all firms other than Sandvik AB and 
Avesta Sandvik Tube AB. 

Commerce provided information on the total quantity and value of the 
subject stainless steel hollow products that were exported to the United 
States and the quantity and value of shipments that were found to be sold at 
LTFV. According to these data, which cover the period May-October 1986, *** 
percent of Sandvik's exports by quantity and *** percent by value were sold at 
LTFV, whereas ***percent of Avesta's exports by quantity and*** percent by 
value were sold at LTFV. This information is shown in the following · 
tabulation: 

Total Sales Total Sales 
Company sales at LTFV sales at LTFV 

---1,000 dollars--- ------Short tons------

Sandvik ............ *** *** *** *** Avesta ............. *** *** *** *** 
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The U.S. Market 

U.S. producers 

Producers of stainless steel pipes and tubes can be divided into three 
general categories: large; integrated producers that make raw steel, produce 
the basic shapes used as input in pipe and tube production, and then produce 
the final products; smaller, nortintegrated·producers, which purchase basic 
shapes such as sheet and strip and bil'let and further manufacture them into·· 
finished products; and redrawers, which purchase redraw hollows and reduce 
them in diameter and wall thickness, generally through cold working. 

Generally, stainless steel pipe and tube producers concentrate on the 
production of either seamless or welded products. One exception among 
integrated producers was Carpenter ·Techn.ology, which prior to October 1986 
produced both welded and seamless pipes and tubes. In addition, five of the 
nonintegrated producers of the welded pipes and tubes also produce seamless 
pipes and tubes from redraw hollows. !J 

During the period of investigation (January 1984-June 1987), 33 firms'!:..! 
were engaged in the production of the stainless steel pipes and tubes subject 
to this investigation (see table 1 for a listing of firms that provided data 
in response to the Commission!s questionnaire); production facilities are 
located throughout the country, with a concentration in' the Northeastern and 
Midwestern regions. A discussion of the various types of producers follows. 

Integrated seamless producers.--There were five integrated producers of 
seamless stainless steel pipes and tubes during the period of investigation. 
In response to a specific inquiry, * * *, accounting for *** percent of 
reported shipments, indicated they were in support of the petition. * * *· 

Al Tech Specialty Steel Corp. is one of the largest integrated producers 
of seamless stainless steel pipes and tubes. On July l, 1986, Al Tech was 
acquired by a Canadian firm, Rio Algon. It was initially announced that the 
company would close down the Al Tech melt facility in Watervliet, NY; however, 
the melt facility continues to operate * * *· and the company plans to * * *· 
* * *· * * *· Al Tech's sales fall in the ***-inch outside diameter (OD) to 
***-inch-OD range, whereas its sales of redraw hollows fall in the 
1.05-inch-OD to 2-inch OD range, with occasional sales in the 2-1/2-inch~OD 
range. Since 1984, Al Tech has been the only U.S. producer to produce and 
sell redraw hollows. 

!/ * * *· '!:../ During the public hearing in the final countervailing duty investigation 
respondent Sandvik made reference to a possible producer of seamless pipes and 
tubes, Curtis Wright. Commission staff contacted officials of the firm, which 
is located in Buffalo, NY. * * *· The general manager of the firm, * * *, 
indicated that Curtis Wright competed with Sandvik in the * * * range and 
* * *· However, * * * stated that * * *· An additional firm, * * *, reported 
that it does not produce the subject products. 
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Table 1 
Stainless steel pipes and tubes: Selected U.S. producers, their shares of 
domestic shipments, positions regarding the petition, and plant locations, by .. 
types, 1986 

Item 

Seamless: 
Integrated producers: . 

*** ......................... . 
*** 
*** 
*** *** ............. ~ ............ ,· 

Total se~mless ......... ~ ... . 

Welded: 
Integrated producers: 

Share of 
reported 
1986 domestic 
shipments 
Percent 

*** *** 
*** 
*** 
*** 100.0 

*** . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *** 
*** 
*** 

............................ 

Nonintegrated producers: 

*** 
"*** 

*** . •.•.................. .. . . . *** 
*** 
*** 
*** "*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

....................... ~ .. ~ . 

.......... •.• ............... . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

........................... 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
***· 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
"*** 
*** *** . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *** 

Total welded ................ 100.0 

Position 
regarding 
.petition Plant locations 

*** *** 
*** *** 
*** *** 
*** *** *** *** 

*** *** *** *** 
*** *** 

***" *** 
*** *** 
*** *** 
*** ·*fr* 

*** *** 
*** *** 
*** *** 
*** *** 
*** *** 
*** *** 
*** *** 
*** *** ***. *** 
*** ·*** 
*** *** 
*** *** 
*** *** 
*** *** 
*** *** 
*** *** 

Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown. 

Source: Shares of domestic shipments compiled from data submitted in response 
to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Commission. 
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Babcock a~d Wilcox was * * * accounting fo~ approximately *1ri" percent of 
domestic producers'. shipments in 1984. This company produced seamless pipes 
and tubes in the ***-inch-OD to ***-inch-OD range. In August 1985, this 
company shut down its pipe and tube facility because of"***·" 

Carpenter Technology was an integrated producer of seamless and welded 
stainless steel pipes and tubes until.October 20, 1986, when the firm 
announced that it was ceasing product.ion of welded pipes and tubes at its 
plant in Union, NJ. Carpe'nter continues to produce seamless pipes and tubes 
at·its plants in Reading, PA, and Bridgeport, CT, as well as at the facilities 
of a wholly owned subsidiary in Fryeburg, ME. * * *. * * *. . Carpent.er is a 
***producer of seamless pipes and tubes, accounting for approximately*** 
percent of d~mestic shipments of this product in 1986. 

Combustion Engineering is * * * producer of seamless stainless steel . 
pipes and tubes, accounting for approximately*** percent of shipme~ts in. 
1986. Combustion Engineering produces pipes in the ***-inch-OD to ***-inch-OD 
rang~. with a concentration in the ***-inch-OD to ***-inch-OD range. It uses 
a process whereby two furnaces feed a casting line that centrifugally casts 
hollows, which are then cold worked. This process is allegedly very 
competitive from a cost perspective and .. produces a cleaner product. 
Combustion Engineering feels it is more * * *· Prior to 1984 Combustion 
Engineering was * * * supplier of redraw hollows to U.S. redrawers; however, 
it discontinued selling redraw hollows in 1984 * * *· In 1986 this firm 
reported * * *. However, it continues to produce approximately *** pe.rcent of 
its product from its own melt and is therefore still classified as an 
integrated producer. 

' 

Timken is a * * * integrated producer of s_eamless stainless steel pipes 
and tubes, accounting for approximately *** percent of U.S. shipments by the 
seamless integrated producers. Timken produces seamless pipes and tubes in 
the ***-inch-OD to ***-inch-OD range. 

Integrated welded producers.--There were three integrated producers of 
welded pipes and tubes during the period of investigation. These three 
producers accounted for approximately*** percent of reported U.S. producers' 
shipments of welded pipes and tubes in 1986. All three producers indicated 
they were in support of the petition. 

Allegheny Ludlum produces pipes and tubes in the ***-inch-OD to 
***-inch-OD range. This "firm accounted for ***percent of U.S. producers' 
shipments of welded pipes and tubes in 1986. Armco, ·the * * * producer of 
welded pipes and tubes, accounting for *** percent of U.S. producers' 
shipments in 1986, produces welded pipes and tubes in the ***-inch-OD to 
***-inch-OD range. Carpenter Technology accounted for approximately *** 
percent of U.S. producers' shipments of welded pipes and tubes in 1986. . 
Carpenter Technology closed its welded stainless steel pipe and tube mill as 
of January l, 1987. 

Seamless redrawers and nonintegrated welded producers.--There are nine 
redrawers of seamless stainless steel pipes and tubes in the United States .. !/ 

y * * *· * * *· * * * 
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Redraw ~ollows are supplied to redrawers by Al Tech,' Combustion Engineering 
(until 1984 when it discontinued sales), Sandvik, and producers in Japan, 
Italy, Vest Germany, and the United Kingdom. Al Tech sells hollows in sizes 
ranging from 1.05-inch OD to 2.0-inch OD. Sandvik offers imported hollows in 
sizes ranging from 1.25-inch OD to 1.7-inch OD. The sales of finished 
seamless stainless steel pipes and tubes produced by these redrawers from 
hollows were equivalent to over*** percent of U.S. producers' shipments. !J 
These firms are for the most part also producers of welded stainless steel 
pipes and tubes and can be grouped according to the size' range of their redraw 
production. Six firms 'l:.j concentrate on the production of smaller diameter 
tubing ranging from 3/4-inch OD down to hypodermic needle size. The market 
for these products is dominated by domestic producers, with little or no 
import penetration. The remaining three firms '}_/ concentrate their production 
in larger tube sizes, ranging from 1/8-inch OD to 4-1/2-inch OD, with the bulk 
of production between 1-inch OD and 1-3/4-inch OD. The·se firms appear to have 
more foreign competition and, except for * * *• the size range of their 
production overlaps to some degree with that of their suppliers of redraw 
hollows. · 

* * * and * * *• two redrawers of seamless pipes and tubes, indicated 
they are opposed to the petition of the Specialty Tubing Group. Two redrawers 
indicated they were in support (***and***), four redrawers indicated 
they did not wish to take a position, and the position of one is unknown. 

Petitioners have urged the Commission to exclude redrawers from the 
definition of the domestic industry for two reasons: 

"First, redrawers perform a finishing operation only and do not 
engage in the essential operation that defines the domestic industry, ·the 
manufacture through hot working of stainless pipe and tube from a basic 
steel shape. Unlike the domestic industry, redrawers including Sandvik 
Steel Company, purchase tubing that sees no subsequent hot work. Rather, 
redrawers purchase redraw hollows produced either by the domestic 
industry or foreign producers and finish the hollows through cold working 
to the desired specifications. In essence, the work performed by the 
redrawers is no different from that performed by any other customer that 
purchases specialty tubing (for example, a hollow bar) and machines or 
otherwise finishes the product to specification. 

Second, it would be inappropriate to include redrawers in the 
domestic industry because such an industry definition would result in 
inaccurate and misleading data." y 

Representatives of Sandvik Steel challenged petitioners' contention on 
the basis of the substantial value added by seamless redrawers. A telephone 
survey of redrawers by Commission staff revealed that value added varied from 

!J Sales of seamless pipe and tube produced by these firms from redraw hollows 
are not included in domestic shipment data so as to avoid double counting. 
'!:./ * * *· 
3/ * * *· 
~ Postconference brief of Petitioners in investigation No. 701-TA-281 
(Preliminary), pp. 9-10. 
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as low as 35 percent to as much.as 300 percent. Most ·firms reported value 
added in excess of 50 percent.. The large variation in value added is a · 
function of the size of the hollow purchased versus the size of the final 
product produced. The. closer the final product is to the dimensions of the 
redraw hollow, th.e fewer the passes required on draw machinery and therefore, 
the less additional cost. Redrawers generally purchase hollows between 1 and 
2 inches OD. Firms producing finished tube with OD's of 1 to 1-3/4 inches had 
lower value added, whereas those pr~ducing at .5/8-inch OD and below reported 
substantially higher values. Sandvik Steel. Co .•. itself a .redrawer, has 
provided data showing that the average percent yalue added to the redraw 
hollows it purchased was *** percent in 1985 and *** percent in January-June 
1986. 

Twenty nonintegrated .producers of welded pipes and tubes responded to the 
Commission's questionnaire. These firms accounted for approximately*** 
percent of shipments of all reporting.welded producers in 1986. Eight of the 
nonintegrated welded producers, accounting for"'!** percent of U.S·producers' 
shipments of welded pipes and tubes, indicated they were in support of the 
petition. Eleven nonintegrated producers indicated they did not wish to take 
a position in the investigation, and one producer was opposed to the 
petition. Five of these noni~tegrated welded producers are also redrawers of 
the seamless prod~ct . .!/ 

U.S. importers 

Two firms import stainless steel pipes and tubes from Sweden. Seamless 
stainless pipes and tubes are.imported by Sandvik Steel Co., located in 
Scranton, PA. The company is a division. of Sandvik, Inc., a Delaware 
corporation that in turn is owned by Sandvik AB of Sweden .. Sandvik is an 
importer of both seamless stainless steel hollows and finished seamless 
stainless pipes and tubes. It also produces finished seamless stainless steel 
pipes and tubes at its facility in Scranton, utilizing redraw hollows imported 
from Sweden. Welded stainless steel pipes and tubes are imported by Avesta 
Stainless, Inc.,.located in Totowa, NJ. Avesta Stainless is a wholly owned 
subsidiary of Avesta AB, a Swedish stainless steel producer .. With minor 
exceptions, both Sandvik and Avesta are ex~lusive U.S. importers of seamless 
and welded stainless steel pipes and tubes produced by their parent firms in 
Sweden. Y 

Channels of distribution 

In the U.S. market, sales of finished pipes and tubes are generally made 
directly to end users or to distributors, which in turn sell to end users. 
Distributors are middlemen that buy large quantities of pipes and tubes, 
typically from both domestic producers and importers, warehouse the product, 
and se.11 smaller· quantities to end users. According ·to questionnaire 
responses, ***percent of U.S. producers' domestic shipments of seamless 
stainless steel pipes and tubes and*** percent of U.S. importers' domestic 
shipments of such products were made to unrelated distributors in 1986. About 

.!/ * * *· y Transcript I, pp. 115 and 143. 
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56 percent of U.S. producers' domestic shipments of welded stainless steel 
pipes and tubes and*** percent of U.S. importers' domestic shipments of such 
products in 1986 were made to unrelated distributors. The remaining shipments. 
were made to unrelated ·end us~rs. 

,· 

Finished welded.pipes and tubes are supplied by a small number of 
integrated U.S. producer.s and a larger number of nonintegrated producers, as 
well as by imports. Finished· seamless pipes and tubes are supplied by a small 
number of integrated U.S. producers, by a larger number of domestic firms 
known as redrawers, .!/which manufacture finished pipes and tubes.from a 
semifinished product 'knowri. as redraw hollows, and.by imports. Redraw hollows 
are supplied to redrawers ·by the integrated U.S. pr.oducers and 'by imports. 
Seamless imports from Sweden include both finished pipes and tubes and redraw 
hollows. Sandvik Steel Co. , the importer, 'uses most of the imported Swedi'sh 
redraw hollows in its own redrawing operation and sells the remainder to other 
U.S. redrawers. Figure l shows the flow of redraw hollows and finished 
seamless pipes and tubes from Sweden, the U~ited States, and other countries 
to U.S. redrawers and purchasers. 

Apparent U.S. consumption 

In the course of investigation No. 701-TA-281 (Preliminary), data from 
four different data bases were cited in.discussing consumption of stainless 
steel pipes and tubes in the U.S. market~ Petitioners provided data from two 
sources: ~ survey prepared by the American Iron and-Steel Institute and one 
prepared on their behalf by Economic Consulting Services, Inc. ?:J Respondents 
cited the Commission's own survey of the U.S. steel industry, which included 
data on sp~cialty steel. y Finally, reference was made to a survey of the 
U.S. Department of Commerce, which includes data on stainless steel pipe and 
tube shipments through 1985. y All of these data sources were based on · .
varying numbers of respondents and produced some differences in both absolu~,e 
volumes and trends in shipments . 

.!/ See the "U.S. producers" section for a description of these ~lasses of 
producers. · 
?:J Countervailing Duty Petition against Specialty Tubing from S~~den, Tables l 
and 2. 
y Annual Survey Concerning Competitive Conditions in the·Steel'.Industry·and 
Industry Efforts to Adjust and Modernize: Report to the President on 
Investigation No. 332-209 under Section 332 of the Tariff Act of 1930, USITC. 
Publication 1881, September 1986, 
y Transcript I, p. 97,. The survey referred to is an annual Current 
Industrial Report (MA33B) on steel mill products,"" published by the Bureau of 
the Census.. The survey, ·was sent to all known prbducers of steel mill . 
products, approximately 330 companies .. Whereas ~he exact correlation between 
the pipe and tube products reported in the survey arid those subJect to tl:)is· · 
investigation is not known, the survey defines stainless steel as containing 
10 percent or more of. chromium and .including heat re·sisting ste·e1. This · 
definition conflicts with the Commission's and Commerce's definition of the 
scope of this investigation, and re.~ults in an ove~statement of the volume of 
shipments. Moreover, the Census report includes shipments of seamless pipes 
and tubes by redrawers. Such data are excluded from the Commission's data 
base to avoid double counting (shipments of redraw hollows are included in the 
data base). 
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During the public hearing in the final counterVail.,ing duty _investigation, 
all parties commented further on the data.base. Petitioners.contended.that 
the Commission's questionnaire d~ta were.the best available measurement of 
shipments by. the domestic industry. Y Couns.el for petitioners further argued 
that shipment data for weldeci pipes a~d tubes presented by r.espondents included 
products that were outside the scope of the Commission's investigation. y 
Respondent Avesta alleged that the Commission's shipment data on welded 
stainless steel pipes and tubes only represented approximately 60 percent of 
domestic shipments. y Data submitted on behalf of Avesta indicated that 
total shipments by U.S. produc~rs of. welded stainless steel pipe~ and tubes· 
were at lea'st 90,000 short tons in 1985 and 88,000 short tons in 1986. The 
consultant responsible for developing the database reported that he had 
included some products that are currently considered outside the scope of the 
investigation and had based his estima~es on telephone conversations with 
industry contacts rather than questionnaire responses. ·However, he noted that 
the Department of Commerce, in its Current Industrial Report, independently 
.arrived at a similar shipment figure for 1985. .Finally, witnesses for Sandvik 
argued that data concerning the operations of redrawers m\ist be included in 
the Commission's data base _for seamless stainless steel pipe~· and tubes.· y 
Similar arguments have been advanced by counsel for Avesta and Sandvik in the 
current antidumping investigation, whereas counsel for petitioners has 

_reaffirmed its position that the Commission's questionnaire data constitute 
the best available data base.and that the Commission's methodology for 
calculating shipments and consumption is correct. 

After reviewing all of the data sources, the staff.concluded that, for 
purposes of this investigation, the responses to the Commission's . 
questionnaire provide the most reliable data base.~ Extens~v~,efforts have 
been made to' obtain responses from do~estic pr~ducers outside the petitioning 
group. Complete questionnaire responses were.received from 16 firms, 6 of 
which were petitioners, and partial responses (primarily data on capacity, 
production, shipments, and inventories) were received from an additional 12 
firms. 

Domestic-shipment data for seamless.pipes and tubes reported in resp~nse 
to the Commis.sion' s questionnaires are believed to account· for all such , 
shipments of the products subject to this investigation. · Shipment data ·from 
producers designated as redrawers are not included in consumption calculat~d 
on the basis of quantity; the inclusion of such data wouid 'clearly overstate 
apparent consumption through double counting, in that redrawers' purchases of 
redraw hollows from U.S. p~oducers and foreign sources are already included. 
However, apparent consumption calculated on the basis of value includes the 
value added by re.drawers .. · Data for we}..dep pipes and tubes are estimated to 
account for approximately 90 percent of. the ,qomestic shipments of.the welded. 
stainless steel pipes and tubes subject to 'investigation. In total, usab_le 
responses were received from 28 domestic producers (including_ 7.of the 9 firms 
identified as redrawers) and were confined to .the products subject to this. 
investigation. 

y Transcript II, p. 27. 
y Ibid. 
y Ibid., pp; 79 and 93-95. 
!!.J Ibid., pp. 142-149; also prehearing brief on behalf of Sandvik in 
investigation No. 701-TA-281 (Final), pp. 19-21. 
~ Data on alloy steel pipes and tubes containing less than 11.5 percent 
chromium (e.g. grade 409) are not included in this data base. 
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Stainless steel pipes and tubes.--Apparent consumption increased from 
104,382 short tons in .1984.to 109,57lshort tons in 1985, an.increase of 5.0 
percent, then declined by .4. 9 percent in. 1986. to 104, 236 short tons 
(table 2). Consumption dec~ined by 8.4 percent in January-June 1987 compared 
with consumption in the corresponding period in 1986.· This decline was due to 
a 25-percent drop in imports, as domestic shipments declined.by less than 1 
percent.·. 

Table 2 
Stainless steel pipes and tubes: Apparent U.S. consumption, by types, 
1984-86, January-June 19.86, and January-June 1987 

January-June--
Item 1984 1985 1986 .1986 1987 

' . 
Quantity (short tons) 

Seamless ............. 28,005 30,693 27,194 15.,017 11,175 
Welded ..... ; ........ 76. 377 78,878 77,042 41,991 41,053 

Total .. -. ., ....... 104,382 109. 571 104,236 57,008 52,228 

Value (l,000 dollars) 
Seamless.!J ......... 133,424 156,131 129,935 70,518 57,246 
Welded .............. 265,854 275,935 268,223 145,059 135,789 

Total ........... 399,278 432,066 398,158 215,577 193,035 

!/ Includes the value added by redrawers. 

Source: Compiled fro.m dat.a submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission and from official statistics of the U.S. 
Department of Commerce . .. 

Seamless stainless steel pipes and tubes.--Apparent consumption increased 
from 28, 005 short tons in ,1984. to 30, 6,93 short tons in 1985, then decreased by 
11 percent to 27,194 short tons in 1986 as both.domestic shipments and imports 
declined. Consumption of the seamless pipes and tubes continued to decline, 
by 26 percent, in January-Jun~ 1987 compared with consumption in the .. 
corresponding period of .1986,. due primarily to a 32-percent drop in imports 
(domestic shipments dropped by .8 ·l>ercent). 

Welded stainless steel pipes and tubes.-~Apparent consumption in this 
category followed the same general trend, increasing from 76,377 short tons in 
1984 to 78,878 short. tons in 1985, th~n declining 2.3 percent to 77,042 short 
tons in 1986. The drop in consumption was due to a 6.3-percent decline in 
domestic shipments, while imports increased by 19.3 percent. Consumption of 
welded pipes and tubes declined slightly, by 2.2 percent, in. January-June 1987 
compared with consumption in January-June 1986. 
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Consideration of Alleged Material Injury 
to an Industry in the United States 

Complete data relating to the condition of the industry producing 
seamless stainless steel pipes and tubes were received from five integrated 
firms and five redrawers. Two of the remaining four redrawers were able to 
provide capacity, production, and shipment data. !/ The data base used in the 
following discussion consists of the returns of the five integrated producers 

__ of seamless pipes and tubes, which are believed to account for 100 percent of 
domestic shipments. Data concerning the U.S. production operation of Sandvik 
Steel Co., a wholly owned subsidiary of Sandvik AB (Sweden), were excluded 
from the domestic seamless data base as were data for the other seamless 
r_edrawers. y Sandvik's data as well as those of the other redrawers are 

. presente~ in separate tabulations where appropriate. 

Complete data relating to the condition of the industry producing welded 
.stainless steel pipes and tubes were received from3 integrated producers and 
12 nonintegrated firms. Data concerning capacity, production, shipments, and 
inventories were received from eight additional nonintegr~ted producers. The 
23 firms that provided shipment data are believed to account for approximately 
90 percent of domestic shipments of welded stainless steel. pipes and tubes. 

U.S. production, capacity, and capacity utilization · 

Stainless steel pipes and tubes.--As shown in table 3, production of 
stainless steel pipes and tubes increased from 72,473 short tons in.1984 to 
75",242 short tons in 1985, then declined to 72,921 short tons in 1986. 
Capacity to produce stainless steel pipes and tubes y increased slightly .from 
1984 to i985 then declined in 1986. Capacity showed a drop of 7. 9 .percent in 
January-June 1987 compared with capacity in January-June 1986. Capacity 
~tili~ation fluctuated between 56 and 64 percent during the period. 

Seamless stainless steel pipes and tubes.--Seamless production decreased 
steadily from 7,760 short tons in 1984 to 6,900 short tons in 1986, or by 11 
percent. Production continued to decline in January-June 1987, by 5.4 percent 
compared with production in the corresponding period of 1986. Capacity 
decreased in 1985 and 1986 as Babcock and Wilcox withdrew from production. 
The capacity-utilization rate increased from 36.4 percent in 1984 to 45.1 
percent in 1986, then declined slightly in January-June 1987 compared with 
that in January-June 1986. 

!/Without complete shipment data from all redrawers, as well as data by 
source for their purchases of redraw hollows, domestic shipments could not be 
recalculated to show only shipments of finished pipes and tubes as suggested 
by respondent Sandvik. 
y In the preliminary investigation, the Commission excluded Sandvik's data 
under the related-party provision. Although a related party's shipment data 
would normally be included so as not to skew consumption data, Sandvik's use 
of imported Swedish redraw hollows in its production operation requires the 
exclusion of such data to prevent double counting. Data for Sandvik and the 
other redrawers is presented in separate tables and tabulations. 
y Capacity data submitted by questionnaire respondents were based on a wide 
combination of hours worked and weeks of operation. Responses for the largest 
producers ranged from 120 to 168 hours per week and 50 to 52 weeks per year. 
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Table 3 
Stainless steel pipes and tubes: U.S. production, capacity, and capacity 
utilization, by types, 1984-86, January-June 1986, and January-June 1987 

.Item 1984 

Production: 
Seamless (short tons) .... 7,760 
Welded (short tons) ...... 64. 713 

Total (short tons) .. '. .. . 72,473 
Capacity: y 

Seamless (short tons) .... 21,300 
Welded (short tons) ..... ; 1071830 

Total (short tons) ..... 129,130 
Capacity utilization: 

Seamless (percent) ....... 36.4 
Welded (percent) ......... 60.0 

Average (percent) ...... 56.1 

1985 1986 

7,374 6,900 
671868 66. 021 
75,242 72,921 

y 18,300 15,300 
111, 737 113,701 
130,037 129,001 

40.3 45.1 
60.7 58.1 
57.9 56.5 

January-June--
1986 1987 

3,986 3, 772 
37,394 34,389 
41,380 38,161 

7,826 7,697 
57,413 52,361 
65,239 60,058 

50.9 49.0 
65.l 65.7 
63.4 63.5 

y Average capacity to produce, rather than end-of-year capacity. 

y * * * 
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 

Production by redrawers of seamless pipes and tubes increased steadily . 
from *** short tons in 1984 to *** short tons in 1986, an increase of *** 
percent, then declined by *** percent in January-June 1987 compared with 
production in January-June 1986 (table 4). Redrawers' capacity increased by 
*** percent from 1984 to 1986, then declined by*** percent in January-June 
1987, compared with capacity in the corresponding period of 1986. The average 
capacity-utilization rate of the redrawers declined from *** percent in 1984 
to*** percent in 1986, then dropped to*** percent in January-June 1987, 
compared with *** percent in January-June 1986. The sharp decline in · 
production and capacity utilization in January-June 1987 was primarily due to 

* * *· 
Welded stainless steel pipes and tubes.--Production of welded pipes and 

tubes increased from 64,713 short tons in 1984 to 67,868 short tons in 1985, 
then declined slightly to 66,021 short tons in 1986. Production declined 
further, by 8.0 percent, in January-June 1987 compared with January-June 
1986. Capacity increased by 5.4 percent from 1984 to 1986 and then declined 
by 8.8 percent in January-June 1987 compared with capacity in January-June 
1986. Capacity utilization increased from 60.0 percent in 1984 to 60.7 
percent in 1985, then dropped to 58.1 percent in 1986. Capacity utilization 
was 65.7 percent in January-June 1987 compared with 65.1 percent in the 
corresponding period of 1986. · 

U.S. producers' domestic shipments 

Stainless steel pipes and tubes.--Domestic shipments of stainless steel 
pipes and tubes by U.S. producers increased from 72,101 short tons in 1984 to 
74,676 short tons in 1985, then decreased 7.4 percent to 69,181 short tons in 
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Table 4 
Seamless stainless steel pipes and tubes: U.S. production, capacity, and 
capacity utilization of· redrawers, 1984-86, January-June 1986, and 
January-June 1987 

JanuarI-June-.-
Item 1984 1985 1986 1986 1987 

Production: 
Sandvik (short tons) ...... *** *** *** *** *** 
Other redrawers (short 

tons) ...... 31236 3,444 3!479 1,993 1,786 
Total (short tons) ...... *** *** *** *** *** Capacity: y 

Sandvik (short tons) ...... *** *** *** *** *** Other redrawers (short 
tons) ...... 4,305 4,441 4,380 21238 2!124 

Total (short tons) ...... *** *** *** *** *** Capacity utilization: 
Sandvik (percent) ... , ..... *** *** *** *** *** Other redrawers (percent). 75.2 77 .6 79.4 89.1 84.1 

Average (percent) ....... *** *** *** *** *** 
y Average capacity to produce, rather than end-of-year capacity. 

Source: Compiled·from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 

1986. Domestic shipments decreased by less than 1 percent in January-June. 
1987 compared with those in January-June 1986 (table 5). 

Table 5 
Stainless steel pipes and tubes: U.S. producers' domestic shipments, y by 
types, 1984-86, January-June 1986, and January-June 1987 

JanuarI-June--
Item 1984 1985 1986 1986 1987 

guantity ~short tons2 
Seamless ............ 8,010 7,985 6,681 3,988 3,680 
Welded .............. 64,091 66,691 62,500 34,095 34,307 

Total ........... 72,101 74,676 69,181 38,083 37,987 

Value ~1!000 dollars2 
Seamless'!:!· ........ 67,426 74,300 60,288 34,141 28,820 
Welded .............. 234,602 242,727 228,731 123,807 116,612 

Total ........... 302,028 317,027 289 ,019 157,948 145,432 

y Including intracompany transfers. 
~/ Includes the value added by redrawers. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 
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Seamless stainless steel pipes and tubes.--Shipments declined almost 17 
percent from 1984. to 1986, dropping from-8,010 shor.t tons in 19.84 to 6,681 
short tons in 1986. Shipments then declin:ed by 7.7 percent in January-June 
1987 compared with those in the corresponding period of 1986. 

As previously noted, sales in the seamless stainless steel pipe and tube 
market consist.of two flows--redraw hollows and finished pipes and tubes. 
Data on U.S. producers' domestic shipments of redraw hollows and other 
seamless stainless steel pipes and tubes are presented in the following 
tabulation, compiled from data submitted in response to quest·ionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission (in short tons): 

Item 

Redraw hollows· .. · ...... . 
Other seamless ........ . 

Total ............. . 

1984 

. *** 
*** 

8,010 

1985 

*** 
*** 

7,985 

1986. 

6,681 

January-June--
1986 1987 

*** 
***· 

3,988 

*** 
*** . ·3' 680 

Domestic shipments of redraw hollows and finished seamless _pipes and 
tubes imported but not further processed by . Sandvik Steel· Co. , ·as well a·s · 
shipments of finished pipes and tubes that were redrawn by Sandvik Steel, are 
shown in the following tabulation (in ·short tons): . , . 

.. . 

January-June--
Item 1984• 1985 1986 1986. 1987 

Not further processed: 
Redraw hollows ......... *** *** *** *** *** Finished seamless ...... *** *** *** *** . *** 

Subtotal ..... ·." ..... ·. ***. *** *** *** ···*** 
Redrawn by Sandvik 

Steel ................... *** *** *** *** *** 
Total ................ *** *** *** *** *** 

Domestic shipments of :finished pipes and tube's redrawn by Sandvik Steel 
and other redrawers, which were not.included in the· shipment· data base as 
previously discussed, are shown in the· foliowingta}>ulation (.in .short tons): 

January-June--
Item 1984 1985 1"986 1986 1987 

Sandvik ................... *** *** *** *** *** 
Other redrawers ........... 3,204 3,379 3,436 1,889 1,695 

Total ................. *** "*** ***. *** *** 



Redrawers' (including Sandvik's) domestic shipments of finished pipes and 
tubes increased by *** percent from 1984 to 1985, then declined by *** percent 
in 1986. Shipments by these producers declined by*** percent in January-June 
1987, compared with shipments in January-June 1986. This drop in 1987 was due 
in large part to a * * *· 

Welded stainless steel pipes and tubes.--Producers' domestic ,shipments of 
welded products followed a different trend from that of seamless products, 
increasing by 4.1 percent from 1984 to 1985, then decreasing by 6.3 percent 'in 
1986 to 62,500 short tons. Shipments of the welded product increased by less 
than l percent in January-June 1987 compared with shipments in January-June 
1986. , " 

U.S. exports 

Exports of stainless steel pipes and tubes !/ increased from l,389 short 
tons in 1984 to l,487 short tons in 1986 (table 6). Exports increased to*** 
short tons in January-June 1987 compared with *** short tons in ··January-June 
1986. The bulk of exports in 1986 were welded pipes and tubes destined for 
the European Community and Canada. 

Tabie 6 
Stainless steel pipes and tubes: U.S. producers' e:iq>ort shipments, by.types, 
1984-86, January-June 1986, and January-June 1987 

(In short tons) 
Janua;I-June--

Item 1984 1985 i986 1986 1987 

Seamless .......... : .... 509 167 133 *** *** Welded ................. 880 12230 li354 775 952 
Total .............. 1,389 1,397 1,487 *** *** 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission; 

U.S. producers' inventories 

Stainless steel pipes and tubes.--U.S. producers' yearend inventories 
increased during 1984-86, but were lower at the end.of June 1987 than at the 
end of June 1986. During the period covered by the inv~stig~tion, these 
inventories varied between 20 and 26 percent of annual domes?:ic shipments, as 
shown in the following tabulation: 

!/ Exports were compiled from questionnaire responses. Official statistics of 
the U.S. Department of Commerce appear to be vastly overstated, a fact 
acknowledged by Commerce in correspondence with counsel representing 
petitioners. 
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Inventories 
·(short tons) 

1984 ............. . y 16,209 
1985 ............. . y 15,98~ 

1986 ............ ·... 17,555 
As of June 30--

1986 ............. . 
1987 ....... ; ..... . 

16,650 
15;243 

Ratio of inventories 
to shipments 
(percent) 

24.4 
23.8 
25.4 

y 21.9 
y 20.l 

Y Inventories are understated because * * *• which accounted for 
*** percent of 1986 inventories, was unable to provide inventory 
information for 1984 and 1985. 
y Calculated on the basis of annualized shipments . 

. I 

Seamless stainless 'steel pipes and"tubes.--U.S. producers' yearend 
inventories of seamless pipes and tubes decreased by 46 percent during 
1984-86. Inventories were 4.9 percent lower on June 30, 1987, than on 
June 30, 1986. During the period covered by the investigation, these 
inventories decreased from 48 percent of shipments in 1984 to 27 percent of 
annualized domestic shipments in January-June 1987, as shown in the following 
tabulation: 

As·of Dec. 31--
1984 ............. . 
1985 ............. . 
1986 ............. . 

As of June 30--
1986 ........... ;·, .. 
1987 .............. ' 

Inventories 
(short tons) 

3,827 
3,049 
2,074' 

2,086 
1,984 

Ratio of !nventories 
to shipments 
(percen1:) 

47.8 
38.2 
31.0 

y 26.2 
y 21.0 

y Calculated on the basis of annualized shipments, 

Redrawers' yearend inventories of seamless pipes and tubes declined from 
*** short tons in 1984 to *** short tons in 1985, then increased to *** short 
tons in ·1986. As of June 30, 1987, inventories were*** short tons, or*** 
percent higher than they were as of June 30, 1986. As a percent of redrawers' 
shipments, inventories declined from*** percent in 1984 to*** percent in 
1985, then climbed back up to *** percent· in 1986, as shown !n the foHowing 
tabulation: 
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As of December 31-- As of June 30--
Item 1984 1985 1986 1986 1987 

Inventories: a·•~ 

Sandvik (short tons) ..... *** *** *** *** -*** 
Other redrawers ·-· 

(short tons) ..... 407 399 493 427 504 
Total (short tons) ..... *** *** *** *** *** 

Inventories as a percent 
of shipments: 

Sandvik (percent) ........ *** *** *** Y*** Y*** 
Other redrawers y 

(percent) ........ 38.7 36.5 43.6 lL 31. 9 lL 49.6 
Total (percent) ........ *** *** *** Y*** Y*** 

y Calculated on the basis of annualized shipments. 
y Calculated using only firms' providing both inventory and shipment data. 

Welded stainless steel pipes and tubes.--U.S. producers' yearend 
inventories of welded pipes and tubes increased slightly during 1984-85, but 
climbed in 1986 as shipments declined. During 1984-85, these inventories were 
at 21 and 22 percent of annual domestic shipments respectively. The ratio of 
inventories to shipments rose to 24.8 percent in 1986, as shown in the 

, following tabulation: 

As of Dec. 31--
1984 ............ . 
1985 ............ . 
1986 ............ . 

As of June 30--
1986 ............ . 
1987 ............ . 

Inventories 
(short tons) 

y 12,382 
y 12,931 

15,481 

14,564 
13,259 

Ratio of inventories 
to shipments 
(percent) 

21.2 
21.8 
24.8 

y 21.4 
y 19.3 

y Inventories are understated because * * *• which accounted for 
*** percent of 1986 inventories, was unable to provide inventory 
information for 1984 and 1985. 
y Calculated on the basis of annualized shipments. 

U.S. employment 

The number of workers employed in the production of stainless steel pipes 
and tubes decreased throughout the period of investigation.(table 7). Hours 
worked by, wages paid to, and total compensation of such workers also 
declined. The trends related to the seamless and welded products were similar 
with the exception of wages per hour. On an hourly basis, wages of production 
and related employees producing seamless stainless steel pipes and tubes were 
fairly constant during 1984-85 and then fell in 1986. Hourly wages of welded 
pipe and tube workers declined from 1984 to 1985, then increased slightly in 
1986. Productivity, based on tons of production per hour worked, generally 
increased during the period covered by the investigation. 
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Table 7 
Stainless steel pipes and tubes: Employment of production and related workers 
and their hours worked, wages paid, total compensation, and productivity, 
1984-86, January-June 1986, ana Ja~uary-June 1987 .!/ 

Item 1984 1985 1986 
January-June--
1986 . 198 7 

Number of Eroduction and related· workers 
Seamless: 

Integrated producers ........ . 
Redrawers 'I.I . ............... . 

Subtotal .................. . 
Welded ........................ . 
Other y ...................... . 

Total ..................... . 

Seamless: 
Integrated producers ........ . 
Redrawers y . ............... . 

Subtotal .................. . 
Welded ................. ; ...... _. 
Other 3/ .......... ·.-.·: ........ . 

Total ......................... . 

Seamless: .. 
Integrated producers ... " ... · .. 
Redrawers 'I.I ............. ~ .... ; 
. Sub.total ...... •;·• ... · ........ .. 

Welded .... · ....... ', ............ . 
Other Y'· .· .................... . 

Total ....................... . 

.407 
*** *** 

1,221 
*** 2,086 

" 843 
*** *** 2,597 
*** 4,288 

11,647 

*** 
50,675 

340 234 249 239 
*** *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 1,238 1,168 1,225 1,030 
*** *** *** *** 2,047 1,877 1,941 1,753 

Hours worked (thousands) 

. 724 509 295 270 
*** ***' *** *** *** *** *** *** 2' 710. . 2' 567 1,337 1,102 '***. ... *** *** . *** 

4,272 ·3,892 2,059 1,808 

Wages (thousands of dollars) 

9,998 6' 339 .. 3, 666- 3,554 
*** .. *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 28', 695 27,761 14,653 11,819 . *** *** . *** *** 48,128 43;792 23,238 20,374 

Total comEensation (thousands of dollars) 
Seamless: 

Integrated producers ........ . 
Redrawers 'I.I . ............... . 

Subtotal .... " ............. . 
Welded ............ ". ... " .. ". .... . 
Other 3/ ...................... . 

Total ...................... . 

Seamless: 
Integrated producers ........ . 
Redrawers 'I.I . ............... . 

Average, seamless ......... . 
Welded ........................ . 
Other y ...................... . 

Average .... '. ............... · 

Seamless: 
Integrated producers ........ . 
Redrawers 'I.I . ............... . 

Average, seamless ......... . 
Welded ........................ . 
Other y ...................... . 

Average ................... . 

17,856 
*** 
*** 36,092 
*** 56,061 

$13.82 
7.69 

12.45 
11.57 
11. 74 
11.82 

.009 

.006 

.008 

.019 

.006 

.014 

15,326 9,353 
*** *** *** *** 34,021 33,425 
*** ***' 51,804 45,048 

Wages Eer hour 

$13.81 $12.45 
8.16 9.28 

12.39 11.50 
10.59 10.81 
12.53 12.83 
11.27 . 11. 25 

Productivity (tons per 

-.010 .013 
.007 .007 
.009 .on 
.018 .019 
.006 .006 
.014 .015 

5,680 5,043 
*** *** *** *** 

16 '971 13,942 
*** *** 23,739 19' 9 70 

$12.43 $13.16 
9.15 8.65 

11. 57 11.94 
10.96 10.73 
12.29 12.32 
11.29 11.27 

hour) 5/ 

.013 .014 

.009 .008 

.012 .012 

.019 .022 

.006 .006 

.016 .017 

!J Data were proyided by*** firms accounting for.***.percent and*** percent, 
respectively, of reported U.S. ~;~ducers' domestic shipments of seamless and 
welded pipes and tubes, and by 'firms accounting for*** percent of 
reportea redrawers' shipments (excluding Sandvik) in 1986. 
21 Excludes Sandvik Steel. . , V Firms that produce both s.eaml~ss and welded pipes and tubes, but could not 
provide separate data by product. · · 
4/ Not available. . · 
!J Includes dat~ only from .. firms report~ng both production and hours worked. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 
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Fourteen firms reported the union status of their employees. Yorkers at 
nine firms are represented by the United Steel Workers, and workers at others 
are represented by the International Brotherhood of Electrical, Radio, and 
Machine Workers; International Brotherhood of Boilermakers; International 
Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers, AFL-Cio; and the United Auto 
Yorkers. Employees of the remaining firm, * * *, are not represented by a · 
union. Whereas several of the responding producers reported minor layoffs of 
employees, four firms reported reductions in staff that they characterized.as 
permanent. Carpenter reported a permanent layoff of *** workers on December 
31, 1985, and the additional layoff of*** workers as of December 31, 1986. 
Damascus (a welded pipe and tube producer) reported a *** percent reduction in 
the number of its employees between January 1984 and June 1987. Tr~nt Tube 
laid off *** workers when it shut down its pipe and tube facility in 
California. It also reported temporary layoffs in August., September, and 
October 1986 for *** days as well as a permanent layoff of *** workers in 
January-March 1987. Babcock and Wilcox reported the permanent layoff of*** 
workers in August 1985, when it shut down its pipe and tube facility. 

Three producers of welded pipes and tubes experienced strikes during the 
period of investigation. Workers at Trent Tube's East Troy, WI, facilities 
struck for * * *• resulting in a reduction in shipments of *** short tons. Ail 
* * * strike at Armco during February-April 1987 resulted in decreased 
shipments of *** short tons. Finally, workers at Bristol Metals have been on 
strike from May l, 1987, to the present. In all three cases, management 
continued at least partial operation of the plants, and in the case of Bristol 
Metals, hired replacement workers to minimize lost production. Bristol is 
currently operating at an estimated ***· All of. the strikes resulted from 
management demands for wage concessions or the continuation of existing 
concessions. !/ 

Employment data provided by Sandvik Steel are shown in table 8. 

Table 8 
Seamless stainless steel pipes and tubes: Sandvik Steel's employment of pro-· 
duction and related workers and their hours worked, wages paid, total compensa
tion, and productivity, 1984-86, January-June 1986, and January-June 1987 

Januarl'.:-June--
Item 1984 1985 1986 1986 

Production and related 
workers (number) ............. *** *** *** *** 

Hours worked (thousands) ....... *** *** *** *** 
Wages paid (1,000 dollars) ..... *** *** *** *** 
Total compensation 

(1,000 dollars) .............. *** *** ***' *** 
Wages per hour ................. *** *** ·*** *** 
Productivity 

(tons per hour) .............. *** . *** *** *** 
Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Tra'de Commission. 

!/ Prehearing brief of Avesta, exhibit IV, and posthearingbrief of 
petitioners, appendix 4. 

1987 

*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 

*** 
*** 
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Financial experience of U.S. producers 

Five producers provided usable income-and-loss data on the overall 
operations of their establishments within which seamless stainless steel pipes 
and tubes are produced, as well as on their operations producing only seamless 
.stainless steel pipes and tubes. Three firms, * * *• * * *• and***• which 
produce only .seamless and welded tubing in their establishments, were not able 
to break out separately their welded and seamless financial operations (* * * 
was, however, able to break out separately its asset valuation, capital 
expenditure, and research and development data). These three firms' income 
statement data, therefore, cannot be shown in the seamless or welded financial 
tables, but are shown in the combined seamless and welded financial operations 
table. Eleven producers of the welded products provided usable financial data 
on the overall operations of their establishments within which welded 
stainless steel pipes and tubes are produced, as well as on their operations 
producing only welded stainless steel pipes and tubes. 

Seamless stainless steel pipe and tube establishment operations.-
Aggregate income-and-loss data on the overall establishment operations of 
seamless producers are presented in table 9. Aggregat.e net sales of the five 
reporting firms y declined from $*** in 1984 to $*** in 1985, a decrease of 
*** percent, then declined further to $*** in 1986, or by *** percent. Sales 
of seamless stainless steel pipes and tubes accounted for approximately *** 
percent of aggregate.establishment net sales during 1984-86. 

Operating income increased from $*** in 1984 to $*** in 1985, but 
deteriorated to a $*** operating loss during the 1986 accounting year. The 
operating income (loss) margins for the producers during the 1984-86 period 
were an erratic 0.02 percent, 1.9 percent, and (3.5) percent, respectively. 
Two of the firms experienced operating losses during 1984, 1985, and 1986. 

During the interim period ended June 30, 1987, aggregate net sales 
totaled $***, down *** percent from net sales of $*** reported during interim 
1986. Aggregate operating income of the.producers more than doubled from$*** 
during interim 1986 to$*** during interim 1987. The operating margins for 
the 1986 and 1987 interim periods were 2.3 percent and 5.5 percent, 
respectively. One firm reported an operating loss during interim 1986 and 
interim 1987. 

Seamless stainless steel pipe and tube product-line operations.-
Income-and-loss data on seamless operations are presented in table 10. Net 
sales of the four producers (* * *) and one seamless redrawer (* * *) declined 
from $*** during 1984 to $*** during 1985, or by *** percent, then dropped 
further by *** percent in 1986 to $***. 

An operating loss of $*** was experienced in 1984, primarily because of 
the * * *· Operating income of $*** was reported during 1985, in large part 
because of * * *· Of the two producers that experienced operating losses 
during 1984-85, * * * .. Operating income improved further to $*** during 1986, 
or by*** percent. The aggregate operating income (loss) margins for the 
producers of seamless pipe and tube du~ing 1984-86 were (11.0) percent, 4.9 
percent, and.7.6 percent, respectively. Two firms experienced operating 
losses during 1984-85, and no losses were reported during 1986. 

!/ The firms are * * *· 
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Table 9 
Income-and-loss experience of 5 U.S. producers !/ on the overall operations'tof 
their establishments within which seamless stainless steel pipe and tube is'.\· 
produced, y accounting years 1984-86 and interim periods ended June 30, 1986·; 
and June 30, 1987 

Item 

Net sales .................. 
Cost of goods sold ......... 
Gross profit ............... 
General, selling", and 

administrative expenses .. 
Operating income or (loss)". 
Interest expense ........... 
Other inco~e or (expense), 

net ...................... 
Net income or (loss) before 

income taxes ............. 
Deprec:iation or amorti'." 

zation included above .... 
Cash flow y ................ 

Cost of goods sold ..... ." ... 
Gross profit ............... 
General, selling, and 

administrative expenses .. 
Operating income or (loss). 
Net incQme:or (loss):befo~e 

income taxes ......... ·, ... 

Operating losses ........... . 
Net losses ................. ·. 
Data ....................... . 

1984 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 

90.7 
9.3 

·9.3 
11 

(1.0) 

2 
2 
5 

!/ The firms are * * *· 
y Does not include Sandvik Steel Co. 

y * * *· 
y * * *· 
11 * * *· 

1985 1986 

Interim period 
ended June 30-- 3/ 
1986 1987 

Value (l,000 dollars) 

*** *** *** 
*** *** *** 
*** *** *** 
*** *** *** 
*** *** *** 
*** .*** *** 
*** *** *** 
*** *** *** 
*** SL *** *** 4L 

*** *** *** 
Share of net sales (percent) 

87.l 90.8 84 .. 3 
12.9 9.2 15.7 

10.9 12.7 13.5 
l. 9 (3.5) 2.3 

(0.1) (5.6) (0.5) 

Number of firms reEorting 

2 
2 
5 

2 
2 
5 

1 
2 
5 

4L 

5L 

*** 
*** 
*** 

*** *** .. 
*** 

*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 

Y. 80.4 
19.6 

14.l 
5.5 

0.9 

1 
1 
5 

§../ Cash flow is defined as being net income or loss before taxes plus 
depreciation and amortization. 
1J Less than 0.05 percent. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 
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Table 10 
Income-.and-loss experience of 5 U.S .. producers Y on .their; operations 
producing seamless stainles.s steel pipe and tub.e,, '!:_/ ac.counting, years 1984-86 . 
and .inte:rim periods. ended June .30, . 1986, .and June 30, 198} 

Item 

Net sales .... · ......... :.· ... . 
Cost of goods sold .......... . 
Gross profit or (loss) ..... . 
General, selling, and 

administrative expenses ... 
Operating income or (loss).·, 
Interest expense ........... ·. 
Other income or (expense), 

net ..... ;, ............... . 
Net income or (loss) before 

income taxes ............. . 
Depreciation or amorti-

zation included above .... . 
Cash flow y . ....... '. ...... ,·. 

Cost of goods sold ......... . 
Gross profit or (loss) ..... . 
.General, selling, and . 

administrative expenses ... 
.Operating income or (loss) .. 
Net income or (loss) l>efore 

income taxes ............. . 

Operating losses ........... . 
Net losses ................. . 
Data ......... · .............. . 

y * * * 
y * * * 
y * * * 
y * * * 
y * * * 

1984 

*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

106.2 
(6 .2) 

4.8 
(11. 0) 

(12.5) 

2 
2 
5 

1985 4/ 1986 

Interim period 
ended June 30--3/ 
1986 1987 

Value (1,-000 dollars) 

*** *** ***. *** 
*** *** 

*** *** 
*** *** .-. 
*** ·***·. 

'· 

*** *** 

*** 5/ *** .· 
*** *** 

*** 
*** 
'*** 

*** ***. 
*"* 

. *** 

*** 

*** 
Share of net sales (percent) 

89.6 86.8 87.5 
10.4 13.2 12.5 

5.5 5.6 5.8 
4.9 7.6 6.7 

... 
3.1 . 6; 21 c '.5-.2 

Ntimber of firms reporting 

·2 0 1 
2 1 1 
5 4 4. 

*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 

. *** 

5/. *** 

90.9 
9.1 

5.2 
3.9 

'· 2.4 

1 
1 
4 

y Cash flow is defined as being net income or loss before taxes plus 
depreciation and amortization .. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires o~ the 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 
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Seamless net sales ·for the firms that provided interim data !/ decreased 
from $*** during the interim period ended June 30, 1986, to:$*** during th~ 
interim period ended June 30, 1987, or by*** percent. Operating income also. 
declined, from$*** bl interim 1986.to $*** dur:t~g interim 1987, a decrease of 
***percent. The operating margins during interim 1986 and 1987 were 6.7. · 
percent and 3.9 percent, respectively. One of the producers experienced an 
operating loss during both interim periods. 

Sandvik Steel Co., a wholly owned subsidiary of Sandvik AB, is the 
exclusive importer of Swedish.seamless stainless steel pipe and tube. Because 
of the nature of this r~lationship, data contained in the seamless 
product-line table exclude Sandvik, The tabulation below presents a 
comparison of the financial p~rformance of Sandvik with that of * * *• the. 
three other U.S. producers, * * * and the redrawer * * * on their seamless 
product-line operations (in thousands· of dollars, except as noted): 

Interim period 
ended June 30--

Item 1984 i985 1986 1986 1987 

Net sales: 
'* * * .......... · .............. *** *** *** *** *** 3 other seamless producers. *** *** *** ***• *** 

Seamless redrawer .......... *** *** *** *** *** 
Subtotal ....... ; ... · ...... *** *** *** *** *** Sandvik Steel Co .. ; ........ *** *** *** *** *** 
Grand total .............. *** *** *** *** *** .. ,.. 

·OEerating income or ~loss2: 

* * * ...................... *** *** *** *** *** 
3 other seamless producers. *** *** *** *** *** 
Seamless redrawer .... : ..... *** *** . *"'* *** *** 

Subtotal ............. ; ... *** '*** *** *** *** Sandvik Steel Co ........... *** ***· *** *** *** 
Grand total .. · ............ *** *** *** *** *** 0Eerating income ~loss2 as a 
Eercent of sales: 

* * *· ..................... *** *** *** *** *** 
3 other seamless producers. *** *** *** *** *** Seamless•redrawer .......... *** *** *** *** *** 

Subtotal-weighted ........ *** *** *** *** *** Sandvik Steel Co ......... .-. *** *** *** *** *** Grand total-weighted ..... *** *** *** *** *** 

!/ The firms are * * *· · 
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· Welded stainless steel pipe and tube establishment operations.--Aggregate 
income-and-loss data on welded overall establishment operations are presented 
in table 11. Aggregate net ·sales of the 11 firms !/ rose from $246.8 million 
in 1984 to $278.1 million during 1985, an increase of 12.7 percent, but then 
declined by 5.2 percent to $263.5 million during 1986. Sales of welded 

. s.tainless steel pipes and tubes accounted for approximately 78 percent of· 
aggregate establishment sales during 1986. 

Operating losses declined from $2.3 million in 1984 to $241;000 during 
1985. Operating income in the amount of $2 .. 6 million was reported in. 1986. 
The operating income (loss) margins during the 1984-86 period were (1.0) 
percent, (0.1) percent,. and 1.0 percent, respectively. Six welded producers 
experienced operating losses in 1984, four producers exp~rienc~d losses during 
1985, and five firms reported·losses during 1986. 

During the interim period ended June 30, 1987, aggregate establishment 
net sales of the welded ,producers totaled $126.3 million, down 4.5 percent 
from net sales of $132.3 million reported during interim 1986. Operating 
income decreased from $4.3 million during interim 1986 to $1.3 million during 
interim 1987, or by 70 percent. The operating margins during interim 1986 and 
1987 were 3.2 percent and 1.0 percent, respectively. Two welded producers 
reported operating losses during interim 1986, and four producers experienced 
losses during interim 1987. 

Welded stainless steel pipe and tube product-line operations.-
Income-and-loss data on welded operations are presented in table 12. Net. 
sales of the 11 fi:r:ms Y increased from $207. 7 million in 1984 to $213 .. 3 
million during 1985, or by ·2·. 7 percent, then declined to $204.8 million during 
1986, or by 4.0 percent. 

Operating losses declined somewhat, from $3.9 million in 1984 to $3.5 
million in 1985, and then to $1.8 million during 1986. The operating-loss 
margins during 1984-86 were as follows: 1.9 percent, 1.7 percent, and 0.9 
percent, respectively. Five welded producers experienced operating losses. 
during 1984, four producers reported losses in 1985, and seven firms incurred 
losses during 1986. 

!/ The firms are * * *· These firms accounted for 85 percent of domestic 
shipments in 1986 reported in response to the Commission's questionnaire. 
y The firms are * * *· 
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Table 11 
Income-and-loss experience of 11 U.S. producers Y on the overall operations ·.· 
of their establishments within which welded stainless steel pipe and tube .is r'.· 
produced, accounting years 1984-86 and interim periods ended June 30, 1986, ,·.: 
and June. 30, 1987 

Item 

Net sales ..... : .............. . 
Cost of goods sold ......... . 
Gross profit ................ . 
General, selling, and 

administrative expenses ... 
Operating income or (loss) .. 
Interest expense ........... . 
Other income or (exp·ense), 

net ....................... . 
Net income or (loss) before 

income taxes ............. . 
Depreciation or amorti-

zation included above .... . 
Cash flow y ............... . 

Cost of goods sold.:.~ ..... . 
Gross profit ............... . 
General, selling, and 

administrative expenses ... 
Operating income or (loss) .. 
Net income or (loss) before 

income taxes ............. . 

Operating losses ... : ....... . 
Net losses .................. . 
Data ....................... . 

y The firms are * * *· 
y * * *· 
y * * *· ' 

1984 

246' 773 
225,136 

21,637 

23,984 
(2,347) 
2,087 

(41) 

(4,475) 

6,664 
2,189 

91.2 
8.8 

9.7 
(1.0) 

(1.8) 

6 
6 

11 

1985 1986 

Interim period 
ended June 30-- 2/ 
1986 1987 

Value (1,000 dollars) 

278,087 
251,442 
26,645 

26,886 
(241) 

2,657 

(3,622) 

(6,520) 

6,816 
296 

263,503 
233,334 

30,169 

27,531 
2,638 
2,222 

(108) 

308 

3/ 6,539 
6,847 

132,340 
114,842 

17,498 

13,240 
4,258 
1,340 

178 

3,096 

3,293 
6,389 

Share of net sales (percent) 

90.4 88.6 86.8 
9.6 11.4 13.2 

9.7 10.4 10.0. 
(0.1) 1.0 3.2 

(2.3) 0.1 2.3 

Number of firms reporting 

4 5 2 
5 6 4 

11 11 10 

126,339 
112,097 

14,242 

12' 964' 
1,278 
1,914 

88 

(548) 

3/ 2,896 
2,348 

88 .. 7 
11. 3 

10.3 
1.0 

(0.4) 

4 
6 

10 

y Cash flow is defined as being net income or loss before tax~~ plus 
depreciation and amortization. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 
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Table 12 
Income-and-loss experience of 11 U.S. producers!/ on their operations 
producing welded stainless steel pipe and tube, accounting years 1984-86 and . 
interim periods ~nded June 30, 1986, and June 30, 1987 

Item 

Net sales ............... · ... . 
Cost of goods sold ......... . 
Gross profit ......... ·~· ... . 
General, selling, and 

administrative expenses ... 
Operating income or (loss) .. 
Interest expense ........... . 
Other income or (expense), 

net ...................... . 
Net income or (loss). before 

income taxes ... " ......... . 
D~preciation or amorti-

zation included above .... . 
Cash flow y ............... . 

Cost of goods sold ......... . 
Gross profit ............... . 
General, selling, and 

administrative expenses ... 
Operating in~ome or (loss) .. 
Net income or (loss) before 

income taxes ............. . 

Operating losses .. · ......... . 
Net losses ................. . 
Data ....................... . 

!/ The firms are * * *· 
y * * *· 
y * * *· 
y * * *· 

1984 

207,684 
190,237 

17,447 

21,376 
(3., 929) 
1,066 

(186) 

(5,181) 

6,177 
996 

91.6 
8.4 

10.3 
(1. 9) 

(2.5) 

5 
6 

11 

1985 

Interim period 
ended June 30-- 2/ 

1986 3/ 1986 1987 

Value (1,000 dollars) 

213,255 
193,271 
19,984 

23,521 
(3,537) 
1,531 

(1,845) 

(6,913) 

6,437 
(476) 

204,787 
184,075 

20,712 

22,485 
(1,773) 
1,495 

133 

(3,135) 

4/ 6,128 
2.,993 

103,575 
91,079 
12,,496 

10,624 
1,872 

799 

177 

1,250 

2,969 
4,219 

Share of net sales (percent) 

90.6 
9.4 

11.0 
(1.7) 

(3.2) 

89.9 
10.1 

11.0 
(0 ... 9) 

. (1. 5) 

87.9 
12 .. l 

10.3 
1.8 

1.2 

Number of firms reporting 

4 
5 

11 

7 
8 

11 

3 
5 

10 

100,701 
89,632 
11,069 

10,750 
319 

1,791 

75 

(1,397) 

4/ 2,603 
1,206 

89.0 
11·.,0 

10.7 
0.3 

(1.4) 

6 
6 

10 

y Cash flow is defined as being net .income or loss before taxes plus 
depreciation and amortization. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in respo~se to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 
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. During interim periods 1986 and 1987, welded net sales declined from 
$103.6 million to $100.7 million, or by 2.8 percent. Operating income 
declined from $1.9 million during interim 1986 to $319,000 during interim 
1987. The operating margins during the 1986 and. 1987 interim periods were l_..8 
percent and 0.3 percent, respectively. Three welded producers reported 
operating losses during interim 1986 and six welded producers reported 
operating losses during interim 1987. 

Of the 11 welded producers that provided the Commission with financial 
data on their welded 'operations, 3 are ·integrated producers y and 8 are · 
nonintegrated producers. y Operating results for the two types of welded 
producers were quite diverse ·during 198.4-86, as can be seen in the tabulation 
below, which presents a comparison of sales and operating income for the 
integrated ·and nonintegrated producers (in thousands of dollars,_ except as 
noted).:: 

Item 1984· 

Net sales: 
Integrated wel~ed 

producers y...... *** 
Nonintegrated we,lded 

1985 1986. 

*** 

Interim per:iod 
ended June 30--·. 
1986 1987 

. *** 

produc~rs, y. . . . . . ----***-----***-· -----***"---~~---***------***---
Total. .. ,. ....... 207, 684 . 213, 255 204, 787 103 ,_575 100, 701-

0perating income or 
(loss): 

Integrated welded 
. producers y. . . . . . *** 

Nonintegrated welded *** 
·producers y...... *** *** *** *** *** 

~---------------------------Tot al ........... (3,929) (3,537) (l,773) 1,872 319 
Operating income or 

(loss) as a percent 
of sales: 

Integrated welded 
producers y...... *** 

Nonintegrated welded *** 
producers y ...... ---***-----***------***------***------***---

Weighted-average (l. 9) (1. 7) (0. 9) 1.8 0. 3 

Y· 3 integrated welded producers provided 1984-86 ~ata, and 2 provided interim 
data. * * *· 
y 8 nonintegrated producers provided 1984-86 data as well as interim data. 

y The firms are * * *· 
y The firms are * * *· 
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Combined seamless and welded stainless steel pipe and tube product-line 
operations.--Income-and-loss data on combined seamless and welded operations 
are presented in table 13. Net sales declined less than 1 percent from $307 
million in 1984 to $304. 5 million in 1985, then fell further to $292 .1 mill·ion 
during 1986, a decline of 4.0 percent. 

An operating loss of $3.8 million was reported by the combined seamless 
and welded producers in 1984. During 1985 and 1986, however, the firms earned 
operating income of $4.9 million. The operating income (lo·ss) margins were 
(1.2) percent in 1984, 1.6 percent in 1985, and 1. 7 perc'en·t during 1986. 
Seven producers reported operating losses during 1984, six producers reported 
losses during 1985, and seven firms incurred losses in 1986. 

During the interim period ended June 30, 1987, combined seamless an'd 
welded net sales totaled $147. 6 million, down 5. 9 percent from $156. 8 million· 
combined net sales reported during interim 1986. Operating income also fell, 
from $6.l million during interim 1986 to $3.1 million during interim 1987, or 
l>y 49. 4 percent·. The operating margins were 3. 9 percent and 2 .1 percent for 
interim'l986 and 1987, respectively. Four producers reported operating losses 
in interim 1986 and seven producers reported operating losses during interim 
1987. 

Sandvik Steel Co., a wholly owned subsidiary of Sandvik AB, is the 
exclusive importer of Swedish seamless stainless steel pipe and tube. Because 
of the nature of this relationship, data contained in the combined seamless 
and welded table exclude Sandvik. In order to show the effectof.Slindvik's 
exclusion from' the data, the tabulation below presents a comparison of 
combined seamless and welded producers' sales and operating data with· that of 
Sandvik's (in thousands of dollars, except as noted): 

Interim period 
ended June 30--

Item 1984 1985 1986 1986 1987 

Net sales: 
Seamless and welded 

producers !J ..... 306,950 304,465 292,148 156,794 147,585 
Sandvik Steel Co ... *** *** *** ***. *** Total ............ *** *** *** ***' *** 

Operating income or 
(loss): 

Seamless and welded 
producers !J ..... (3 '770) 4,907 4,921 6,098 3,084 

Sandvik Steel Co .. : *** *** *** *** *** 
Total ............ *** *** *** *** *** 

Operating income ~loss~ 
as a percent of sales: 

Seamless and welded 
producers !J ..... (1. 2) 1. 6 1. 7 3.9 2.1 

Sandvik Steel Co ... *** *** *** *** *** 
Weighted-average *** *** *** *** *** 

!/ * * *· y * * *· 
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Table 13 
Income-and-loss experience of 19 U.S. producers Y on their operations . 
producing seamless and welded stainless steel pipe and tube, '!:J accounting 
years 1984-86 and interim periods ended June 30, 1986, and June 30, 1987 

Item 

Net sales ................... . 
Cost of goods sold ......... . 
Gross profit ............... ; 
General, selling, and 

administrative expenses ... 
Operating income or (loss) .. 
Interest expense ........... . 
Other income or (expense),· 

net ... ~· .... ,.· ........... . 
Net inco&e or (loss) before. 

income taxes ............. . 
Depreciation or amorti-

zation included above .... . 
Cash flow y ............... . 

Cost 6f goods sold ........ ~. 
Gross profit ....•........... 
General, selling, and 

administrative expenses ... 
Operating income or (loss) .. 
Net income or (loss) before 

income taxes ............. . 

Operating losses ........... . 
Net losses .. ·. · .. ; ........... . 
Data ................... · ..... . 

1984 

306,950 
281,019 

25,931 

29,701 
(3' 770) 
3,658 

(240) 

(7,668) 

8,484 
816 

91.6 
8.4 

9.7 
(1. 2) 

(2.5) 

7 
8 

19 

y The seamless firms are * * *· 
'!:J Does not include Sandvik Steel Co. 

y * * *· 
!±/ * * *· 

1985 4/ 1986 

Interim period 
ended June 30-- ·3/ 
1986 1987 

Value (l,000 dollars) 

304,465 
267,523 

36,942 

32,035 
4,907 
3,679 

(2,907) 

(l,679) 

8,852 
7 ,173 

292,148 
256,046 

36,102 

31,181 
4,921 
2,910 

(166) 

1,845 

8,753 
10,598 

156,794 
134,908 

21,886 

15,788 
6,098 
l,678 

130 

4,550 

4,516 
9,066 

Share of net sales (percent) 

87.9 87.6 86.0 
12.l 12.4 14.0 

10.5 10.7 10.l 
1.6 1.7 3.9 

(0.6) 0.6 2.9 

Number of firtns reporting 

6 7 4 
7 10 6 

19 18 17 

147,585 
128,975 

18,610 

15,526 
. 3' 0.84 
2,450, 

. 10 

644 

3,843 
4,487 

'·81 .. 4 
12~6 

1,0.5 
2.t·' 

0.4 

7'. 
8 

1.7 

y Cash flow is defined as being net income or loss before taxes plus 
depreciation and amortization. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 
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The tabulation below presents sales and operating data for the seamless 
redrawer * * *· the three seamless redrawers that are also nonintegrated 
welded producers but that could not separate out their welded and seamless 
financial operations***• and Sandvik Steel Co., (i~ thousands of dollars, 
except as noted): 

Interim period 
ended June 30--

Item 1984 1985 1986 1986 1987 

Net sales: 
3 seamless redrawers y .... *** *** *** *** *** 
* * *· ..................... *** *** *** *** *** 

Subtotal ................. 50,790 51,622 51,152 30,502 29,618 
Sandvik Steel Co ........... *** *** *** *** *** 

Grand total .............. *** *** *** '***; .. ***' 
Operating income or ~loss~: 

3 seamless redrawers y .... *** *** *** *** *** * * *· ..................... *** ·*** *** *** *** 
Subtotal .................. 7,404 7,207 4,038 2-,9'98 2,121 

Sandvik Steel Co .... ;, ..... *** *** *** *** *** 
Grand total .............. *** *** *** *** *** 

Operating income ~loss~ as a 
percent of sales: 

3 seamless redrawers y .. " *** *** *** *** *** 

* * *· ................ ''·' .. *** *** *** *** *** 
Subtotal-weighted ........ 14.6 14.0 7.9 9.8 7.2 

Sandvik Steel Co ..... · ....... *** *** *** *** *** 
Grand total-weighted ..... *** *** *** *** *** '·. 

y The firms are * * *· 

Value of plant, property, and equipment for seamless operations.--The 
data provided by the U.S. firms on their end-of-period investment in 
productive facilities in which seamless stainless steel pipe and tube is 
produced are shown in table 14. The aggregate investment in productive 
facilities for seamless pipe and tube, valued at cost, increased from $*** in 
1984 to $*** in 1985, then rose to $*** during 1986. The book value of such 
assets declined from $*** in 1984 to $*** in 1985, then fell again to $*** 
during 1986. 

The asset valuation for seamless pipe and tube, at'original cost, 
declined from$*** as of June 30, 1986, to$*** as of June 30, 1987. 
Similarly, the book value of such assets declined from $*** as of June 30, 
1986, to$*** as of June 30, 1987. 



Table 14 
Seamless stainle.ss steel pipe and tube.: Value of property, plant, and 
equipment of ti. S. produc.ers, y accounting ye~rs 1984-~6 and interim period~. 
ended June 30, 1986, and June 30, 1987 -

Item 1984 

All products of establishment: 
Original cost (l,000 dollars). *** 
Book value (l,000 dollars) .... *** 
Number of firms reporting..... 6 

Seamles~ stainless steel pipes 
and tubes: y 

Original cost (l,000 dollars). *** 
Book ·value (1,000 dollars) .... *** 
Number of firms reporting..... 5 

y The firms ar~ * * *· 
y * * *· 
y * * *· 

1985 

*** 

*** 6 

*** 
*** 

5 

1986 

*** 
***· 

6 

·*** 
··*** 

5 
., 

'·' 

As of June 30--
1986 1987 

*** 

*** 
6 . 

*** 
*** 

5 

*** 
Y*** 

6 

*** 
*** 

5 

Sourc~: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
U.S. Int.ernational Trade Commission. 

Capital expenditures for seamless operations.~-T1le data .provided by the 
U.S. firms relative to their capital expenditures for land,·buildings, .. and 
machinery and equipment used in the manufacture of seamless. stainless stee.l 
pipe and tube are shown in table 15. Capital expenditures relating to 
seamless pipe and tube declined from $*** in 1984 to $***.in 1985, and then to 
$*** during 1986. Such expenditures increased from $*** during the interim 
period ended June 30. 1986, to $*** during the interim period ended June 30, 
1987. 
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Table 15 
Seamless stainless steel pipe and tube: Capital expenditures by U.S. 
producers, !/ accounting years 1984-86 and interim periqds ended June 
30, 1986, and June 30, 1987 

Interim period 
ended June 30--

Item 1984 1985 1986 1986 1987 

All products of the 
establishments: 

Land and land improvements 
(1,000 dollars) ............ '*** *** *** *** *** 

Building or leasehold im-
provements (l,000 dollars). *** *** *** *** *** Machinery, equipment, and 
fixtures (1~000 dollars) ... *** *** *** *** *** Tot•l (l,000 dollars) .... *** *** *** *** *** 

Number of firms reporting .... 6 6 6 6 6 
Seamless stainless steel pipes 

and tubes: y 
Land and land improvements 

(LiOOO dollars): ..... ; ... ~. *** ***' *** *** *** 
Building or leasehold im-

provements (1,000 dollars). *** *** *** *** *** 
Machinery, equipment, and 

fixtures (l, ooo dollars) ... · *** *** *** *** ***: 
Total (l,000 dollars) .... *** *** *** *** *** 

N~ber of firms reporting .... 5 5 5 5 5 

y The firms are*.* *· 
y * * *· 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 

Value of plant, property, and equipment for welded operations.--The data 
provided by the U.S. firms on their end-of-period investment in productive 
facilities in which welded stainless steel pipes and tubes are produced are 
shown in table 16. The aggregate investment in productive facilities for 
welded pipe and tube, valued at cost, increased from $121.1 million in 1984 to 
$128.5 million in 1985, but then fell to $94.9 million in 1986. The book 
value of such assets increased from $51.8 million in 1984 to $52.6 million in 
1985, then rose slightly to $52.7 million during 1986 .. 

The asset valuation for welded pipe and tube, at original cost, declined 
from $117.9 million as of June 30, 1986, to $82.0 million as of June 30, 1987. 
The book value of such assets decreased from $48.5 million as of June 30, 1986, 
to $47.0 million as of June 30, 1987. 
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Table 16 
Welded stainless steel pipe and tube: Value .of property, plant, and equipment 
of U.S. producers, y accounting years· 1984-86 and interim periods ended •'· 
June 30, 1986, and June 30, 1987 

- Item 

All products of establishment: 
Original cost (1,000 dollars) .. 
Book value (1,000 dollars) .... . 
Number of firms reporting ..... . 

Welded stainless steel pipes 
and tubes: y 

Original cost (l,000 dollars) .. 
Book value (l,000 dollars) .... . 
Number of firms reporting ..... . 

Y The firms are * * *· 
y * * *· 
y * * *· 
y * * *· 

1984 

141,465 
58,176 

12 

121,072 
51,760 

11 

As of June 30-- 2/ 
1985 1986 2/ 1986 1987 

145,697 y111,36o 135,699 Y98,452· 
58,497 58,218 54,767 y52,216 

12 12 11 11 

128,463 y 94,869 117,944 Y81,961 
52,555 52,723 48,474 Y46,964 

11 11 10 . 10 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 

Capital expenditures for welded operations. - -The data. provide'd by ·the 
firms relative to their capital expenditures for land, buildings, and 
machinery and equipment used in the manufacture of welded stainless steel pipe 
and tube are shown in table 17. Capital expenditures relating to welded pipe 
and tube decreased from $10.7 million in 1984 to $7.2 million during 1985, and 
then to $5.3 million in 1986. 

Total capital expenditures relating to welded pipe and tube increased 
from $1.7 million during the interim period ended June 30, 1986, to $2.5 
million during the interim period ended June 30, 1987. 
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Table 17 
·welded stainless steel pipe and. tube: 
producers, .!/ accounting years 1984-86 
June 30, 1986, and June 30, 1987 

Capital· expenditures by U.S. 
and interim periods ended 

Item 

All products of the 
establishments: 

. Land and la"1d improvements 
(l,000 dollars) ........... . 

Building or leasehold im
provements (l',000 dollars). 

Machinery, equipment, and 
fixtures (1,000 dollars) .. . 

Total (l,000 dollars) ... . 
Number of firms reporting ... . 

Welded stainless steel pipes 
and tubes: 

Land and land improvements 
(l,000 dollars) ........... . 

Building or leasehold im
provements (l,000 dollars). 

Machinery, equipment, and 
fixtures (1,000 dollars) ... 

. " . Total .(1,000 dollars) ... . 
Number of firms reporting: .. . 

.!/.The firms are**"*· 
. y * * *· 

1984 

10,676 
12 

*** 
*** 

*** 10,676 
12 ~· 

1985 

*** 7,232 
12 

*** 
*** 
*** 7,153 
. 12 

Interim period 
ended June 30--2/ 

1986 2/ 1986 1987 

*** 5,359 
12 

*** 
·*** 
*** 5,336 

12 

*** 1,705 
ll 

*** 
***. 

*** 1,705 
11 

2,483 
ll 

*** 
*** 
*** 2,483 

11 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission. 

Research and development expenses.--Research and development expenses 
relating to seamless and welded stainless steel pipe and tube are shown in the 
following tabulation for 1984-86 and the interim periods of 1986 and 1987 (in 
thousands of dollars): 

Interim period 
ended June 30--

Item 1984 1985 1986 1986 1987 

Seamless pipe & tube ... *** *** *** *** *** 
Welded pipe & tube ..... *** *** *** *** *** 

Total .............. *** *** *** *** *** 
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Consideration of the Alleged Threat of Material Injury 
to an Industry in the United States· 

Section 771(7)(F)(i)- of.the Tariff Act of. 1930 (19 U.S.C. 
provides that--

1677(7)(F)(i)) 

In determining whether an indu.stry in the United States is 
threatened with material injury by reason of imports (or sales for 
importation) of any merchandise, the Commission shall consider, 
among other relevant factors .!/--

(I) If a subsidy is involved, such information as may be 
presented to it by the administering authority as to the 
nature of the subsidy (particu1arly as to whether ·the 
subsidy is an export subsidy inconsistent with the 
Agreement), 'l:.J · 

(II) any increase in production capacity or existing 
unused capacity in the exporting country likely to .. result 
in a.significant .increase in imports of the·merchandise·to 
the United States, · 

(III) any rapid increase in United States market 
penetration and the likelihood that the penetration will 
increase to an injurious.level, 

(IV) the probability that imports' of the merchandise will 
enter the United States at prices that will have a 
depressing or suppressing effect on domestic prices of the 
merchandise, 

(V) any substantial· increase in inventories of the 
merchandise in the United States, 

(VI) the presence of underutilized capacity for.producing 
the merchandise in the exporting country, 

(VII) any other demonstrable adverse trends that indicate 
the probability that the.importation (or sale for 
importation) of the merchandise (whether or not it is 
actually being imported at the time) ·will be the cause of 
actual injury, and 

.!J Section 771(7)(F)(ii) of the act (19 U.S.C. { 1677(7)(F)(ii)) provides ·that 
"Any determination by the Commission under this title that an industry in the 
United States is threatened with material injury shall be made on the basis of 
evidence that the threat of material injury is real and that actual injury is 
imminent. Such a determination may not be made on the basis of mere 
conjecture or supposition." 
'l:.J This is an antidumping investigation and the issue of subsidy is not 
involved. 
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(VIII) the potential for product-shifting if production facilities owned 
or controlled by the foreign manufacturers, which can be used to produce 
products subject to investigation(s) under section 701 or 731 or to final 
orders under section 736, are also used to produce the merchandise under 
investigation. 

The available information on. foreign producers' operations (items (II) 
and (VI) above) is presented in the section entitled "The Swedish stainless 
steel pipe and tube industry and its capacity to generate exports"; and 
information on the volume, U.S. market penetration, and pricing of imports of 
the subject merchandise (items (III) and (IV) above) is presented in the 
section entitled "Consideration of the causal relationship between the LTFV 
imports and the alleged material injury." Available information on U.S. 
inventories of the subject products·(item (V)) follows. 

Importers' inventories 

Stainless steel pipes and tubes.--Inventories of imported stainless steel 
p~pes and tubes from Sweden held by importers are shown in the foliowing 
t8,bulation: 

As of Dec. 31--
1984 ............. . 
1985 ............. . 
1986 ............. . 

As of June 30--
1986 ............. . 
1987 .... · ......... . 

Inventories 
(short tons) 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

Ratio of inventories 
to imports 
(percent) 

*** 
*** 
*** 

Y*** 
Y*** 

y Calculated on the basis of annualized imports. 

Seamless stainless steel pipes and tubes.--Inventories of seamless 
imports from Sweden, held by the sole importer, Sandvik Steel Co., declined 
from *** to *** percent of imports during 1984-86, as shown in the following 
tabulation. The size of its inventories is a reflection of the fact that the 
bulk of its impor.ts are redraw hollows, which the company uses as feedstock 
for its U.S. pipe and tube production operation. 

As of Dec. 31--
1984 ............. . 
1985 ............. . 
1986 ............. . 

As.of June 30--
1986 .............. . 
1987 ............. . 

Inventories 
(short tons) 

*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

Ratio of inventories 
to imports 
(percent) 

*** 
*** 
*** 

Y*** 
Y*** 

y Calculated on the basis of annualized imports. 
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Welded stainless steel pipes and tubes.--Inventories of imported welded 
stainless steel pip_es and tub~s from Sw~den held by importers have decline_d 
since 1985, as shown in the following tabulation: 

As of Dec. 31--

Inventories 
(short tons) 

1984.............. *** 
1985.............. *** 
1986.............. *** 

As of June 30:--
1986.............. '*** 
1987.............. *** 

Ratio of inventories 
to imports 
(percent) 

*** 
*** 
*** 

Y*** 
Y*** 

y Calculated on the basis of annualized imports. 

A witness for Avesta tes_tified at the public hearing held during the final 
countervailing duty investigation that his firm had announced a change in its 
marketing plans in June 1986 and would no longer stock inventorie~ in the 
United States. y Avesta also indicated a c~ange in policy to limit the 
number of distributors to whom it sells. 

The Swedish stainless steel pipe and tube industry and its capacity to 
generate exports ?:.I 

Seamless stainless steel pipes and tubes.--Restructuring of the Swedish 
stainiess steel industry has resulted in the consolidation of ail seamless 
stainless steel pipe and tube production in one firm, Sandvik AB. The firm 
produces ana: exports seamless_ redraw hollows as well as finished pipes . and . 
tubes. Exports from Sandvik AB account for all of Sweden's exports of such 
products to the Ullited States. Y Sweden's capacity to produce ,seamless pipes 
and tubes ***· Sweden's production of seamless stainless steel pipes anq 
tubes rose by *** percent from *** short tons in 1984 to *** short tons -in .·· ... 
1985,_then· declined in 1986 to*** short tons (table 18). Production dropped 
by *** percent in January..:June · 1987 compared with production in the . :: 
corresponding period of 1986. 

Capacity· utilizati_on rose from *** percent in 1984 to *** percell;t in. 
1985, then dipped slightly to *** percent in 1986. In January-June 1_987, as a 
result of the ***-percent drop in production, capacity ut~lization dropped to 
***percent compared with*** percent.in the corresponding period of 1986. · 
Sandvik reported that t~e drop in capacity utilization in.the first half of 
1987 was due to * * *; Sandvik has also reported that its utilization rate 
for July-December 19.87 is projected to be *** percent, making the annual rate 
nearly *** percent. 

y Transcript II, p. 83. 
?:.J Data presented in this section were obtained from a telegram from the U.S. 
embassy in Stockholm, October 1987. 
y Transcript I, pp. 140 and 143. 
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Table 18 
Seamless stainless steel pipes and tubes: Sweden's capacity, production, 
capacity utilization, domestic shipments, and exports, 1984-86, January-June 
1986, and January-June 1987 

Item 1984 

Capacity (short tons) ........ *** 
Production (short tons) ...... *** 
Capacity utilization 

(percent) .... *** 
Domestic shipments 

(short tons) .... *** 
Exports to: 

1985 

*** 
*** 

1986 

*** 
*** 

*** 

*** 

January-June--
1986 1987 

*** 
*** 

*** 

*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 

United States (short tons). *** *** *** *** *** 
***(short tons) ......... *** *** *** *** *** 
***(short tons) ......... *** *** *** *** *** 
* * * (short tons) . . . . . . . . . *** *** ·*** '*** *** 
***(short tons) ......... *** *** *** *** *** 
* * * (short tons) . . . . . . . . . *** *** *** *** . *** 
All others (short tons) .. ··~***~~~~~~***~~--,~~***~~~~~***~----'~~~*-*-*~~ 

Total exports (short 
tons) .... *** *** *** *** *** 

Source: Report from U.S. embassy, Stockholm, October 1987. 

The bulk of Sandvik AB's production is exported; total exports accounted 
for 'J:Wc*.percent of production in 1986. Of these exports, ***percent, or*** 
short tons, were to the United States. Redraw hollows accounted,for over***, 
percent of exports to the United States during the period of investigation'. ·· 

.Sandvik has projected that its capacity will * * *• and that its 
production will rise from *** tons in 1987 to *** tons in 198~. · Its total 
exports for the full year 1987 are projected to be *** short tons, increasing 
to *** tons in 1988; its projec~ed exports to the United States are *** short 
tons for all of 1987 and for 1988. 

Welded stainless steel pipes and tubes.--There is one producer in Sweden 
of welded stainless steel pipes and tubes, Avesta Sandvik Tube AB, which is 
75-percent owned by Avesta AB and 25-percent owned by Sandvik AB. Avesta's 
capacity to produce welded stainless steel pipes and tubes rose by *** 
percent~ from *** ·short tons in 1984 to *** short tons in 1986 (table 19). 
Production rose by*** percent during 1984-86, fr9m *** short tons to *** 
short tons, and capacity utilization remained above*** percent. Capacity 
utilization then dropped to*** percent in January-June 1987. 
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Table 19 
Welded stainless steel pipes and_tub~s: Sweden's capacity, production, 
capacity utilization, domestic shipments, and exports, 1984-86, January-June 
1986, and January-June 1987 

Item 

Capacity (short tons) ......... . 
Production (short tons) ....... . 
Capacity utilization 

(percent) ..... 
Doinestic'shipments ' 

· (short ton.s) ..... '., 
Exports to: 

United States (sho~t tons) .. . 
***(short tons) .......... . 
***(short tons) .......... . 
***(short tons) .......... . 
* * * (short tons) ..... • ..... . 
***(short tons) .......... . 
All others (short tons) ..... . 

Total exports (short tons). 

'1984 

*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 

1985 

*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 

1986 

*** 
*** 

*** 
***" 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

January-June--
1986 . 1987 

*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** . *** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 

*** *** 

*** 
Source: Report from U.S. embassy, Stockholm, October 1987; submission by 
Avesta Stainless Tube :AB, Oct. 20, 1987. 

Swedep's exports of weld~d stainless steel pipes and tubes rose from *** 
short tons ift 1984 "to*** short'tons in 1986, an increase of*** percent. The 
firm.~ S largest export market's were * * '•I * * *I and * * * o Exports to the. 
United States· increased ste'adily from *** short tons in 1984 to.*** short tons 
in 1986, ·.an increase of *** percent; Such exports ~hen· dropped by *** percent 
in January-June. 1987 ~ompared with. exports in the. co.rresponding period of 1986. 

' . ; 'i 

Avesta has projected that its capacity will be *** short tons for full 
year 1987, and.will increase to*** short tons in 1988. The expected increase 
in capacity is reportedly the result of "* * *·" Its production is projected 
to be approximately*** tons for all of 1987 and ***tons in 1988. Its total 
exports are projected to be *** to *** short tons in both full year 1987 and 
-1988. Projected exports to the United States are 'Irk* in July-December 1987 
and*** in 1988. 
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Consideration of the Causal Relationship Between the LTFV 
Imports and the Alleged Material Injury 

U.S. imports 

Imports of stainless steel pipes and tubes from Sweden are provided for 
in TSUS items 610.37, 610.51, and 610.52. For purposes of this report, 
official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce, as adjusted by 
petitioners, y will .. be used in our discussion of imports. 

Stainless steel pipes and tubes.--Imports of stainless steel pipes and 
tubes increased steadily from 32,280 short tons in 1984 to 35,055 short tons 
in 1986 (table 20). The six countries'!:./ listed in the following tabuiation 
ac~ounted for almost 80 percent of the volume of imports in 1986: 

Country 
Percent of total 
imports in 1986 

Japan ............... " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32. 5 
Sweden. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21. 9 
Canada ................. ; .......... ~ . . . . . . . . 12 . 8 
France ..... ~ . " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4. 7 
United Kingdom ...... ,. . , ........ : . . . . . . . . . . 4. 2 
West Germany .......... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. 3 
All others. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21. 5 

. ~~-

Tot al ..................... · ............ 100. 0 

Imports,of stainless steel pipes anCi tubes from Sweden followed a 
slightly different trend than total imports. These imports declined 10 
percent, from 7,570 short tons in 1984 to 6,783 short tons in 1985. In 1986, 
imports from Sweden increased over 13 percent to 7,688 short tons. In 
Jan~ry-June 1987 imports of the subject products from Sweden declined by 44 
pe.rcent compared with. imports in the corresponding period of 1986. 

y Import data.have been adjusted as follows: for TSUSA item 610.5229, 
cold-drawn tubing, only 40 percent of quantity and value for 1984, 1985, and 
1986 and January-June 1986, and January-June. 1987 have been included. This 
represents petitioners' estimate of the stainless steel products contained in 
this item. TSUSA item 610.5130 has likewise been adjusted to exclude 
heat-resisting hollow bars. Only 80 percent of this category has been 
included in the import data base. It should be noted that both of these items 
accounted for less than 10 percent of imports of Swedish stainless steel pipes 
and tubes in 1986. 
'!:J It should be noted that while these 6 countries accounted for the bulk of 
imports during the period of investigation, imports from Taiwan increased from 
23 short tons in 1984 to 3,358 short tons in 1986, representing almost 10 
percent of total imports in 1986. 
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Table 20 
Stainless steel pipes and tubes: U.S. imports for consumption, 1984-86, 
January-June 1986, and January-June 1987 

.Country 1984 1985 1986 
January-June--
1986 1987 

Quantity (short tons) 

Japan ...................... 13,598 16,568 11,391 6,932 3,456 
Sweden ..................... 7,570 6,783 7,688 4,338 2,442 
Canada ..................... 1,563 1,449 4,482 l, 777 2, 718 
France ..................... 2,573 1,655 1,653 1,174 594 
United Kingdom ............. 1,441 1,485 1,478 832 588 
West Germany ............... 967 1,483 809 348 260 
All other countries ........ 4,568 5,472 7,554 3,524 4,183 

Total .................. 32,280 1/ 34,895 35,055 18,925 14,241 

C.i.f., duty-Eaid value 2L ~1.000 dollars2 

Japan ..................... . 
Sweden .................... . 
Canada ............ • ....... . 
France .................... . 
United Kingdom ............ . 
West Germany .............. . 
All other countries ....... . 

Total ................. . 

39,306 
24,382 

5,466 
5,783 
4,525 
4,353 

13,264 
97,079 y 

53,085 
21,474 

6,458 
4,640 
5,551 
5,483 

15,651 
112,342 

38,154 
24,408 
14,072 

4,304 
5,459 
2,795 

20,985 
110' 177 

22,230 
13,807 

5,513 
2,765 
2,957 
1,497 
9,950 

58, 719 

y Official statistics were revised downward by Commerce to reflect the 
misclassification of 44 short tons of material. 

12,973 
8,398 
9,302 
1,430 
2,016 

782 
12,082 
46,983 

?:J Consists of Customs value plus all freight, insurance, and other charges 
(including U.S. import duties) incurred in bringing the products to the first 
port of arrival in the United States. 

Source: Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce, 
except as noted. 

Seamless stainless steel Eipes and tubes.--Imports of seamless stainless 
steel pipes and tubes increased from 19,995 short tons in 1984 to 22,708 short 
tons in 1985, then fell to 20,513 short tons in 1986, representing a decrease 
of almost 10 percent (table 21). Six countries accounted for 83 percent of 
total imports in 1986, as shown in the following tabulation: 

Country 

Japan ..................................... . 
Sweden .................................... . 
France .................................... . 
United Kingdom ............ ". ............... . 
West Germany .............................. . 
Canada .................................... . 
All others ................................. . 

Total ................................. . 

Percent of total 

40.3 
23.7 

6.9 
6.2 
3.8 
2.4 

16.7 
100.0 
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Table 21 
Seamless stainless steel pipes and tubes: U.S. imports for consumption, 
1984-86, January-June 1986, and January-June 1987 !/ 

Country 1984 1985 1986 
January-June--
1986 1987 

Quantity (short tons) 

Japan ...................... 6,044 10,193 8,258 4,492 2,274 
Sweden ..................... 5,726 4,592 4,866 2,527 1,827 
France .................. ~ .. 2,500 1,580 1,417 939 583 
United Kingdom ............. 1,390 1,329 1,271 738 376 
West Germany ............... 776 1,352 788 327 260 
Canada ..................... 241 236 492 129 319 
All other countries ........ 3!318 31427 31421 1,877 1!856 

Total .................. 19,995 2/ 22,708 20,513 11!029 7,495 

C.i.f. 1 duty-paid value 3/ (l,000 dollars) 

Japan ...................... 21,849 37,478 29,632 15,775 9,903 
Sweden ..................... 18,981 16,000 17,074 9,133 6,534 
France ..................... 5,473 4,254 3,455 1,917 l,370 
United Kingdom ............. 4,262 4,801 4,674 2,567 1,368 
West Germany ............... 3,467 4,883 2,693 1,395 782 
Canada ..................... 1,793 1,344 2,416 702 2,141 
All other countries ........ 10,004 10,374 10,740 5,978 5!709 

Total .................. 65,828 y 79,134 70,685 37,467 27,807 

!/ Because of a lag in reporting, official import statistics include some 
"carry-over" data for merchandise imported, but not reported, in prior periods 
(usually the previous month). Beginning in 1987, Commerce extended its monthly 
data compilation cutoff date by about 2 weeks in order to significantly reduce 
the amount of carry-over. Therefore, official statistics for January 1987 
include data that would previously have been carried over to February 1987. 
However, in order to avoid an apparent overstatement of the January 1987 data, 
the carry-over data from 1986 that would have been included in January 1987 
official statistics as of the previous cutoff date have been excluded. 
Commerce isolated these 1986 carry-over data and has not included them in 
official statistics for 1986 or January 1987, since their inclusion in either 
period would result in an apparent overstatement. With respect to imports of 
seamless pipes and tubes from Sweden, this carry-over amounted to 1 ton. 
y Official statistics were revised downward by Commerce to reflect the 
misclassification of 44 short tons of material. 
~ Consists of Customs value plus all freight, insurance, and other charges 
(including U.S. import duties) incurred in bringing the products to the first 
port of arrival in the United States. 

Source: Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce, 
except as noted. 
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All imports of seamless stainless steel·pipes and tubes from Sweden 
during the period covered by this investigation were produced and exported by 
AB Sandvik Steel. Imports of seamless stainless steel pipes and tubes from 
Sweden declined by 20 percent from 5,726 short tons in 1984 to 4,592 short 
tons in 1985, but increased by 6 percent in 1986 to 4,866 short tons. Imports 
of seamless pipes and tubes from Sweden declined by 28 percent in January-June 
1987 compared with imports in the corresponding ~eriod of 1986. 

During the period January 1984 to June 1987, Sandvik Steel Co. reported 
that ***percent of its imports from Sweden were redraw hollows, .of which***. 
percent were used in Sandvik's redrawing operation. Representatives of the. 
firm also testified that· up to 50 percent of the firm's s.ales were products 
utilizing special Sandvik alloys that do not· compete in the pipe and hollow 
bar markets in which Al Tech and Combustion Engineering meet low-cost import 
competition. y 

Welded stainless steel.pipes and tubes.--Imports of welded stainless. 
steel pipes and tubes declined slightly from 1984 to 1985, then increased by 
almost 20 percent in 1986 (table 22). In January-June 1987 imports of these 
pipes and tubes declined by 15 percent compared with imports in the 
corresponding period of 1986. The following tabulation lists the percentage 
distribution of imports from the seven countries that accounted for 94 percent 
of imports in 1986: 

Country 
. . 

Canada .................................... . 
Taiwan .................. ; .......... , ....... . 
Japan ...................... · ............... . 
Sweden ..................... ; .... ·;· .......... .-. 
France ................ ! .................... . 
United Kingdom ...... ; ...................... . 
West Germany._ ............................. . 
Al.l other ...................... ~ ......... ~ .. 

Total ................................. . 

Percent of total 

27.4. 
22.5 
21.6 
19.4 
1.6 
1.4 

:, .1 
6.0 

100.0 

/ "l'' 

Imports of welded stainless steel pipes and tubes from Sweden increased., 
by 53 percent from 1,844 short tons in 1984 to 2,822 short tons in 1986. It 
should be noted that imports from Canada and Taiwan also increased sharply in 
1986. Imports from these countries ac~ounted for 27.4 percent and 22-.5 
percent of imports in 1986, respectively. Imports from Sweden then declined 
by 66 percent in January-June 1987 compared with imports in the corresponding 
period of 1986. · 

y Transcript III, pp. 65, 66, 80, and 81. See the section entitled "Areas of 
competition" in the "Prices" section for a further discussion of this issue. 
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Table 22 
Welded stainless steel pipes and tubes: U.S. imports for consumption, 
1984~86, January-June 1986, and January-June 1987 .!/ 

.Country; 

Canada .................... . 
Taiwan .................. · .. . 
Japan .................... ; .. 
Sweden .................... . 
France .................... . 
United Kingdom ............ . 
All other countries ....... . 

Total ................. . 

Canada .................... . 
Taiwan ..................... . 
Japan ............. ; ....... . 
Sweden .................... . 
France ..................... . 
United Kingdom ............ . 
All other countries ....... . 

Total .................. . 

1984 

1,321 
9 

7,554 
1,844 

74 
52 

1,432 
12,286 

1985 1986 
January-June--
1986 1987 

Quantity (short tons) 

1,213 
283 

6,376 
2,191 

75 
156 

1,893 
12,187 

3,991 
3,273 
3,134 
2,822 

236 
207 
879 

14,542 

1,648 
1,276 
2,440 
1,811 

236 
94 

391 
7,896 

2,398 
1,722 
1,181 

615 
10 

213 
607 

6,746 

C.i.f., duty-paid value 2/ (l,000 dollars) 

3,673' 
22 

17,457 
5,401 

310 
264 

4,125 
31,252 

5,114 
577 

15,607 
5,474 

386 
751 

5,299 
33,208 

11,655 
7,896 
8,522 
7,333 

849 
785 

2,452 
39,492 

'4,811 
2,922 
6,455 
4,674 

849 
389 

1,152 
21,252 

7,161 
5,006 
3,070 
1,864 

60 
648 

l,368 
19,177 

.!/ Because of a lag in reporting, official import statistics include some 
"carry-over" data for merchandise imported, but not reported, in prior periods 
(usually the previous month). Beginning in 1987, Commerce extended its monthly 
data compilation cutoff date by about 2 weeks in order to significantly reduce 
the amount of carry-over. Therefore, official statistics for January 1987 
include data that would previously have been carried over to February 1987. 
However, in order to avoid an apparent overstatement of the January 1987 data, 
the carry-over data from 1986 that would have been included in January 1987 
official statistics. as of the previous cutoff date have been excluded. 
Commerce isolated these 1986 carry-over data and has not included them in 
official statistics for 1986 or January 1987, since their inclusion in either 
period would result in an apparent overstatement. With respect to imports of 
welded pipes and tubes from Sweden, this carry-over amounted to 16 tons. 
?:.J Consis~s of Customs value plus all freight, insurance, and other charges 
(including U.S. import duties) incurred in bringing the products to the first 
port of arrival in the United States. 

Source: Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce. 
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Data on imports of stainless steel pipes and tubes from Sweden were also 
provided by respondents to the Commission's questionnaire. The volume of 
imports and the overall trends were generally similar for the two data 
sources, although questionnaire data show a much greater increase in imports 
of the welded product from 1984 to 1985 and a slight decline in seamless 
imports from 1985 to 1986, as shown in the following tabulation (in short 
tons): 

January-June--
Item 1984 1985 1986 1986 1987 

Seamless y ........... *** *** *** *** *** Welded ................ *** *** *** *** *** Total ............. *** *** *** *** *** 
!/ Includes redraw hollows and hollow bars. 

Data on imports of seamless redraw hollows, hollow bars, and other 
seamless stainless steel pipes and tubes from Sweden were provided by Sandvik 
Steel Co. in its response to the Commission's questionnaire. The data are 
presented in the following tabulation (in short tons): 

January-June--
Item 1984 1985 1986 1986 1987 

---

Redraw hollows ........ *** *** *** *** *** 
Hollow bars ........... *** *** *** *** *** 
Other seamless ........ *** *** *** *** *** 

Total ............. *** *** *** *** *** 

Market penetration by imports 

Stain1ess steel pipes and tubes.--The share of the market accounted for 
by imports from Sweden declined from 7.3 percent in 1984 to 6.2 percent in 
1985, then increased to 7.4 percent in 1986. The share of the market held by 
imports from Sweden dropped to 4.7 percent in January-June 1987 compared with 
7.6 percent in the corresponding period of 1986 (table 23.). 

--

Seamless stainless steel pipes and tubes.--The ratio of imports from 
Sweden to apparent consumption declined from 20.4 percent in 1984 to 15.0 
percent in 1985, but recovered somewhat to 17.9 percent in 1986. The share of 
the market held by these imports dropped to 16.3 percent in January-June 1987 
compared with 16.8 percent in January-June 1986. 

Yelded stainless steel pipes and tubes.--The share of the market for 
welded stainless steel pipes and tubes accounted for by imports from Sweden 
increased from a low of 2.4 percent in 1984 to 2.8 percent in 1985, and then 
to 3.7 percent in 1986. The share dropped, however, to 1.5 percent in 
January-June 1987 compared with 4.3 percent in January-June 1986. 

- =--
- -
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Table 23 
Stainless steel pipes and tubes: U.S. market shares, 1984-86, January-June 
1986, and January-June 1987 

Item 

Seamless: 
U.S. producers .......... . 
Sweden .................. . 
All other countries ..... . 

Total ................. . 
Welded: 

U.S. producers .......... . 
Sweden .................. . 
All other countries ..... . 

Total ................. . 
Total: 

U.S. producers .......... . 
Sweden .................. . 
All other countries ..... . 

Total ................. . 

Seamless: 
U.S. producers 'l:J ...... . . 
Sweden y ............... . 
All other countries ..... . 

Total ................. . 
Welded: 

U.S. producers .......... . 
Sweden .................. . 
All other countries ..... . 

Total ................. . 
Total: 

U.S. producers 'l:J ...... . . 
Sweden y ............... . 
All other countries ..... . 

Total ................. . 

(In percent) 

1984 

28.6 
20.4 
51.0 

100.0 

83.9 
2.4 

13.7 
100.0 

69.1 
7.3 

23.7 
100.0 

50.5 
14.4 
35.1 

100.0 

88.2 
2.0 
9.7 

100.0 

75.6 
6.1 

18.2 
100.0 

January-June--
1985 1986 1986 1987 

Calculated on the basis of quantity 

26.0 
15.0 
59.0 

100.0 

84.5 
2.8 

12.7 
100.0 

68.2 
6.2 

25.7 
100.0 

24.6 
17.9 
57.5 

100.0 

81.1 
3.7 

15.2 
100.0 

66.4 
7.4 

26.3 
100.0 

26.6 
16.8 
56.6 

100.0 

81.2 
4.3 

14.5 
100.0 

66.8 
7.6 

25.6 
100.0 

32.9 
16.3 
50.7 

100.0 

83.6 
l. 5 

14.9 
100.0 

72.7 
4.7 

22.6 
100.0 

Calculated on the basis of value l/ 

47.6 
12.0 
40.4 

100.0 

88.0 
2.0 

10.1 
100.0 

73.4 
5.6 

21.0 
100.0 

46.4 
12.3 
41. 3 

100.0 

85.3 
2.7 

12.0 
100.0 

72.6 
5.9 

21. 5 
100.0 

48.4 
11.4 
40.2 

100.0 

85.3 
3.2 

11.4 
100.0 

73.3 
5.9 

20.8 
100.0 

50.3 
12.5 
37.2 

100.0 

85.9 
1.4 

12.7 
100.0 

75.3 
4.7 

20.0 
100.0 

!/Value calculated on a c.i.f., duty-paid basis, except where noted. 
'l:J Includes the value added by redrawers. 
y Value for seamless was calculated from shipments value. 

Note.--Because of rounding, figures may not add to the totals shown. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission and from official statistics of the U.S. 
Department of Commerce. 
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··Prices 

Stainless steel pipes and tubes are sold on a per-foot or 
per-hundred-feet basis. Semifinished seamless redrawhollows are, however, 
sold on a per-pound or per-hundred-pound basis. y U.S. producers generally 
quote their prices both f.o.b. mill and delivered, ·though U.S. seamless 
producers primarily quote only f.o.b. mill. Importers quote prices on an 
f.o.b. port-of-entry or U.S. warehouse basis and on a delivered price basis, 
though seamless importers primarily quote f.o.b. port-of-entry or U.S. 
warehouse. Some U.S. producers equalize freight with 'the domestic mill 
nearest to the specific customer. . . 

· There are several factors that determine the final selling price for 
stainless steel pipes and tubes: whether seamless or welded, the ASTM or ASME 
category specified, the grade.of steel, the diameter and wall thickness 
desired,. whether specific lengths or:. randqin · 1ei:igth_s _are required, and, 

. additionally for the seanilessproduct,-~he production ~nd finishing .process 
· und~rtaken and· any special· customer req~ired reques;ts, e.g. , · inside poiishing, 
extra finishing, etc. Due to the many products that can be created from the 
above combinations, it is difficult for a producer to supply the whole range 
of the market and remain economically viable. Therefore, producers tend to 
concentrate in specific product and/or size areas. 

~eamless pipes ·and tubes are more expensive to .produce than welded, and 
are generally used where substantial wall thickness or small diameters are 
desired, and _where strength, pressure, and reliability are major 
considerations. Welded prod:ucts are generally used for ~applications requiring 
thinner wall thickness or larger diameter. Results from purchasers in the 
present investigation suggest that seamless can be .substituted for welded, but 
that this substitution does not occur due to the price premium for the 
seamless product. Purchasers indicated that this price premium ranges from 5 
to 200 percent ~/ of the delivered welded price depending on the dimensions 
and steel grade of the various products. Although some pipe and tube 
applications can use either seamless or welded, and some welded producers have 
argued that the quality of welded products is. equivalent to seamless, there 
are still purchasers who prefer and insist upon the seamless product despite 
the price advantage of the welded product. 

Within the seamless category, prices may also be determined by the type 
of production/finishing operation.of the producers. l/ Sandvik Steel Co., the 
U.S. importer of Swedish seami:ess·pipes and tubes, has argued that its process 
of hot extruding and thereby hot finishing pipes and tubes is the most 
efficient, least costly method of production, a capability that the domestic 
manufacturers lack. The domestic producers must go through an additional 

y Since redraw hollows are drawn down to smaller dimensions, the weight of 
the produc~ rather than the length becomes important. 
y Most purchasers' estimates fall within a range of 15 to 65 percent. 
11 At the hearing, Clark Riley, Vice President of Al Tech, described three 
types of cold-working operations performed on a pipe and tube: 
cold-finishing, cold-drawing; and cold-pilgering. For a description of each 
operation, see Transcript IV, pp. 79~82. For the purposes of the above 
discussion·, all cold-working operations are .. re~erred to as cold-finishing. 
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process of cold finishing the pipes and tubes, a process that Sandvik 
estimates adds approximately *** to *** percent to the final price. !/ 
Currently, *** to *** percent of Sandvik's pipe and tube imports from Sweden 
are hot-finished. 'l:J 

Al Tech has argued that while it is generally true that cold finishing is 
more expensive, this cost is mill, equipment; and size specific. Whereas 
operational costs might increase by *** percent for Al Tech by cold finishing 
a specific product, the yield also increases, making it difficult to quantify 
the overall cost difference.per foot or pound. Al Tech currently cold 
finishes approximately*** percent of its pipes and tubes. Nearly all of the 
remaining ***percent is ASTM-A-312 pipe. 

Combustion Engineering, the other major domestic seamless producer, 

* * *· * * *· * * *· * * *· y 
Since no domestic producer both cold finishes and hot finishes any 

particular product, it is difficult to measure whether a cost difference 
exists. However, a price differential between the finishing processes does 
exist according to the pricing data reported by U.S. seamless producers and 
importers in this investigation. (See price data of products 1-4, appendix C). 
Hot finished pipes and tubes do appear to be priced less than cold-finished 
products. 

Cold finishing a pipe or tube also improves the quality of the product by 
tightening the tolerances and .smoothing the surface finish. This may 
represent a price premium for the seamless stainless steel product. Certain 
purchasers require col.d finishing for some products •. e.g., A-511 mechanical 
tubing,and dairy tubing. Y Purchasers contacted in the present investigation 
state that the .. cold-finished pipe·and tube is a better quality product and 
commands a price premium ranging between 3 and 35 percent depending en the 
product and dimensions;. · Cold finishing was considered to be most important 
for mechanical.tu~ing (A-511) .. It was also preferred by redrawers for redraw 
hollows •. alt.hq.ugh ·i.t was· not an absolute requirement. 

. . '·, 

Areas of-compe.tition. -.:Importers have argued in the current investigation 
that the stainless steel pipe and tube market is made up of domestic producers 
and importers, each with their own niche based on product type (as defined by 
ASTM/ASME classification)· or production size capability. They argue that 
Swedish imports: compete in a small. range ·of products and in areas where no 
domestic·competition. exists. Edward Nuzacci, General Manager for Tubular 
Products for Sandvik, contends that over 60 percent of Sandvik's combined 
Swedish and U.S: sales were in products outside the capability of the two 
largest domestic :·pr.oducers .(Al Tech and ·combustion Engineering). 'j_/ In 

y Based on telephone conversation with * * *· 
'l:J Sandvik Steel Co. of Scranton, PA, * * * See Products l and 2 in App. C 
to compare the price.of hot-finished pipe imported from Sweden and cold-worked 
pipe produced in Scranton<for the same product and dimension. 
y Based on telephone· conv~i::sa·tion with * * * of Combustion Engineering. 
y Machinery t~at·cuts .mechanical tubing to its final size sometime requires a 
cold-finished tube. An automatic·screw machine, for example, needs a 
cold-finished tube to avoid slippage. 
'j_/ Transcript IV, p. 132; Sandvik's Post-Hearing Brief, exhibit D. 
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examining this issue the Commission requested information from producers and 
importers concerning production size range and 1986 sales by product type. 
Additionally, seamless producers and importers were requested to provide 1986 
total sales information for products greater than 4-1/2 inches OD, a size that 
Sandvik argues no domestic manufacturer produces. U.S. producers were also 
requested to provide information on their capability to produce any of the 11' 
special Sandvik alloys, or any close substitutes. 

Seamless.--The major seamless pipe and tube products are ASTM-A-312 
pipe, ASTM-A-511 mechanical tubing or hollow bar, redraw hollows, ASTM-A-213 
boiler tubing, and ASTM-A-269 general service tubing. As shown in the 
tabulation below, *** percent of domestic shipments of Sandvik AB's seamless 
pipes and tubes in 1986 were A-312 pipe, A-511 mechanical tubing, and redraw 
hollows. These three products accounted for *** percent of reported U.S. 
producer (non-redrawer) domestic shipments in 1986. Among U.S. producers, 
only Al Tech, which accounted for*** percent of U.S. producers' domestic 
shipments in 1986, concentrates production in these products. However, the 
majority of Al Tech's production is mechanical tubing, the least important of 
the three to Sandvik AB. Sandvik's U.S. subsidiary, Sandvik Steel, a redrawer 
of Swedish redraw hollows, concentrates in products produced by the other 
major domestic seamless producer, Combustion Engineering. !/ Although Sandvik 
Steel and Combustion Engineering's product lines are similar, Sandvik Steel's 
production siz~ range is * * *· whereas Combustion Engineering's size range is 

* * *· 

A-511 A-213 A-269 
A-312 mech. Redraw boiler general A-376 

Firms pipe tubing hollows tubing tubing pipe l/ Other 
------------------- Quantity (short tons) ----------------------

Sandvik AB .... *** *** *** *** *** *** *** Domestic: 
Al Tech ..... *** *** *** *** *** *** *** Comb. Eng ... *** *** *** *** *** *** *** Total. .... *** *** *** *** *** *** '!:_/ *** Re drawers y .. *** *** *** *** *** *** *** Sandvik Steel. *** *** *** *** *** *** *** 

------------ Percent of U.S. shipments bI guantity -------------
Sandvik AB .... *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Domestic: 

Al Tech ..... *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Comb. Eng ... *** *** *** *** *** *** Average ... *** *** *** *** *** *** y 

Redrawers y . . *** *** *** *** *** *** 
Sandvik Steel. *** *** *** *** *** *** 
.!/ High temperature applications . 
y * * *· 
'ii * * *· 
!/ The tabulation also suggests that Sandvik Steel, a redrawer, and Sandvik 
AB, a producer, concentrate in different product areas, except for A-312 
pipe. For this product, however, they produce different sizes. 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
*** 
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Included in the above tabulation are Sandvik's production of stainless 
steel pipe products greater than 4-1/2 inches OD, a size that is generally 
outside U.S. producers' pipe production capability. 1/ Also included are 
Sandvik's production of special alloys that have no domestically produced 
close substitutes. Of the 11 alloys specified by Sandvik, 7 alloys (all 
proprietary) have no precise U.S. equivalents. As shown in the tabulation 
below, ***percent of Swedish seamless U.S. imports are in sizes or special 
alloys that have no precise U.S. produced equivalents. '!:/ 

Item Quantity 
Tons 

Total combine.d Sandvik AB 
and Sandvik Steel shipments......... *** 

Products not produced in 
domestic industry: 

Pipe products over 4-1/2 inches OD.. *** 
Special alloys ...................... *** 

Total............................. *** 

Value 
$000's 

*** 
*** 
*** 

Share of combined 
shipments on the 
basis of--
Quantity Value 1/ 
--- Percent --

100.0 

*** 
*** 
*** 

100.0 

*** 
*** 
*** 

!/ Since Sandvik Steel adds significant value to the redraw hollows it 
finishes (estimated at over*** percent), the denominator (combined value of 
shipments) used in determining shares is overstated. Therefore, the value 
share of Swedish products with no U.S. domestic competition is understated. 

Yelded.--The major welded stainless steel pipes and tubes sold in 
the UnH:ed States are ASTM-A-312 pipe; ASTM-A-249 boiler, heat exchanger and 
condensor tubing; ASTM-A-268 ferritic general service tubing; and ASTM-A-269 
austenitic general service tubing. As shown in the tabulation below, Avesta 
sold over ***percent A-312 pipe to unrelated U.S. purchasers in 1986. The 

!/ Al Tech can produce mechanical tubing up to *** inches OD. 
~/ The discrepancy between Sandvik's estimate of over 60 percent and the 
Commission's figure of ***percent is the result of Sandvik's inclusion of the 
following: (1) special alloys that have domestic competition, (2) Sandvik 
AB's finished products under 1 inch OD that do not compete with Al Tech and 
Combustion Engineering's products, but likely compete with those of domestic 
redrawers, (3) Sandvik Steel's finished products under 1 inch OD made from 
redraw hollows within Al Tech's production capability (Sandvik uses over *** 
tons of redraw hollows in its Scranton mill; it is unclear whether Al Tech has 
the production capacity to supply Sandvik Steel with approximately***), and 
(4) an estimate of Sandvik AB and Sandvik Steel's production of stainless 
steel pipes and tubes over *** inch OD and below its estimate of Al Tech and 
Combustion Engineering's minimum size capability of approximately *** inches 
OD. Al Tech produces pipe down to *** inches OD. 
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primary products sold by reporting U.S. produc~rs were A-312 pipe and A-249 
tubing, comprising over 70 percent of ~omestic shipments in 1986. !/ 

A-269 A-268 
A-312 A-249 general general 

Item pipe tubing tubing tubing Other 
------------- Quantity (short tons) ----------

Avesta AB ............ : ...... . *** 26,793 *** 8,031 
*** 

4,399 
*** 

y 3,280 
*** 

y 7,014 Domestic !J ................. . 

---- Percent of U.S. shipments by quantity 

Avesta AB ................... . 
Domestic !J ................. . *** 54.1 

*** 
16.2 *** 8.9 

. *** 
y 6.6 *** 'ii 14.3 

!J 11 firms provided inforination on products produced in 1986. These firms 
accounted for 80.7 percent of U.S. welde4 producers' reported domestic 
shipments in 1986. 
~/ Also includes some ASTM-A-270 sanitary tubing in total. 
y Includes A-688 feed water heater tubes, A-358 high~temperature service 
pipe, AMS-military specifications, and special customer-specific requirements 
above specifications. 

Questionnaire price data.-·-The Commission requested U.S. producers and 
importers to provide quarterly price data from January 1984 through June 1987 
for six representative stainless steel pipe and tube products . .£1 For each 
product, the quantity and net weighted-average f.o.b. selling price of total 
shipments were requested for each quarter. The specified products are listed 
below: 

Seamless: 

Product 1: ASTM-A-312 or ASHE-SA-312, seamless, grade AISI 304L, 
2-inch schedule 40, hot-finished or cold-rolled, mill standard 
random lengths. 

Product 2: ASTM-A-511, seamless, grade AISI 304, 2.5 inches OD 
X 0.250 inch WT (wall thickness), hot-finished or cold-rolled, 
mill-standard random lengths. 

!/ Petitioners state that Avesta competes directly against U.S. producers in 
pipe products of sizes below 4-1/2 inches OD. The Commission did not request 
shipment data by product type for this size range. 
y Due to the product diversity of stainless steel pipes and tubes, the 
Commission staff had difficulty during the earlier investigations identifying 
products for which direct competition existed between domestic producers and 
importers. U.S. producers and importers suggested product types and sizes 
they believed were representative of such competition. Frequently, these 
products were discovered to be either not produced by both groups or not sold 
during the same periods. 
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Product 3: ASTM-A-511, seamless, grade AISI 304, 3.625 inches OD 
X 0.445 inches WT (wall thickness), hot-finished or cold-rolled, 
mill standard random lengths. 

Product 4: Grade AISI 304, seamless, OD ranging from 1.250 inches 
to 1.315 inches X 0.250-WT (wall-thickness), hot-finished or 
cold-rolled, 30 foot random lengths (ranging from 24-30 feet random 
lengths) (commonly referred to as stainless steel redraw hollows). !/ 

Welded: 

Product 5: ASTM-A-312 or ASME-SA-312, welded, grade AISI 304, 
2-inch schedule 40, mill-standard random lengths. 

Product 6: ASTM-A-312 or ASME-SA-312, welded, grade AISI 316L, 
1-inch schedule 40, mill-standard random lengths. 

The price data for each product were requested for their primary market. 
Price data for seamless products 1-3 and welded products 5-6 were requested 
for sales to distributors. Price data for the seamless product 4 were 
requested for sales to redrawers. Indexes· of U.S. producers and importers' 
net f.o.b. prices of products 1-6 ·are'shown in table 24. y Actual prices 
reported are presented in appendix C, tables C-1 through C-5. 

Eight U.S. producers and two U.S. importers reported price data during 
the current investigation, although riot for·a11.veriods or for each product 
requested. 'l.J· The responding U.S. producer,s .. accounted for about 95 percent of 
total reported domestic shipments·of the seamless pipes and tubes (including 
redraw hollows) in 1986,· and for 51 percent ·of total reported domestic 
shipments of the welded pipes and tubes. ~I The -responding U.S.. importers 

!/ Since redraw hollows are further reduced into pipes and tubes, exact sizes 
were not required for producer/importer price comparisons. A size range was 
selected for the outside diameter that redrawers would consider equivalent to 
the product specified. 
y During the final countervailing duty investigation, U.S. producers provided 
pricing information on three other seamless products by quarters, during 
January 1983-December 1986. U.S. :importers provided pricing information on 
one additional seamless product for the same period. During the preliminary 
subsidy investigation, U.S. producers provi'ded pricing information on one 
other seamless pipe product and two other welded pipe and tube products, by 
quarters. during January 1983-June 19.86. u. s.'. importers provided pricing 
information on one other welded pipe product .during the preliminary subsidy 
investigation. Price trends for these products were similar to the results of 
the current investigation. 
3/ Sandvik' Steel Co. of Scranton; PA,. also:.-provided pricing information in the 
current investigation, which is presented ·Separately from U.S. producer and 
importer information. · 
y Pricing information was provided for at· .. least some quarters by all of the 
U.S. seamless producers and by all but one·(*-*,*) of the U.S. welded 
producers who manufactured the specific·product and size requested. * * *'s 
shipments of the specified welded product are considered to be a minor portion 
of all U.S. shipments of the product. 
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Table 24 

U.S. and Svedlah atainleaa atael plpaa and tu~•• JNlexea of net aallina prl~• of repreaentatlve. 

sta1nleaa ateal plpe and tube product•. bJ' -..le•• or welded, bir tirpe of cuatom=r.! bl' .hot-finbhed · 

or cold-rolled for the aeamleaa producta, and bl' quartera, January 1914-June 1987 !/ 

Seamless 

Product 1 to dlatrlbutor• P(oduc5 2 to dlstrlbutoE• lroduct S to dlatrlbutors 

Hot-finished Cold-rolled Cold-rolled Hot-{lnl!hed Cold-rolled Hot~flnlshed. 

Period U.S. Sweden U.S. U.S. Sweden U.!. Sweden 

1984: 

Jan.-Mar .•.. 100.0 *** 100.0 *** 100.0 *** 
Apr.-June .•. 103.0 *** 100.0 IS.4 ••• 91.0 • •• 
July-Sept .•. 104.8 *** 109.6 *** 96.4 *** 
Oct.-Dec •.•. 100.0 *** *** 86.6 ·-· 

1985: 

Jan.-Har ..•. 97.8 *** 106.3 *** 90.1 *** 
Apr.-June •.• 111.4 *** 106.4 81.4 ••• 96.0 *** 
July-Sept ••• 110.4 *** 104.6 8~ •. a ••• 90.6 *** 
Oct.-Dec ..•. 110.9 *** 104.9 

·~·· ••• 94,1 *** 
1986: 

Jan.-Har ..•• 105.0 *** 106.4 91.7 *** 89.9 *** 
Apr.-June ... 9S.6 *** 116.1 ••• 87.S • •• 
July-Sept •.. 117.3 *** 101.8 89.4 *** 84.S *** 
Oct.-Dec .••. 100.8 *** 101.7 80.6 *** ••• 

1987: 
--

Jan.-Mar •.•. *** 101;., - - 19.6- *** 8.S;J *** 
Apr.-June ..• 99.2 *** 103.8 IS.7 *** 88.S •••• 

See notes at the end of the table. 
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Table 24--Continued 

U.S. and Swed111.h ·ata,1.nless. a.teal- plpea and .. tubes: : Indexes of net selUng·'price of representative 

stainless. steel pipe,,·and t.ube products,· ··by seamless or• welded .. , .by type of• customer, by hot-finished 

or cold-rolled for the seamless products, and, by..;quarters,· .. January 1984':..Jtine '1987 !/ 

Seamless 

~P~r~o~d~u~c~t:...4._~t~o-=r~e~d~r~a~v~e~r~s=-~~_...·~w~e~l~d~ed::=..·~~~~~~~~~~---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Cold-r~lled Hot-finished.Product ·5 t'o· distributors -Product 6 to distributors 

Period U.S. Sweden. U.S. Sweden U.S. Sweden 

1984: 

Jan.-Har ... . *** 100.0 ••• 100.0 *** 
Apr.-June .. . ••• 101.1 • •• 97.1 ••• 
July-Sept .. . ••• 102.7 • •• 97.4 ••• 
Oct.-Dec .•.. ••• 99.5 ••• 93.1 ••• 

1985: 

Jan.-Har .... ••• 99.1 *** 91.6 ••• 
Apr.-June ... ••• 97 .9. ••• 93.4 ••• 
July-Sept ... *** 99.1 • •• 90.8 *** 
Oct. -Dec .... 100.0 ••• 98.2, . .- ···- 91. 3 *** 

1986: 

Jan.-Mar ..... 132.0. ••• 99.5. • •• 94.7 ••• 
Apr.-June ... 114.2 *** 99.3 ••• 92;9 ••• 
July-Sept ... *** 103.0 ***. 95.3 ••• 
Oct. -Dec .... • •• 98.2 ***. 96.3 ••• 

1987: 

Jan.-Har .... 110.9 1·· .• ••• 103.7 ••• 92.6 ••• 
Apr.-June .... 98.6. • •• 100.7 • ••• 90.2 ••• 

!/ Price indexes were developed from net f.o.b. selling price data reported by U.S. producers and 

importers of the specified domestic and Swedish stainless steel pipe and tube products. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International 

Trade Coamission. 

Note: Unless otherwise shown, January-March 1984•100. 
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accounted for 100 percent of total U.S. imports of the Swedish seamless 
(including redraw hollows) and welded pipes and tubes during 1986. (For 
individual product coverage, see notes at the bottom of app. C tables.) 

Price trends, U.S. producers.--Based on U.S. producers' questionnaire 
responses during the current investigation, quarterly net f.o.b. selling 
prices of seamless products 2 and 3 (mechanical tubing) and welded product 6 
(pipe) generally fell, prices for seamless product 1 (pipe) and seamless 
product 4 (redraw hollows) initially increased before declining, and prices 
for welded product 5 (pipe) stayed relatively level during January 1984 to 
June 1987. 

U.S. producer prices for seamless pipe (product 1) generally rose during 
the first 2 years of the period before declining for both the hot-finished and 
cold-rolled product. Prices for the hot-finished pipe, however, ended at 
approximately the same level. Prices reported by U.S. producers of the 
cold-rolled seamless mechanical tubing (products 2 and 3) sold to distributors 
fell 14. 3 percent and 11. 7 percent, respec.tively. The major decline in price 
for these products occurred during the second quarter of 1984. Prices for the 
remaining 3 years fluctuated. Net f.o.b. prices of the cold-rolled seamless 
product 4 (redraw hollows) initially increased sharply before declining for 
the last 3 of the 4 quarters reported, ending 1.4 percent lower than the price 
reported in the fourth quarter of 1985. 

Reported f.o.b. prices for welded pipe (products 5 and 6) increased by 
0.7 percent and fell by-9.S percent, respectively. Prices for product 5 
stayed within 3.7 percent of the price reported in the first quart:er·of 1984.~ 
Prices for product 6 stayed relatively level after the major decline in price 
which occurred during 1984. 

Price trends, U.S. importers.--Quarterly net selling prices for U.S. 
importers' shipments of seamless hot-finished pipe (product 1) sold to 
distributors rose by*** percent during the period. U.S. importer prices for 
hot-finished seamless mechanical tubing (products 2 and 3) fluctuated during 
the period, ending *** percent lower for product 2 and *** percent higher for 
product 3. Prices for hot-finished seamless redraw hollows (product 4) rose 
for the period in which sales occurred, July 1984 to June 1986. !/ 

Quarterly net f.o.b. prices reported by U.S. importers for welded pipe 
product 5 sold to distributors fell by *** percent during January 1985-June 
1987, the only period for which information was available. In contrast, U.S. 
importer prices climbed by*** percent for welded pipe product 6. 

Price comparisons.--During the current investigation, the Commission also 
requested quarterly net delivered price data for four representative products 
from large U.S. buyers of the domestic and Swedish stainless steel pipes and 
tubes. Price data were requested with respect to purchases during January . 
1985-June 1987, and bid price information was requested for the two largest 
volume purchases of seamless stainless steel mechanical tubes, seamless redraw 
hollows, and welded tubing during 1986 and 1987 that involved competition 

!/ Sandvik reported prices * * *· * * *· 
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between the domestic and Swedish products. !/ The four representative 
products are described below: 

Seamless: 

Product 7: ASTM-A-312 or ASME-SA-312, seamless, grade AISI 304 
or 304L, 2-inch schedule 40, hot-finished or cold-rolled, 
mill-standard random lengths. 

Welded: 

Product 8: ASTM-A-312 or ASME-SA-312, welded, grade AISI 304, 
304L, 316, or 316L, 1-inch schedule 40, mill-standard random 
lengths. 

Product 9: ASTM-A-312 or ASME-SA-312, welded, grade AISI 304, 
304L, 316, or 316L, 2-inch schedule 40, mill-standard random lengths. 

Product 10: ASTM-A-312 or ASME-SA-312, welded, grade AISI 304, 
304L, 316, or 316L, 4-inch schedule 40, mill-standard random lengths. 

The reported net delivered purchase price data by U.S. purchasers during 
the current antidumping investigation resulted in 33 quarterly price 
comparisons between the domestic and Swedish stainless steel welded products 8 
to 10 in three geographic market areas during January 1985-December 1986 
(tables 25 and D-1). ?:.J In addition to quarterly delivered price comparisons, 
bid price information reported by six responding purchasers during the current 
antidumping investigation and the recent final countervailing duty 
investigation resulted in 22 orders for which delivered purchase price 
comparisons were possible, involving their two largest purchases of the 

!/ Because of the diversity of seamless stainless steel mechanical tubing and 
redraw hollows and welded tubing, the Commission requested bid price 
information in the purchaser questionnaires. No purchaser contacted during 
the current investigation could recall receiving quotes for Swedish welded 
tubing. 
?:.J Based on returns of purchaser questionnaires in the final antidumping 
investigation, the reported net delivered purchase price data were aggregated 
into the following three U.S. market areas where similar conditions of 
competition and transportation exist: Eastern U.S.-New Jersey and 
Pennsylvania; Midwestern U.S.-Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, and Wisconsin; and 
Western U.S.-Oklahoma and Texas. 

No comparisons were received for seamless product 7. This could be due 
to the specific needs of the purchaser for either a hot-finished or 
cold-finished product, but not both. 
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Table 25 
Stainless steel welded pipe and tube products 8 to 10 purchased by 
distributors in the Eastern, Mldveatern, and Vestern U.S. markets: Net 
delivered purchase prices of the t•P~•se~tative domestic and Swedish pipe and 
tube products purchased by distributors and margins of under/(over) selling, 
by steel grades and by quarters, Jan~ry 1985-December 1986 !/ 

Period 

EASTERN MARKET: 

Product 8, grade 304 
1985: 

April-June ....... . 
1986: 

April-June ....... . 
July-Sept ........ . 

Product 8, grade 316 
1985: 

Oct.-Dec ......... . 
1986: 

Jan. -Mar ......... . 
Apr.-June ........ . 
Oct.-Dec ......... . 

Product 9, grade 304 
1985: 

Apr. -June ........ . 
Oct.-Dec ......... . 

1986: 
July-Sept ........ . 
Oct.-Dec ......... . 

Product 9, grade 304L 
1986: 

July-Sept ........ . 
Product 9, grade 316 

19Uo: -
Apr. -June ........ . 

Product 9, grade 316L 
~b: 

Apr. -June ........ . 
Product 10, grade 304 

19c.:::>: 
Apr. -June ........ . 
July-Sept ........ . 

1986: 
Apr. -June.- ....... . 
July-Sept ........ . 
Oct. -Dec ......... . 

Product 10, grade 316 
--rYBb: 

Jan. -Mar ......... . 
Apr.-June ........ . 

Product 10, grade 316L 
1986: 

Apr.-June ........ . 

U.S. 

*** 
*** 
*** 

*** 
*** *** *** 

*** *** 
*** *** 

*** 
*** 

*** 

*** 
*** 

*** 
*** 
*** 
*** *** 

*** 
See footnotes at end of table. 

Avera'e margins of 
under (over) 

Swedish sellin 2 

'k-:rlt $(0.02) (1) 

'k-Jr* .22 9 
*** .22 9 

*** .50 16 

*** .54 18 
"'** .48' 15 
*** .36 11 

*** ~0.05~ (~~~ *** 1.26 

*A-It .46 10 
*** .48 11 

*** .88 18 

'1:'1.-lt .01 y 

m.7r 1.03 16 

"th\-/t 0.31 3 .,,...,,* 1.16 10 
'1.-A-k 0.88 7 
*Ir.~ 1. 50 12 
*"'* 1.25 10 

'A"I<* 2.47 14 
*"'* 1. 66 10 

"'** 1. 98 12 
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Table 25--Continued . . . \· 
Stainless steel welded pipe and tube produc~~ ~· ~o l0 1 purchased by distributors in 
the Eastern, Midwestern, and Western U.S. mark~t:,. Net delivered purchase prices of 
th~ representative domestic and Swedish pipe and. tube products purchased by 
distributors and margins of·under/(over) selling, by' steel grades, and by quarters, 
January 1985-December 1986 !/ 

Average margins of 
under/Cover) 

Period U.S. Swedish selling 2L 
-------------Per linear foot------------- Percent 

MIDWESTERN MARKET: 

Product SL grade 304 
. 1986: 

April-June ......... *** *** $0.67 29 
July-~ept .......... *** *** 0.88 36 

Product 8, grade 316L 
1986: 

April-June ......... *** *** 1.28 38 
July-Sept .......... *** *** 1.25 38 

Product 9' grade ·304L 
1985: 

July-Sept .......... *** *** (0.41) (9) 
1986: 

July-Sept .......... *** *** (0.54) (12) 
Product 9, grade 316L 

1986: 
Oct.-Dec ........... *** *** 0.53 8 

WESTERN MARKET: 

Product 8, grade 316L 
1986: 

Jan. -Mar ........... *** *** 0.08 3 
Product 9. grade 316L 

1986: 
Jan. -Mar ........... *** 0.72 12 

Product 10, grade 316L 
1986: 

Jan. -Mar ........... *** *** 1. 77 10 
July-Sept .......... *** *** 2.45 14 

.!J The price data were developed from quarterly net delivered purchase price 
data reported by U.S. purchasers of the representative U.S. and Swedish welded 
stainless steel pipe and tube products. The Eastern U.S. market encompasses 
New Jersey and Pennsylvania; the Midwestern U.S. market encompasses Indiana, 
Illinois, Michigan, and Wisconsin; and the Western U.S. market encompasses 
Oklahoma and Texas. 
~ Any figures in parentheses indicate that the price of the domestic product 
was less than the price of the Swedish product. 
~Less than 0.5 percent 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the 
U.S. International Trade Commission in the final antidumping investigation. 
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seamless ·stainless steel mechanical tubing and redraw ho~lows .during 1985-87 
(table 26). y 

Of the 33 .quarterly delivered purch~se price comparisons based on 
purchaser questi'onnaire returns, 22 were in the Eastern market, 7 were in the 
Midwestern market, and 4 were, in .the·western market. Nineteen of 22 quarterly 
delivered price comparisons .between the domestic and Swedish welded products 
8-10 in the Eastern U.S. market showed the Swedish products to be priced less 
than the domestic products, ranging from less than 0.5 percent to 18 percent 
below domestic prices. Five of seven quarterly price comparisons in the 
Midwestern market and all four price comparisons in the Western market showed 
the Swedish welded products to be priced less than the domestic welded 
products. £1 In the Midwestern market, the prices of the Swedish products 
ranged from 8 to 38 percent below domestic delivered prices, whereas in the 
Western market the prices of the Swedi~h products ranged from 3 to 14 percent 
below domestic delivered prices. By regions, delivered prices of the Swedish 
welded product 8 were· substantially below the domestic delivered prices in the 
Midwestern region as compared to the Eastern and Western regions. 'lf 

On the basis of the bid price information reported by purchasers during 
the final antidumping and subsidy investigations, three purchasers reported 
receiving delivered price quotes for 11 orders of the seamless stainless steel 
mechanical tubing during 1985-87 that involved competition between the 
domestic and 'swedish products~ and three purchasers reported receiving 
competing delivered price quotes for 11 orders of the seamless stainless steel 

y In the final subsidy investigation, bid pr'ice information was collected on 
sales of mechanical tubing .. and redraw hollows during 1985 and 1986. 8 orders 
from the subsidy investigation have been added to the 14 orders provided by 
U.S. purchasers in the current investigation to provide complete pricing 
information for the whole period. 

13 U.S. purchasers reported delivered prices during the current 
investigation for products 7 to 10, and 6 U.S. purchasers (including 3 of the 
above)'reported bid price information. The 16 responding U.S. purchasers 
accounted for about *** percent of total reported domestic shipments of the 
seamless stainless steel pipe~ and tubes (including redraw hollows) in 1986, 
and for about *** percent of the total seamless stainless steel products 
imported from Sweden during this period (*** percent of U.S. domestic 
shipments to unrelated purcha~ers). These purchasers also accounted for about 
*** percent of total reported domestic shipments of the welded pipes and tubes 
in 1986, and for about *** percent of the total welded products in:iported from 
Sweden during this period(*** percent of U.S. domestic shipments). The 
responding U.S. purchasers did not necessarily report for all products or all 
periods requested. 
£! The Midwestern market covered the welded products 8 and 9, and the Western 
market covered the welded products 8 to 10. 
11 This differed from the results of the final subsidy investigation, where 
Swedish welded delivered prices were substantially below the domestic 
delivered prices in the Eastern and Western regions as compared to the 
Midwestern region. 
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Table 26 
Seamless stainless steel mechanical tubing and redraw hollows: Delivered prices quoted on 
U.S. orders of seamless stainless steel mechanical tubing and redraw hollows that involved 
competition between domestic and Swedish products, by product categories, !/ by individual 
orders, annually, 1985-87 

Product category, 
shipment period, order, 

.. and purchadng firm 

Mechanical tubing 

1985: ~I 
Order 1------------:----
(* • *) 

Order 2---------------
(* • *) 

Order 3---------------
(* • . , 
Orde.r 4---------------
(* • *) 

1986: 
'---c>;d~r 

1-----:. _________ 

(* • *) 

Order 2---------------
(* • *) 

Order 3 ~/------------
(* • *). 

Order 4 
~, __ _: ________ ~ 

(* • *) 

1987: 
Order 1---------------
(* • *) 

Order 2---------------
(* • *) 

Order 3---------------
(* • *) 

See notes at the end of the 

Quoted 
delivered 

Quantity prices 
Feet Per foot 

••• ·*** ••• 
••• 

••• • •• 
••• 

' ... 
·~· ••• 

••• 
*** 

••• ••• 
··~. ••• 

••• ••• 
••• 
••• 

••• ••• 
••• 
••• 

••• ••• 
••• 
••• 

••• ••• 
••• 
••• 

••• • •• 
••• 
••• 

••• • •• 
••• 
••• 

••• • •• 
. *** 

table. 

Country 
of 
origin 

Sweden 
U.S . 
U.S . 

Sweden 
U.S . 
U.S. 

Sweden 
Japan 
U.S. 

Sweden 
Japan 
U.S . 

Sweden 
U.S . 
·u.s . 

Sweden 
U.S . 
U.S . 

Japan 
U.S . 
Sweden' 

Japan 
U.S . 
Sweden 

Sweden 
U.S . 
U.S . 

Sweden 
U.S. 
U.S . 

Sweden 
U.S . 

Awarded 
price 
guote 

(xxx) 

xxx 

·XXX 

xxx 

xxx 

xxx 

xxx 
xxx 

xxx 

xxx 

xxx 

.:. 

xxx 

xxx 

I 

Awarded price quote was: 
less than greater than 
losing losing 
quotes quotes 

-------~-------

14 
·14 

11 
14 

10 
14 

10 
14 

8 
8 

10 

7 

0.5 

.- 4 

0.5 -: 

8' 
8 

14 

0 

15 
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Table 26--Continued 
Seamless stainless steel mechanical tubing and redrav hollows: Delivered prices quoted on 
U.S. orders of seamless stainless steel mechanical tubing and redraw hollows that involved 
competition between domestic and Swedish products, by product categories, !/ by individual 
orders, annually, 1985-87 

Product category, 
shipment period, order, 
and purchasing firm 

Redraw hollows 

1985: ~' 
Order 1--------------- ••• 
c• • •> 
Order 2--------------- ••• 
c• • *> 

1986: 
Order 1--------------- ••• 
(Teledyne ColU111bia) 

Order 2--------------- ••• 
(* * *) 

Order 3--------------- *** 
(* * *> 

Order 4--------------- *** 
(* * *) 

Order 5--------------- *** 
(* * *) 

1987: 
Order 1--------------- *** 
(* * *) 

Order 2--------------- *** 
(* * *) 

Order 3--------------- ••• 
(* • •) 

Order 4--------------- *** 
(* • •) 

Quoted 
delivered 
prices 
Per foot 

*** 
••• 

••• 
••• 
Per pound 
••• 
••• 
••• .... .... .... 
••• .... 
••• ..... 
.... 
••• ..... .... 
••• .... ..... 
.... .... .... 
••• .... .... 
••• 
••• .... ..... 
.... 
••• 
••• 
••• 
••• 

Country 
of 
ori.gin 

Sveden 
U.S . 

Sweden 
U.S. 

Japan 
Sweden 
U.S . 

Japan 
Sweden 
U.S . 

U.S. 
Sweden 
Italy 
Japan 

Ita1y 
Japan 
Sweden 
U.S. 

U.S . 
Sveden 
Japan 

Japan 
Sweden 
U.S. 

Japan 
Sweden 
U.S. 

Italy 
Japan 
Sweden 
U.S. 

Italy 
Italy 
Japan 
Sveden 
U.S. 

Awarded 
price 
quote 

xxx 

xxx 

xxx 

xxx 

xxx 

xxx 

xxx 

xxx 

xxx 

xxx 

xxx 

Awarded price quote was: 
less than greater than 
losing losing 
quotes auotes 
-------Percent-------

9 

1 
5 

6 

7 
12 

4 
10 

9 

3 
1 

3 
1 

1 

5 
4 

12 
2 

3 
1 

3 
1 

1 

3 
1 

!/ Purchasers were requested to provide delivered bid-price data for their tyo largest orders 
of seamless stainless steel mechanical tubing and redraw hollows 1n 1985, 1986, and 1987 that 
involved competition between the domestic and Swedish products. 
~I Compiled from data gathered during the final countervailing duty investigation. 

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International 
Trade Coamlssion in the current final antidumping and countervailing duty lnvestigatiorui. 

Note: • * * 
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redraw hollows during this period· (table 26)', Y In 7 of the 11 purchases of 
mechanical tubing, involving 9,770 feet, the Swedish products were awarded the 
orders. In these seven awarded orders, prices of the Swedish products were 
less than prices of the U.S. products, ranging from 8 to 15 percent below the 
quoted domestic prices. Reasons cited by purchasers for buying the imported 
products instead of the domestic products were lower prices of the imported 
products and ~he fact that Sandvik agre~d to ware~ouse the Swedish mechanical 
tubing for a longer period than would Al Tech or Combustion Engineering, the 
two competing domestic suppliers. In four other purchases of mechanical 
tubing, involving 5,579 feet purchased during 1986 and 1987, the U.S. 
suppliers were awarded the orders. In two of these latter orders, purchased 
by * * *· the domestic prices exceeded prices of the competing Swedish 
products by 10 and 14 percent. In two other orders, purchased by * * *• the 
domestic prices were slightly lower than prices of the Swedish products but 
exceeded prices quoted for competing Japanese products by 7 and 4 percent. y 
Purchasers cited quicker delivery and smaller quantities per purchase offered 
by the domestic suppliers as the reasons for buying the higher-priced domestic 
products. 

Of the 11 orders for the seamless stainless steel re4raw hollows, 1 order 
of *** feet in 1985 and 2 orders totaling *** pounds in 1986 were awarded to 
the Swedish manufacturer. The reporting firm in 1985, * * *• cited the 
approximately 9 percent lower price of the Swedish redraw hollows compared 
with the quoted price of the domestic redraw hollows as the reason for buying 
the foreign instead of the domestic product. * * *• the reporting firm for 
the other two Swedish orders, cited the availability of Swedish hollows from 
U.S. stock as the major factor; ***noted that domestic mills refused to 
hold stock and would only produce to order. 

One order of *** feet in 1985, two orders totaling ***pounds in 1986, 
and two orders totaling *** pounds in 1987 were awarded to domestic 
suppliers. * * *· the reporting firm for all five orders, awarded the 
competing U.S. supplier (* * *) the orders, although the domestic prices were 
consistently greater than prices of the competing Swedish products. * * * 
indicated that quick delivery of the material was critical in these instances 
and that the principal reason for buying the domestic redraw hollows was that 
the U.S. supplier could deliver in 8-9 weeks compared with 12-16 weeks for the 
supplier of the Swedish products. Also, * * * stated that some customers 
required a domestic melt for their stainless steel product. 

The remaining order of *** pounds in 1986 and two orders totaling *** 
pounds in 1987 were awarded to Japanese suppliers. For these orders, the 
domestic price quote was below the Swedish price quote in one order (* * *) 11 
and above the Swedish price quote in two orders (* * *). * * *· the reporting 
firm for the two orders in 1987, cited the price and quality of the Japanese 
product as well as the fear of the future unavailability of Sandvik stock in 
Scranton. * ~ * cited quality problems of the ;Swedish product for its 
decision ·to award the Japanese supplier in 1986. Due to this quality problem 
(scratching), both*** and*** stopped requesting quotes for the Swedish 
product. 

y Three other redrawers, * * *• responded that they gather quotes over the 
telephone and do not have written records of these quotes. 
y * * *· 
11 * * *· * * *· * * *· * * *· * * *· * * *· 
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Purchasers' questionnaire responses concerning competition between the 
domestic and imported seamless and welded stainless steel pipes and tubes.-
The Commission requested purchasers to report on competitive conditions 
between the domestic and Swedish stainless steel pipes and tubes on the basis 
of their actual purchase experiences during 1985-87. Eleven distributors, 3 
end users, and 6 redraw mills responded to at least so~e portions of this 
section of the purchaser questionnaire, but not everyone responded to all the 
questions asked. Purchasers were asked to compare any product differences 
between the domestic and the Swedish stainless steel pipes and tubes by 
physical product characteristics, by reliability of supply, and by order lead 
times. Purchasers were also requested to compare the delivered purchase 
prices of the domestic and Swedish stainless steel pipes and tubes and to give 
reasons for purchasing the subject imported or domestic products. 

Product differences.--The responding purchasers agreed that the 
quality of the domestic seamless and welded stainless steel pipes and tubes 
was generally equal to the quality of the Swedish product. Four of the six 
purcaasers responding for the welded product saw no differences in the 
reliability of supply between Swedish and domestic sources, with the remaining 
two purchasers divided between the two sources. For the seamless product, 4 
of 10 distributors/end users commented that domestic supply was more reliable 
than imported Swedish sources, while 6 perceived the two sources to be equally 
reliable. All six redrawers who responded also agreed that domestic and 
Swedish sources for stainless steel pipes and tubes were equally reliable. 

Comments regarding order lead time generally indicated that the imported 
Swedish supply was considered less favorable than the domestic supply. For 
the welded product, the responding purchasers cited order lead times of 6 to 
26 weeks when buying the Swedish product compared with lead times up to 20 
weeks when buying the domestic product. !/ For the seamless product, 

!/ Avesta stocked welded product in the United States until 1986, when it 
altered its selling strategy and liquidated these warehouse supplies. During 
the hearing, Lennart Hallergard, President of Avesta Stainless, Inc., 
testified that they found their European markets more profitable and cited low 
prices in the United States as prompting the change. See Transcript IV, pp. 
95-97. According to U.S. purchasers, the lead time of orders from Avesta's 
U.S. warehouses was up to 2 weeks. However, only l of the 6 responding 
purchasers of the Swedish welded product bought a significant amount of 
stainless steel pipes and tubes from these inventories. . 

Bruce Maleshevitz, from Economic Consulting Services, presented to the 
Commission a time series survey on lead times from 5 domestic welded producers 
(* * *). This survey showed that the lead time for domestic producers has 
increased from 3-16 weeks in 1985 to 7-20 weeks in the second quarter of 
1987. ***indicated that certain products were available for immediate 
delivery from stock. The major increase in lead time occurred in 1987, and it 
was still increasing according to the 5 producers surveyed. The longer lead 
times were caused by excess demand for raw materials (stainless steel strip) 
by non-pipe and.tube producers, e.g., automobile manufacturers for catalytic 
converters, mufflers, and exhaust systems. This demand has caused the steel 
producers to arrange an allocation or controlled booking system regulating the 
amount of strip a company can receive each month. Spokesmen at * * *, * * *, 
and * * * state that while they do have excess production capacity for pipes 
and tubes in their mills, they are currently producing as much product as 
possible given the constraints of raw material supply. 
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purchasers commented that the order lead time for imported pipes and tubes 
mill direct from Sweden was 12-24 weeks (redrawers report 8-18 weeks), 
compared with lead times of 6-12 weeks from domestic sources. However, the 
lead time for Swedish seamless product from Sandvik's U.S. inventory in 
Scranton was 1-10 weeks. !/ 

Long lead times require large purchases per order and therefore high 
inventory carrying costs. Purchasers regarded the costs of carrying large 
inventories associated with long order lead times as a significant factor when 
deciding to purchase the domestic or Swedish stainless steel pipes and tubes. 
Sixteen of 18 purchasers of the seamless product (including 5 of 6 redrawers) 
and 5 of 6 purchasers of the welded product who responded to the questionnaire 
considered inventory costs to be a major factor in their purchasing decision 
for stainless steel pipes and tubes. These purchasers cited higher holding 
costs of 1 to 12 percent for the seamless product and 1 to 17 percent for the 
welded product. However, two purchasers did comment that while this factor is 
significant for their purchasing decision, if planned correctly, there would 
not be any visible cost impact. 

Pricing differences.--The 20 purchasers responding to this section 
of the questionnaire indicated that delivered prices of the Swedish seamless 
and welded stainless steel pipes and tubes generally must be less than 
domestic prices before they consider purchasing the foreign product. Minimum 
price differences for the welded product cited by these purchasers ranged from 
5 to 25 percent of the delivered domestic price. Minimum price differences 
for the seamless product ranged up to 50 percent, though only up to 5 percent 
by the redrawers. ~ Purchasers most frequently cited the longer lead times 
of the Swedish products vis-a-vis the domestic products as a factor requiring 
a lower price for the Swedish products. These purchasers also reported buying 
the domestic seamless and welded stainless steel pipes and tubes when they 
were more expensive than the Swedish products, most frequently citing the 
shorter lead times of the domestic versus the subject foreign products and in 
some instances noting better quality, more reliable supply, or customer 
preference for the domestic versus the Swedish products. 

Buy American preferences.--The U.S. importer of the Swedish welded 
stainless steel products has argued that an identifiable buy-American market 
exists for stainless steel pipes and tubes. Avesta estimates this market to 
be 10-15 percent, whereas U.S. producers claim the market is less than 2 
percent. During the current investigation, U.S. purchasers were requested to 
report the proportion of their yearly purchases of stainless steel pipes and 
tubes that must be from domestic sources to satisfy any buy-American 

!/ 9 of 10 distributors/end users and 3 of 6 redrawers purchase a majority of 
their Swedish seamless product from Sandvik's U.S. inventory. 
'!:j Purchasers also stated that in their market areas delivered prices of the 
seamless and welded Swedish stainless steel pipes and tubes were generally 
less than delivered prices of the domestic products. However, some purchasers 
noted that for some seamless products the Swedish price was higher than the 
domestic price by as much as 10 percent. U.S. purchasers also commented that 
price differences between the Swedish and domestic sources have narrowed over 
the period of investigation. 
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preference. Two measurements of these preferences were requested: a standard 
category -- domestic purchases due to consumer preferences, company/union 
policies, or government mandated contracts, and an exclusive category -- only 
government mandated (federal, state, or local) contracts. The purchasers were 
also requested to indicate the criteria they used to classify a product as 
American-made, and the flexibility they have to ignore these preferences and 
purchase the imported product. 

Fourteen of the 35 purchasers responding to this section of the 
questionnaire stated that they required a portion of their purchases to be 
domestic product. !/ According to these purchasers, an American-made 
stainless steel pipe and tube product was classified as either having a 
domestic melt or containing over 50 percent of its value produced in the 
United States. '!:./ Stainless steel products produced by Sandvik in Scranton 
qualified as American-made by this criterion. 

The proportion of purchases due to buy-American preferences ranged from 2 
to 75 percent (0 to 30 percent for government mandated contracts) for the 14 
purchasers. ~ Most purchasers indicated that this policy was governed by 
customers who required the domestic product, and, therefore, the purchasers 
had little flexibility to ignore these preferences. Other purchasers who had 
purchasing flexibility cited convenience, loyalty to domestic suppliers, and 
attempts to maintain several sources of supply as the reasons for their 
policy. Three purchasers, * * *• commented that if the price for imports were 
15 to 40 percent below the price for domestic product, each would purchase 
more imported stainless steel products. !±.} However, these purchasers also 
stated that they have not seen prices for imports fall to this level in their 
area. 

Although it is difficult to estimate the buy-American market with any 
precision, questionnaire results indicate that between 15 and 25 percent of 
the U.S. market for stainless steel pipes and tubes is subject to buy-American 
preferences (including consumer preferences, union/company policies, or 
government-mandated contracts). However, only 1 to 4 percent of these 
purchases were subject exclusively to government-mandated contracts. 

Transportation costs.--Stainless steel pipes and tubes are generally 
shipped by truck within the United States. Transportation costs range from 
approximately zero to 2 percent of the total delivered price for stainless 
steel pipes and tubes sold by U.S. producers and U.S. importers. The 16 U.S. 

!/The 35 purchasers represent approximately 27 percent of total U.S. 
consumption. An additional 26 "buy-American" purchasers were identified by 
U.S. producers and importers in the current investigation. Of these 26 
companies, only 6 were required to purchase domestic product due to 
buy-American preferences. All 6 were connected directly or indirectly through 
contracts to U.S. Government regulations toward purchasing specialty steel 
products and, therefore, purchased only domestic product. 
'!:./ For some seamless purchases, domestic melts were required. The welded 
product was classified American-made if it was welded in the United States. 
~ One purchaser * * *· * * *· 
!±./ * * *· 
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producers and 2 importers who reported information on transportation factors 
in the current antidumping investigation stated that they absorb at least some 
of the U.S. inland freight costs to their customers. Suppliers of the 
seamless pipes and tubes appear to absorb less U.S. inland freight costs than 
the suppliers of the welded products. On shipments to U.S. producers' and 
importers' largest customers, no inland freight costs were absorbed by 
seamless manufacturers and importers, whereas welded manufacturers paid 
between 0 and 100 percent of all freight costs. 

Additionally, the responding U.S. producers and importers of the seamless 
pipes and tubes consistently reported absorbing 10 percent or less of U.S. 
inland freight costs on at least 72 percent of their shipments, whereas the 
responding suppliers of the welded pipes and tubes generally reported 
absorbing more than 50 percent of U.S. inland freight charges on at least 70 
percent of their shipments. However, the seamless importer, Sandvik Steel, 

* * *· y 

The welded producers have argued that they started picking up freight 
costs in order to remain competitive with increasing imports from Sweden as 
well as other countries. One U.S. producer, * * *, has reportedly stopped 
absorbing freight costs on its U.S. shipments of pipes and tubes in 1987. 

Of the 20 purchasers who responded to a question on whether 
transportation costs were a major factor in the firms' purchasing decision for 
stainless steel pipes and tubes, 15 stated that it was not a major factor. 
The five purchasers who stated that it was a major factor, however, responded 
that there was no difference in cost between the domestic and Swedish products. 

Exchange rates.--Table 27 shows nominal and real exchange rate indexes 
for the U.S. dollar and the Swedish krona. The currency of Sweden nominally 
depreciated relative to the U.S. dollar through 1984 and January-March 1985, 
and appreciated throughout the rest of the period. Overall, the Swedish krona 
appreciated relative to the U.S. dollar by approximately 26.6 percent during 
January 1984-June 1987. A 6.1-percent inflation rate in Sweden, compared with 
a 0.7-percent deflation rate in the United States during this period, resulted 
in an appreciation of 35.3 percent in the real value of the Swedish krona 
relative to the U.S. dollar by June ·1987. 

Lost sales 

Four additional specific allegations of lost sales were reported during 
the current investigation by one U.S. producer (* * *) of welded stainless 
steel pipes and tubes. The Commission staff has contacted all purchasers 
cited. In addition, the Commission staff contacted two purchasers cited in 
the final subsidy investigation and five purchasers cited in the preliminary 
subsidy investigation. 

y * * *· * * *· * * *· 
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Table 27 · 
Indexes of'the nominal and real excliange rates between the U.S. dollar and the 
Swedish krona y ·and indexes of producef prices in:.tbe United ·states and 
·Sweden, y 'by ·quarters. January 1984-June 1987 

Period 

1984: 
Jan . .:.Mar ... : 

·Apr. -June ... 
July-Sept.·;. 
Oct. -Dec .. ~. 

1985: 
. Jan. -Har:; .. 
Apr.":'June ... 
July-Sept ... 

· Oct ;:.Dec .. : .. 
1986: 

Jan. -Har .... 
Apr.-June. ~. 
July;..sept ... 
Oct. -Dec .... 

1987: 
Jan. -Har ... ·. 
Apr. -June ... 

Nominal 
exchange
rate index 

100.0 
99.6 
94'.8 
9L6 

86.l . . , ~ .. -

. 89.2 
95.0 

·102·.0 

10.7. 6 
.. 

110. 7 
114.4 
115.3 

122.6 
126.6· 

(January-March 1984•100) 
Real u.s.· 

· exchange-· 
rate index 3/ 

100.0. 
100.3 

97.0 
95.8 

. 92;6. . .. 
95.8 

102.7 
. ·109. 7 

· 115.9 
119.3 
123.0 
125.2 

133.1 
135.3 

producer 
price index · 

100.0. 
100.7 
100.4 
100.2 

100';0 . 
.. 100.1 

99.4 
100.·o· 

98.5 
96.6 
96.2 

. 96. 5 

·97, 7 
99.3 

Swedish 
producer 
price index 

100.0 
101.4 
102.7 
104.8 

107.5 
107.5 
107.5 
107.5 

106.1 
104.1 
103.4 
104.8 

106.1 
y 106.1 

y Based·on·exchange rates expressed in u.s; dollars per Swedish krona. 
y The producer price indexes are·aggregate measures of inflation at the 
wholesale level in the United States and Sweden. As a result, these indexes 
only approximate.actual price changes of thes\ibject ·stainl8ss steel·pipe and 

· tube products in the United States· and Sweden. Quarterly producer prices in 
the United States fell by 0 .. 1 percent during January 1984-June 1987 compared 
with rising producer prices in Sweden of·6.l percent during this period< 
y The real value of a currency iS tlie nominal value'adjusted for the 
difference between inflation rates·as'measured by producer price indexes in 
the United States and Sweden. ' 
y Estimated. 

Source: International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics, 
October 1987. · '· 



Allegations investigated during the final antidumping investigation.--
* * * was named by * * *· in a lost ·sal:e· allegation'.· In * * *, * * * allegedly 
purchased ***. feet of various :Sizes. ·of Swedish wefded stainless steel pipes at 
delivered prices ranging from*** to ***·percent below** *'s delivered 
price, depending on size. 

.., .. 

•· * * could not recall ever purchasing. any for~-ign product. He stated 
that due to customer restrictions, approximately*** percent of** *'s 
purchases had to be American-mad~, thqugh not n~c~s~~rily an American melt. 

* * *'s purchases of stainless steel pipes averaged approximately*** 
(***percent seamless and_*** percent welded)'per year. * * *· * * *· * * *· 

***stated that seamless pipes were· superior to welded pipes in terms 
of quality (better tensile strength), though they were priced 15-20 percent 
higher than welded pipes. He could not recall any #seamless# customer 
requesting welded pipe as a replacement. 

***was named by*'** in an alleged lost sale involving*** feet (*** 
pieces) of welded stainless steel tubing in *.* *· Avesta allegedly quoted a 
price *** percent below** *'s and *** percent below* * *'s. * * * 
allegedly split the order between*** and.Avesta. 

* * * * * * * 
* * *· * * *· * * * only purchases stainless steel pipes and tubes from 

domestic sources, though the company has no specific buy-American policy. 

***was named by*** in a lost ~ale_allega~ion of***· Avesta 
allegedly offered*'*·*· ·*·**denied ever· purchasing the Swedish welded 
product and did ·not recall the specific._.quote. · ··* *· *. 

* * * currently purchases; approximately_:*** tons qf stainless steel pipes 
and tubes per year (*** percent welded·,· *** percent seamless). *** percent of 
its' pur~hases are from imported sources·, primarily 'Japan .. * * * has started 
purchasing some seamless product·from·Sweden, but this accounts for less than 
***percent ·of total.purchases; **'*states that as a rule the imported 
product must be priee'd lower:, than" domestic prices by 2-1/2 to 5 percent due to 
increased inventory costs associated with longer lead times. 

* * * was cited in a lost sale allegation by * * *· Avesta allegedly 
offered prices at.* * -*; ·* * *.·had no·recollect.ion of ·any offers from Avesta, 
nor knowledge of any purchases of Swedish stainless steel pipes or.tubes. 

* * * presently purchases over *** of stainless steel pipes and tubes per 
year (***percent seamless, ***percent welded). In 1986, ***percent of 
welded product and *** percent of seamless product were from domestic 
sources. * * * states that ***percent of these purchases must be American 
made due to company preferences alone. However, if the price of imports were 
30 to 40 percent below domestic prices, * * * would purchase more imported 
product but would still purchase domestic product, albeit in smaller amounts. 
* * * commented that purchasing domestic was a matter of loyalty by 
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distributors and a necessity to keep reliable sources. Recently, * * *noted 
that both domestic and imported lead times have been increasing, prompting 
* * * to purchase more inventory. This has resulted in a 25-percent increase 
in holding costs. 

Allegations investigated during the final subsidy investigation.--
* **was named by * * * in a lost sale allegation. In * * *• * * * allegedly 
purchased about *** feet of various sizes of Swedish welded stainless steel 
pipes at delivered prices averaging about *** percent below* * *'s delivered 
prices. Although*** of the firm could not recall the specific transaction, 
he stated that his firm frequently purchases the types of welded stainless 
steel pipes covered in the allegation. * * * also indicated that prices of 
the domestic and Swedish pipes cited were about what he saw in the market at 
the time of the allegations, and it is likely that his firm bought the subject 
Swedish material, and if they did it was primarily because of the lower price 
of the foreign material. * * * claims that prices of the Swedish welded 
products currently range from 3 to 4 percent below domestic prices. According 
to * * *, quality of the domestic and Swedish welded stainless steel pipes and 
tubes are comparable. 

* * * also commented that its major domestic suppliers of the welded 
stainless steel pipes and tubes are * * *, * * *• and * * *, whereas Avesta is 
its major supplier of the Swedish welded pipes and tubes (* * * generally does 
not buy any other foreign welded stainless steel pipes and tubes). * * * 
indicated that * * * used to be a major domestic supplier to his firm, but in 
1985 * * * dropped* * * as a supplier in favor of other domestic firms. 
* * * cited two reasons for this switch. * * *· * * * 

* * * was named by * * * in a lost sale allegation. * * * allegedly 
purchased about *** of various sizes of Swedish welded stainless steel pipes 
in * * * at delivered prices ranging from *** to *** percent below * * *'s 
delivered prices. * * * stated that his firm purchased about ***of the 
Swedish welded pipe during this period from Avesta because of its low price. 
Subsequently, according to * * *, he learned that Avesta was selling the same 
products as * * * to * * *'s end-user customers, so he ended * * *'s 
relationship with Avesta. * * * explained that * * * often §µpplements its 
own production of welded stainless steel pipes and tubes with purchases from 
other sources (mostly domestic). These latter supplemental purchases were 
from stainless steel strip that * * * supplied to other domestic mills, which 
converted it to pipes and tubes and shipped the finished products back to 

* * *· 

* * * * * * * 
Allegations investigated during the preliminary subsidy investigation. !/ 

Allegations of * * * concerning * * * stainless steel pipes and 
tubes.--*** allegedly purchased about*** tons of various sizes of Swedish 
stainless steel seamless pipes and tubes in * * * at delivered prices ranging 

!/ See also app. E for a summary of additional discussions with purchasers 
named in undocumented lost sales allegations made during the preliminary 
subsidy investigation. 
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from*** to ***percent less than** *'s delivered prices. * * * could not 
recall buying the specific alleged products. He explained that his firm 
purchases mostly special alloy stainless steel pipes and tubes (seamless and 
welded), which are produced domestically and imported from Sweden. * * * 
pointed out, however, that his firm generally purchases proprietary grades 
from Sweden that are not available domestically. According to * * *, his 
firm's purchases of the imported * * * of stainless steel pipes and tubes from 
Sweden have increased as a proportion of his firm's total purchases of 
stainless steel pipes and tubes during 1983-86. On the basis of limited 
purchases of the regular alloy stainless steel pipes and tubes (both seamless 
and welded), ***stated that delivered prices of the imported stainless 
steel products from Sweden are generally less than delivered prices of 
competing domestic products, although quality of the domestic and Swedish 
pipes and tubes are comparable. 

***was cited in two lost sales allegations. In the first one, * * * 
allegedly purchased about *** tons of various sizes of Swedish stainless steel 
seamless pipes and tubes in * * * at delivered prices averaging *** percent 
less than** *'s prices. In the second allegation, ***allegedly purchased 
about *** tons of various sizes and grades of Swedish stainless steel * * * in 
* * * at delivered prices ranging from *** to *** percent less than domestic 
prices. * * * of the firm could not recall buying the specific products in 
either allegation, but stated that his firm buys both domestic and imported 
(some of it Swedish) stainless steel seamless and welded pipes and tubes. He 
further stated that * * *'s purchases of the Swedish material probably 
increased during 1983-86 as a proportion of his firm's total purchases of the 
stainless steel products. * * * indicated that delivered prices of the 
Swedish stainless steel pipes and tubes are generally less than domestic 
producers' delivered prices, although quality of the domestic and Swedish 
products is comparable. Since 1983, * * *has seen in his market area the 
price of the imported seamless products from Sweden as much as 15 percent 
below competing domestic producers' prices. He pointed out, however, that the 
price of the Swedish seamless products are at about the midrange of competing 
prices in the U.S. market. 

* * * commented that the stainless steel seamless pipes and tubes have 
generally carried a price premium averaging about 20 percent over the welded 
products in his market area during 1983-86. * * *views seamless and welded 
as separate products for inventory and sales purposes, but felt he was was not 
qualified to comment on their technical differences. 

* * * allegedly purchased about *** tons of Swedish stainless steel * * * 
in * * * at delivered prices about *** percent less than * * *'s delivered 
prices. * * * stated that his firm did not purchase the alleged Swedish 
products. * * * explained that his firm had purchased some imported stainless 
steel * * * from Sweden about 5 years ago on a sample basis, but returned it 
because they were not satisfied with the quality. According to him, * * * has 
not purchased any imported stainless steel pipes and tubes from Sweden since 
then. * * * further stated that quoted delivered prices of the Swedish 
stainless steel pipes and tubes (seamless and welded) are generally less than 
domestic producers' delivered prices by about 5 percent in his market area. 
* * * indicated that domestic producers of the stainless steel pipes and tubes 
have lowered their prices in his market area from 5 to 10 percent during the 
last couple of years due to low prices of imports, including prices of the 
Swedish products. 
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* * * stated that stainless steel seamless pipes and tubes have generally 
carried a price premium of 10 to 15 percent over the we.lded products. in his 
market area during 1983-86. According to him, the sea*1less and we;t.ded 
products are generally not interchangeable, and his firm does not switch 
between them. 

Allegations of * * * concerning * * * stainless steel pipes and 
tubes·.--*** allegedly purchased*** tons of Swedish stainless steel welded 
pipes and tubes in * * * at delivered prices about ***percent below* * *'s 
delivered prices. * * * could not recall the specific instance cited, but 
stated that during the last 15 months his firm has purchased imported 
stainless steel seamless and welded pipes and tubes from Sweden instead of the 
U.S. product, primarily because of price. According to***, quality of the 
domestic and Swedish stainless steel pipes and tubes is comparable. * * * 
stated that his firm bough~ about. 70 percent domestic and. 30 percent imported 
stainless steel pipes and tubes in 1985 and January-September 1986, after 
buying only the domestiC:: product .. in 1983 and 1984. According to * * *, about 
95 percent of the imported material came from Sweden. · * * * stated that 
delivered prices of the Swedish stainless steel.pipes and t~bes are generally 
less than domestic producers' delivered prices by about 12 to 13 percent, but 
greater than delivered prices of imports from Far East suppliers. * * * 
pointed out that the Swedish price advantage would have to be at least 8 to 10 
percent before he would begin switching from the domestic to. the foreign 
product. ***indicated that low prices of tb,e.Swedish stainless steel 
products contributed to low U.S. producers' prices. 

**•·noted that stainless steel seamless pipes and tubes hav~ generally 
carried a price premium of 15 to 20 percent over the welded products in his 
market area during 1983-86, even when the welded product includes the very 
costly X-ray process to verify the quality of the weld. * * * stated that 
prices of the seamless pipes and tubes in the U.S. market have·decreased since 
1983, and some imported seamless products from Far East suppliers are priced 
below some domestic welded products. According to * * *• the welded product 
is increasingly accepted in the market. As an example, * * * indicated that 
today some engineers will specify welded where they used to specify seamless, 
but will require full X-ray inspection of the welds. 

* * * also commented on * * *· * * *· According to * * *• * * *· * * * 
stated that his firm purchased * * *· 

* * * allegedly purchased *** tons of Swedish stainless steel * * * pipes 
and tubes in * * * at delivered prices about ***percent below* * *'s quoted 
delivered prices. ***of the firm stated that his firm purchased the 
Swedish products during this period instead of the domestic products primarily 
because of the lower price of the imported products. According to * * *, 
quality of t~e domestic and Swed.ish stainless steel welded pipes and tubes is 
comparable~_: * * * noted that his firm uses mostly the * * * products. 

Lost revenue 

No additional specific allegations of lost revenue were reported during 
the current investigation. The Commission staff, however, contacted two 
purchasers cited in the final subsidy investigation and three purchasers cited 
in the preliminary subsidy investigation. 
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Allegations investigated during the final subsidy investigation.--*** 
was named by*** in a lost revenue allegation involving the*** products. 
* * * allegedly initially quoted delivered prices for *** feet of various 
grades and sizes of * * * to * * * in * * * that ranged from about *** to *** 
percent above delivered prices quoted for the Swedish products. * * * then 
reportedly reduced its prices by the amount of this difference to make this 
sale, representing a revenue loss by * * * of about ***· Although * * * could 
not recall the exact prices, he confirmed buying some of the cited * * * from 
* * * after the domestic firm lowered its prices to those quoted for the 
Swedish material. * * * considered the quality and delivery schedules of the 
domestic and Swedish seamless products to be comparable. * * * remarked that 
generally the price gap between the domestic and Swedish seamless stainless 
steel pipes and tubes would have to be at least 10 percent before he would 
consider buying the Swedish material. 

* * * was named by * * * in a ~ost revenue allegation involving the * * * 
products. ***allegedly initially quoted delivered prices for*** feet of 
various grades and sizes of * * * stainless steel pipes to * * * in * * * that 
averaged about *** percent above delivered prices quoted for the imported 
products from Sweden. * * * then reportedly reduced its price by *** percent 
to make the sale, which would represent a revenue loss by * * * of about ***· 
* * * confirmed that * * * was awarded the sale after it lowered its price by 
about 5 percent as a result of competition with the Swedish material. * * * 
considered the quality of the domestic and Swedish welded products to be 
comparable. 

Allegations investigated during the preliminary subsidy investigation.-
The Commission received specific allegations of lost revenue regarding imports 
of Swedish * * * stainless steel pipes and tubes from * * * during the 
preliminary investigation. !/ * * * cited three customers to which it 
allegedly reduced its prices as a result of price competition with the Swedish 
* * * pipes and tubes. Conversations with representatives of the three firms 
contacted are discussed below. 

* * * was named in one allegation. * * * allegedly sold various grades 
and sizes of * * * to * * * in * * * only after the domestic producer lowered 
its delivered prices from *** to *** percent below its initially quoted prices 
to meet delivered prices of the imported products from Sweden. Based on the 
alleged * * * order, this would amount to about *** in lost revenue for 
* * *· * * * denied this purchase occurred, stating that his firm does not 
purchase the types of pipes and tubes specified. 

* * * was named in a second allegation of lost revenue. * * * allegedly 
initially quoted delivered prices of various grades and sizes of * * * to 
* * * in * * * that ranged from *** to *** percent above delivered prices 
quoted for the imported products from Sweden. Although * * * reported quoting 
its prices for *** tons of the * * *• it did not provide the Commission with 
its final price quotes. As a result, no estimate of possible lost revenue 
could be calculated. * * * did not recall the purchase. He explained, 

!/ Three other domestic firms indicated that they had to reduce prices because 
of competition with lower priced stainless steel pipes and tubes from Sweden, 
but were unable to identify specific instances. 
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however, that domestic producers, probably aware of low-priced imports in his 
market area, including those from Sweden, have lowered their prices by 5 to 10 
percent during 1983-86. 

* * *was named in a third allegation of lost revenue. * * * allegedly 
initially quoted delivered prices of various grades of * * * to * * * in * * * 
that were approximately equal to the quoted delivered prices of the imported 
products from Sweden. * * * reported quoting its prices for *** tons of the 
* * *· * * * did not recall the alleged purchase, but stated that his firm 
purchases the ***primarily from offshore sources, including Sweden. 
According to * * *, * * *· 
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Stainless Steel Pipes mnd Tubea Froi 
Sweden; Ftnal AnM a , 4 
lnvestlgaUon and Schedullr'I of 
Heartng 

ACEHCY: United States lalematlonal 
Trade Commlslon, 
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llCYIOl\t Institution or a finai 
tantidumping inveatigation and 
achedulin3 or a bearing to be held in 
connection with the investigation. 

OUC!JC::JA~V: The Commission hereby gives 
ootioe of dle institution of final 
ontidumping mveotigation Ne. m-TA-
35<1 (F"mcl) und:a- c:actian Y3S:{b) o[ the 
Tariff Act of 19:ro (19 U.S.C. 1613(d)) to 
determine obethe:r an tnduntry in the 
United State.11 io matrmally injured. or ia 
threatened t;rith material injury, a:r the 
establishment ri1 an iltduntry in the 
United Staten io materially Rtardsd, by 
i'eB90D off impm1D &c:m Sweden of 
stainless ot62l ~ iubes, Rwlww barn. 
and blanlui tb:B"efor. oH the foregoing of 
c:irculai' cmso-ca:tiaa. ohether t;telded 
or oeamlesn. l!l=l'Oui~ fm in items 
610~7. 610.Sl. ciOO 61tl52 of the Tariff 
&bedules o! th Unit5tl Ste.tea. that 
have ~ fou:rl bv th2 Ikpartment of 
Commerce, iD G p?elmrinary 
determinatian. Im ha ctlld in the Uni~ 
Stateo at leos tb£in fair value (LTF"\f). 
Commerce woo ~d tn make itn 
final B..TFV detamination on or before 
July 29,· 19~ ~er. OD }mre S, tgar, 
Commerce d2cilded, ~ request from 
the foreign prothtoaru. io postpone itIJ 
final det.ennimriton WMi ia no'W 
acheduled to ~ mi fuia1 
determinalicn on or h:zfo:re Octl>M S. 
1987. The CmnminrVtrn will mnke itlil 
final injury d!eterminatian by November 
18, 1987 (i;iee i;:actici;oo ns{a) and 73S{b) 
or the oct (19 u.s.c. 'l!.67l{a) and 
1673{b))). 

For further information concerning the 
conduct of thin invemigation. bearing 
proceduren. mnd rules of general 
application. ca:noult die Commission 'o 
Ruleu of Pradic:i? and l?rocedure, part 
W, aubpartD A and C {19 CFR part 2itJ'7}, 
Qlld Part 2D1. ~ A through E [UD 
CFR part 201). 
!ilrRCYJ\fli ~rn: Jam? 22. 1287. 
(}Ou.I 1l'Uwnm:J ~l'TAX;1 ccmyACV: 
Judith C. Zech «2m~). Office of 
Jlnvestigationo. llJ.S. llntemational Trade 
Commission. mi l! Street NW., 
Washington. IllC ~ Hearing
impaired individualn Ol'I! edviaed that 
information cm thW matta can ha 
obtained by cn:ntacting the 
Commisaion'o TIJD &erminaJ OD 20.2-72(1.-
000Z. Persons oith mobility impairmenlll 
who will need~ assistance in 
gaining acceoo \lo ihe Commission 
should contradl the Office of the 
Secretary at 2DZ-5Z3-0161. 
~AWV~now: 

l8ackground.-ii'iliila biveGtigGtiOB lo 
being irwti~ mo ~ o!f m;i 

affirmative~ determinatto;a 
by the Dep~t <afJ (!gmmerce that 
!mporto of etahiieoo oteel pipes u.d 

tubes from Sweden an beiaa aold in the 
United Statea al leoo than fair value 
within the meaning of oection 731 of the 
act (19 U.S.C. B 1873}. The investigation 
was requested in a ~titian filed on 
October 20, 1986. by the ~lty 
Tt!bllig Group. ID re!lpODM to that 
pt!tition. the Commisoion conducted a 
preliminary antidu.mplng iDveatigetion 
and. an the bssio of mfonnation 
development during the course of that 
investigation. detennined that there wa1 
a reasonable indication that indu11trie1 
in the Umted Stateg t:tere materially 
injured by reason cf importn of the 
subject muchandien (51FR44538, 
December 10. 1985}. 

Participation in the inveftisation.
Pereorui willhing to participate in this 
inveetiga tion oo pmtia:l muol file an 
entry of appelll'8.m"A! with the Secreta?J 
to the Commisaion. DD 1!1l"Ovided iD 
B 201.tll a§ the (iommisoiCD"o rules (19 
CfR 201.111). not lata than twenty-one 
(21) days &fter the publication of thi9 
noti02 in the lF<adG?cl a~ lury entrJ 
d appearance filed after this date will 
be refelTed to the Cb.mirman. who will 
determine whether m accept the late 
entry for good cauee Bhat:m by the 
person desiring to file the enb'J. 

Service liaL-Puma.ant to~ 201..1.l{d) 
of th2 Commission·o ~ (19 CFR 
201.U(d)}. the~ mll prepare a 
oorvice lioi con~ the munea and 
addreaoeo of all greroann. m their _ 
representatives. 't'7bo are parties to t1u. 
investigation upon the expiration of the 
period for filing enbies of appearance. 
In accordance with U 201.16(c) and 
207.3 of the rules (19 CFR I§ 201.16{c) 
and 207.3), each document filed by a 
party to the investigation must be 
Qerved on all other partieo to the 
investigation (as identified by the 
service list). and a certificate or service 
must accompany ~ cioaunent 1be 
Secretary will not mccept Q document for 
filing without G certificate of service. 

Staff repon.--A public version of the 
prehearing staff report in this 
inveotigation will h2 Jltlaoed in the pllhlic 
record on Septem~ 2'11QB.7, pura.iwnt 
to II W .21 of the Commiasion'a roles (19 
CFR 207 .zt ). 

Hearirig.-The Cnmmj99jnn will hold 
a hearing la connection t:rith this 
inve.atigatioD beginning ot 9:30 e..m. Oil 

October 13. 1981, at llh2 U.S. 
Rnternational Trw CommiMion 
Building, 701 I& Stred NW .. Washington. 
!O.C. IRequeBls to~ o4 the hearing 
should h2 filed in~ with the 
Secretary to ~ Commiooi.on not later 
~the close ol'~eno (5:15 p.m.) aa 
October 1. 1287. AD~ deskYll to 
iappem- mt Iha heariJJB Md make oral 
presentationo abGWd file~ 

briefs and attend a perhearins 
conference to be held at 9;30 a.m. OD 

October 7 iD room 117 of the U.S. 
latema00oal Trade Commission 
Building. The deadline for filing 
prehearing briefs is October I. 1987. 

Testimony at the public bearing ia 
aovemed by I & .ZS of the 
Commialioi1'1 rules (19 CFR 207.23). This 
rule require& that testimony be limited to 
a nonconfideotial IWIUDal)' and anaJysis 
of materials mntaiued in prehearing 
briefs and to informaton not llVBilable at 
the time the prehearing brief wu 
aubmitted. Any written materiala 
submitted at the hearing must be filed in 
accord&DCe with the procedures 
described below and any confidential 
materials must be submitted at least 
three (3) working days prior to the 
hearing (see 201.6(b){2) of the 
Commission's rules (19 CFR mt.B{b)(2))). 

Written submissions.-All legal 
arguments, economic analyses, and 
factual materials relevant to the public 
heaing should be included iD prebearing 
briers in accordance with § 2l1l .22 of the 
Commission's rules (19 CFR Z07.Z2). 
Posthea.rins briefs must conform witll 
the provisions of§ 207.24 (19 CFR 
207.24) and must be submitted not later 
than the close of business an October 
20, 1987. In addition. any penon who 
bu not entered an appearance as a 
partJ to the investigation may submit a 
written statement of information 
pertinent to the subject of the . 
investigation on or before October 20, 
1987. 

A signed original and fourteen (14) 
mpies of each submission must be filed 
with the Secretary lo the Commiasion in 
accordance with 1201.a or the 
Commission's rules (19 CFR 201.8). All 
written submiHions except for 
confidential business data will be 
available for public inspection during 
regular business hoW'8 (8:45 a.m. to 5:15 
p.m.) in the Office of the Secretary to the 
Commission. 

Any busineaa informaiton for which 
confidential treatment iadesired muJt 
be submitted .epantely. The envelope 
8Jld all p&gel of 1J1ICb lllbmissiOIUI lllUJt 
be clearly labeled "Confidential 
Bmineu IMxmaticm." Confidential 
submissions and requests b 
confidential treatmmt mat conform 
with the requirements of I 2DUI of the 
Commissloa'1 nalea (19 CFR 2Dl.8). 

Aatbarltr-11ii• lnveatfgaUon ia belns 
conducted under authority of the Tarta Ad of 
1930. title VD. 11ill notice II pubTLlhed 
pursuant to I 'Ztl1.20 of tile Commlaaion'a 
nale1 (11 CPR 2D1 .2DJ 

St' order ol &Jae COmminioe. 
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"-m .. R.Mua& 
Stlaetory. 
(FR Doc.17-1t9ee Flied~ 1:'5 am) 
aullG CIOCll ,.,. •• 
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llntsmatlonal Tl'9de Adn*1ilubatlon 

(A-40MIOIJ 

Flnai DolMMldaft of ....... Lau 
Than f* Yaluei Stlltll1118t8el Hollow 
Producta From Suilden 

Hi ICW. import A' - latntion. 
International Trede Administration. 
Department of Commerce. 
.cTIOIC: Notice. . . 

hm Sweden ire belna. or are likelr to 
be. I01d in the United State1 at lea1 then 
feir value. The U.S. lntemetlonal Trade 
Commission (ITC) will detennlne. wilhin 
45 deys of publication of Ilda notice. 
whether tbne Import• are m1teriallr 
Injuring. or are threatening material 
lnjur)' to. a United States indu111)'. 
IFFEC'T1VE DATE: October 9, 1987. 
fOll IUl'nlEll WOlllllATIOll CONTACT: 
Cl'fllO')' C. Borden (202/377..am) or 
Mary S. Clapp (202/377-17•). Office or 
lnveatiaatian1, Department of 
Commerce. 14th Street an·d Con1titution 
Avenue. NW .. Waahinaton, DC 20230. · 
...... . NTAllY INFOllllATIOll: 

Flul Dlll8nDlaatiaa 

We uve determined that 1tainlela 
ateel ballow product• from Sweden are 
being. ar are likelr to be, told in die 

. United Statee at leu Chan fair value, as 
provided in section '35(a) of lhe Tariff 
Act of 1930. 11 amended (lhe Act) (ti 
U.S.C. tl73d(a)). 1be margin• found for 
the companies inve1tigated are lilted In 
the "'Suapenaion of Uquidalfo~" section 
of thia notice. -

Cuelliatary 

On Mar ts. 1887, we made an 
affirmative preJiminarr determination · 
(SZ FR 11389. Ma)' 22. t•7). 

OD May Zl.1m7. we received a ilolt 
of pn ductioD (a>P) qunticmu• 
ioeapame fJom Sandvill AB (SAB. or 
Sandvik) concem1q aalea of aeamlest 
redraw lu>Uow to the Federal Republic 
pf Cermany (FRC). 

On May%'/, 1887, we receiYed a 
request from SAB, I retpondent in tbia 
caae. llO po9tpone the final determination 
tO no S.ter than the 135th day after · 
publication of our "'Preliminary 

· Determination" notice in the Federal 
-..... We 1'8Dted thit requeet and 
po1tpoaed the &naJ determination antiJ 
ao later thaD October 5, 1987 (&Z FR 

· ZZ367. Jane 11, 1.,), 
Supplemental computer tape 

NSpomea fJom the tnponden1' -~ 
received OD June 30, 1887. A .. 
aapplemental COP reapcmae from SAD 
WU received OD July H, UB7. 

We werified the export_.• Alee price 
respomet far both NIPODdenta in tbe 
United States &om July 11 to July 16. ud 
from faJJ 20 to July 22. 1887. We weri&ed 
tbe ;urdaaae prlee, laome marltet end 
third CIOIDltr)' respon.ees of the 
respondents In Sweden and the FltC · · 

·from A.auat 11. ts 1o A1llult a 11&'. 
OD September 1t.1m11, 6e 

Department held a public beariJta, 
IDaer.ted partlea aubmJtted oommentl 
for tbe record in their pre-hearina brtefa 
.,..,, ........ encl ....... ..... 
: bearillc brieta of September ll. 1181. · 

. r' ~ .. 

Sciope., .._.....lioa . . ; .. ' 
The United Statea hH develoP,ed a 

1y1tem or tariff da111fication b~·~d on 
the intemalional harmonl&ed ayatem or 
Cuatonia DOJ11enclatwe. Consreu it 
conaiderlna Jesialation to convert the 
United Stale• to thia Harmonized 
Syatem ("HS") by January 1. tl&a In 

· view or thia. we will be proViclina both · 
the eppropriate Tariff Schedule 11/ the 
United Slates Annotated ('"TSUSA'") 
item numbert and lhe approi»riate HS 
item numbert with the product · 
deac:riptiCIRI on a te1t baala. pendins 
Conpeuional approval. Aa with the 
1'SUSA. tbe HS Item numben are 
provided for amvenJence and CU.toms 
purposes. 11le written deac:ription 
nmaiD.a di9poaltive. 

We are requatlna petitioners to 
include the appropriate HS Hem . 
number(•) u well a1 the TSUSA item 
number(1) iD all new petitiona IUed with · 
the Departmenl· A reference oopy of the 
proposed Harmonized Syatem echedule 
ii evailable for consultation at tbe 
Central Recorda Unit. Room 8419. U.S. 
Department of Commerce, Hth Street 
and Constitution Avenue. NW .. 
Wuhingtan. DC 20230. Additionally. all 
Custom• offices have reference eopiea. 
and petitioners may contact the Import 
Speciali1t at their local Cuatoma office 
ID CGll8Ult lhe achedule. 

'fte productl covered :bf tllia 
IDYestigatiaD me certain eta~eu ateel 
Wlow prudacta lndudina pipes. tubes. 
liollow ban and blanks therefor, of 
circuler C2'0U-88Ction. contalnlna over 
11.1 percent c::hrom.lum bJ weJabt.~ 81 
provided b •der TSUSA Item,·:· 
1111111ben 11D.S701. 11D.37Z7, 11~tl. 
110.37'2. 11D.5130. 110.5202, 11o.5ZZ9. 
mo.5230. and mo.&Z31, 8nd cumntJy 
cbitSifiable ander HS item numben 
730Ul.OO. 730U9.00. 7308.to.10. and 
71DU0.50 .. 
Fair Valiae CGmpubolll ., .·, 

. To determine whether ..in of 'SSHP 
. ill the United Statea were made 1t las 

than fair value, we compared the United 
State• price to the foreip marltet valuP 
u specified below. . . 

We made annpariaona on wirtoally all 
ol the .. ,. rJI the producta_~ the 
period of iaft:ltiptlon, May 1. U86 
through October St, lB. · 

UDlted&talmPrim 

For SAB and Aveata Sandvik Tube 
AB IAST.•A9!i1ta). W9 ba8d United 
States price• exporter's~ price 
(ISP) when thoee aaJea were made after 
llllportatioa. ID aCQOrdance with Mction 
772{ c) of the Act. For tbOle aaJea by SAB 
..S ASTl96e United Ila• .Well · 
wen ma prior to Importation. w. 
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determined that the merchandi~e h~d·~ """'.ital~ ~t lb;'fiDi.iiecs pipe 0r hlbe.'Ud·~ : .. ·;~ t1;·1~.'~tttionen·allepd ti.at dilrd 
been purchased lbrouih related partlee ; · · proportional· ~o~t of the profit ar loa1 country pr\cel of 1eamlaa redraw 
directly from .the manufacturer or · · ' , related to,,theae CQI~. Profit or loN was hollow1 were below the cost of 
producer and. therefore. baaed the : · i · calculated by deductina from the :Nlea production. We did not ban 1Umcient 
United Statet price on purchate·prlce ln · price of .the fu:Uabed pl~ or ,tube all time to develop data far,.,_.. of tbe 
accordance with 1ection ~}of the coeta.lncurredJn.Sweden and the p.s. preliminary determlnaliOIL Since then. 
Act for the following reaaona: . . .; by the company for .the productiqo and we have received and~ the 

1. 1be merchandiae In queation W811 Nie of .the product. The ~fit or bl relevant data for purpoees GI tht. 
ahipped directly ~m the manufacturer wuthen apportioned between~ coats detennlnalion. 
1o the unrelated buyer. without being of .. the redra~ bollow1 and additional For the coat of productiaD of redraw 

· Introduced Into the Inventory of the . coala 'fucurred ln the u.s: baaed on the hollow• eold In the FRC. ~ Department 
nlated eellina agent; ' ' ' '\ '< ntio ofthese cost• to total Coit..' relied pnerally on the exist data 

2. 11lil waa the customary commercial . . For the c01ta of tile SSHP eold in the provided by SAD. Interest apenae. 
channel for Nlet of thl1 m.erchandise uOitect State•. ihe Department relied which waa Glualfied by die GDlllpanJ u 
·between the parties Involved; and . , primarily °" the coat data provided by part of the factorr overta.d. wa1 

1 .. Tbe related eelllna agent lc>cated in · th~ re1pondent In thoae inillancee when recla11ified u a 1eneral upenae. This 
the \hµted Stale• acted only as a it appeared all c:oilla'were"ilot included lntere11 wu then adjualed ao reJlect a 

· proce11or of Nies-related . . '. or appropriately quantified otftlaed. proportional amount of lldaat expew 
~talion and a oomnlunl~tion certain adjua1Jr!.ent1 were made. For of Sandvik AB. deduc:tina • 
Unit with the unrelated U.S~ b~yer. . Sandvik AB. intere1t expenaea. apportioned amount for IM aedit 

Where all the abOve elemenla are me~ Classified by. the eompany u factorJ expense. wbicb wu lnch+d u a 
we reprd the routine eellina functions 

1
• · · ov~~ad, were recla11lfied ~·ii pneral eelling expenae. 

of~ exporter at havlns been merely. ; .expense. J1reigbt expenae. which waa 'lbe freight expeme. wliidl waa u •· 
reloc:ated seosrapbfcallJ fro,m the . 'included In general expenaes. waa factory expeme. wu ea ci M from 
co~t17 of exportation to the !Jnlted ' deducted from the seneral expenses. seneral and admlniatratiwe eiipenw 
States. where the aale1 agent perform1 alilce lt concerned an eipenae:incuned Verified 11elling expemea were med. 
th~qi... Whether theae ~ctions are d~ne ·. ··· aft~r •hipment. A proportional amount Since we found tbat WtaDy all aa1ea 
In. the United Sta tea or abroad. does not ... 'ofpm~l. adininiatrative. and intereat were at prices above tbe cmt of 
chanse tbe.eubatance of Qi~ trm,aactiom ~.ea were added to these'' . p!Oduction. we baaed ow ....,,.n.om 
or. the functiona themael"!el. •. manufacturing c:oata in deteriniiaias the for redraw bollow1 on aD ..-of that 
. ~ lmtan~ where mercbanciiae ia total cosla incurred In Sweden. For the p10d th · 
~ .diverted Into thcrretated U~. COila i.DcwTed In the United Staie.. uct In e FRG . 

. aellina epnt'• tnve~tol>': ~ ~ thit, . ·.,acu. '8bor cioe,· . ta were, ·~ We made decluctioDI hm clellv ... 
factor u an. lmportanJ dia~on from direct labOr' tO pa""'R" e'"--. pricea for diecountl and lar fareip 
became It 19 auodated with 8 · - · ,, · ~ ......-- inland freight between Sweden and tbe 
~terially c1ifferant tJJ>e·of~llins Foreip Muke1.va1uo FRG. We deducted third ~117 
a~vitJ tll,n tht; miere fadlitation ofa ·~:.. .• ,. : . .. . .. · packin8 coats and added U.S. packing 
transaction eucb u ooc:Un' on ··a direct • ONJD. · · · costs. For comparlaona ID ,.chase 
9hipment. to an ~ted OS. purchaser; · ,, " In ~~~~n~ wiili aei:tion. ~a) of price. we made a circuJnmnce of tale 
ID altuatiom where the related party · the.Act. we found auiticlenl Alea or adju1tment for differences ill~ 
pla~ the aierchaodiae bito Inventory. _ hoUow ~ar ln the h~e market to form expenaea. For compUbca to ESP. we 
that part.J commonly'iiacutuubatanlial · the basis of companion We bated our deducted credit mat iucased tn the PRC 

. atorqe and financial C8JT)'ins coats and·. calculation1 OD delivered h~me, madtet and olfaet indirect .e1liml _,enae1 OD 

bat added Dexibility In Jill marlteliiis. "' prit:e1 We maile deductions. for baland the U.S. lalea. In accordamie with 
We aJao uae the Inventory teit because '· freight. We deducted home market I W.15 (b} and (c) of the Cmmnerce 
ft can be readil1 undentOod ahd applied . packing coats and adde.d U,S. pacldQS feSU)atiou. Where we ....... d 9lmtlar 
bJ rapcmdenta who mut reapood to ' . ., Colla. For c:ompartaon to ESP .aJea. we ·producta. we made adjures ta for 
Department queatioanairel in a abort , dedu'cted telling expen1es.lncu,ned on differencet In phJllcal c:Uracteristica 
period of time. It la objective In oahii'e. · home market tales up to the ~mount .of baaed Oii ctifrerencet In direct 
aa the inal deatination of the saoda cai1 ,, the Indirect aelli.ns expenaea incaned for manufacturing co.ta tn acariance with 
be eatabliahed from nonDal eommercial aales to the U.S. market. as an oftaet In I 353.19 of our regulatlam. 
dcM:wnenta aaaociated with ihe 1ale and accordance .with I ~3.15(clor our AST 
nrifiechrith certainty. · ·' . regulationa. For pmi:haae p~ce 

· ·We calculated purchase price and ESP comparltona. we made an adjuatment We found auffident_. ID 1he home 
baeed on the packed. to.b: or c:Jl~ dut)' for differences In credit .baaed on arm •a- market to fomrthe baaia GI C111111pariaoa 
paid •delivered pricel to umelated f.ensth boJTOwinB rates In Sweden and and. therefore. uaed delivered home 
purcbuen In the United States. We · ' · •' forESP:compariaona deducted home market pricn. We madededactiona for 
.made deducUom for farelp inland "'; · · · ·llUU'ket·credit coata. In accoidance with' · foreip inland hiaht Ud 6acounta. We 
freight. ocean frelsht. IDU'lne lmW'BDce. • · 1.353,15 (b} and (c} or our ~atiam. deducted home mmet ,_...a.ti 
U.S. duty, and U.S. inland freight. aa ·. · · In acco~nce "'1th ae~tion and added U.S. packing cam. For. 
appropriate. For ESP ealea. we at.a .. . · ·773(11)(1)(8} of th!! ~ct. we.~etennined· , · ,compari~ to ESPll8lea..we oflset the 
deducted c:ndit c:oala and o~er . that: there .w~ lnauffi,cient Jiome market · · aelfuw expemea_lucmted la -.e U.S. 
axpew1 normally~ In 1elllng ulea· of aeaml~ redraw hollowa and with tiome malttet .a., apemn. ID 
tile merchandiae ln the United States.= - 6niahed pipes ant! f1!be1 to be. med u a accordance. wttb t m.15(c) vi oar · 

For tile expo~a aales'j)rice aalea bult for determininJ forelsn market . ,.W.111iona. We made• ad;mtment far 
IDYohina further manufacturing. we Yalue. The· third .counb')'. market wilh die ·difference In ~t tenu 1a wx:ardance 
deducted all valile added In~ United largeat voliime,of ~ea of. Jhe most with ·1 355.tl(bJ af our nplatioDI. 
States: Tim vilile cOiishtea of all coats . almilar merc!ban&ae 1t the·Federa1 - Where we WiiipiiNd itmBar produc:ta. 
a1aodated With 1be liuinufactme ud · '., .-· · llepubllc of CennanJ, tpRC).'.OD Apift~ -. ~. . .~ •. 1118de.1a~tmenta ~ Merencea 1a 

.·,_ 
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phyalcal c:haracteriatica baaed on 
difference• In direct manufocturing coit1 
In accordance with I 353.16 of our 
regulation1. 

8ucb - 81mllar Men:bandiM 

For welded pipe .and tube· 
1. Steel srade. 
2. Outside diameter. and 
3. Wall thicltneaa. 
The use or theae criteria re1ulted In 

aome changes from the c:ompari1on 
groupings proposed b)' retpondent11. 

Cunency Convenlon 

Petltionera advocate product 
compari1on1 for nonidentical products 
baaed on grade. finish (hot or cold). 
out1ide diameter and wall thickness. For ESP compariaom.. we used the 
However, where •ilnificant differences official exchange rate for the date of 
In phy1ical dlmenaion1 would result aale 1ince the uae of that exchange rate 
when using within.grade matches of 11 consistent with section 815 or the 
aome merchandiae. petitioners 1tate that Trade and Tariff Act of 1964 (1984 Act). 
the Department abould uae comparisons We followed section 115 of the 1984 Act 
between regular and low-carbon rather than I 353.56(a)(Z) of our 
versions of equivalent gradea. In cases regulations because the later Jaw 

· where factors being compared vary by ll!persedes that aectiOD of the 
more than ZO percent. petitiooera urge · .. regulations. . 
the use of constructed value instead of · For purchase price campari1on1. we 
the matches propc>Hd by Sandvik. used the exchange rate described in 

Petitionen allege that many of I 353.56(a)(l) of our repbtiona. All 
Sandvik'• propoted matches are currency converaiom were made at the 
defective, comparin8 producta with wide rates certified by the Federal Reserve 
differences in production cost. or Banlt. 
overlooking closer matches available. 
Petitioners also object to Avesta's . 
proposed matchea. claiming that Avesta 
has overlooked identical product 
matche1 and choaen others that are not 
the cloaest poasible comparisons. As · 
with Sandvik. petitionen propose that 
where matching facton differ by more 
than ZO percent. the Department 1hould 
uae constructed value. 

Sandvik lltatea that when there is no 
home market or third country 
merchandise that ia identical to that 
being aold in the u.s_ the product 
matches contained in ita concordance 
computer tape ahould be used. 

Avesta claims an adjustment for 
differencee In phyaical characteristics 
between welded pipes and tubes sold in 
Sweden and thooe aold for export to tlie 
U.S. Aveata baaea ill claim on its 
aaaertion that there were virtually no 
.. identical" product matches between 
U.S. and Swedish sales and that the 
''aimilar" product.a compared differed in 
aize atandards, chemistries and wall 
thickneJs, with coneaponding · 
differences In cost of production. 

Where we found Mies of identical 
m~andise In the relevant foreign 
market, we made compariaona to aales 
of the identical product.a. Where we 
baaed our com.pari8om on aaJes of 
ahnilar merchandiae. we aelected aales 
of t,be most aimilar product eold In the 
relevant market for our comparisons. In 
detenni.Dins the &fieFee of aimilarity. we 
ued the following criteria which all 
putiaa qreed were appropriate: 

For aeamless pipe and tube: 
· t. Steel grade, . · . 
Z. Type oJ faniab (bot or cold). 
I. Outside diameter, and 
.. wan thickne.; and . 

Verification 

Aa provided in aectian 776{a) of the 
Act. we verified all infannation relied 
upon In malting thi1 final determination. 
We used 1tandard verification 
procedures, incluclini examination of all 
relevant accountins recorda and origbial 
aource documenta prorided by the 
reapondents on aalea and production 
coats. 

Interested Party u0.1111uamm·ta 
Comment 1: Sandvik argues that 

seamless and welded SSHP constitute 
two different claaaea cir kinds or 
merchandise.' Sandvik buet it 
contention on the dlffaeot physical 
characterietics of oeamleu and welded 

. SSHP, their different .ttimate uaea and 
difl'erent che.nnela of trade used to 
market the productf. Fwthermore. . 
Sandvik points to ITC determinations 
-recognizina that eeamlen and welded 
SSHP are aeparate -ae· producta 
produced by two aepuate lnduatriea. 

DOC Response: We diaagree. We 
consider aeamleas and welded SSHP aa 
a ainsle .. class or kind"' of merchandise 
for reasons outlined ID lhe Final 
Affinnative Countenailirtg Duty 
Determination: Stainlea Steel Hollow · 
Products from Swedm (SZ PR 571M at 
l805, February Z8. 1917). 'lbe rI'C'a 
.. like" product determination Is 
irrelevant to the Depmtment'a .. clua or 
kind" determination lliDc:e it la 
conducted for a diffenst pu1pose. · 

Comment 2: Sandvik contends that 
petitioners lack ttaDltils to rep~t 
the industry produc:bls .amleaa SSHP 
and. theref me. the iaftSti&ation ahould 
be tenninated Sandvik argues that 
9Ulllleea SSHP ia • ...,.te dua or 

kind or mermandiae. therefore. 
petitioners mmt represent the affected 
industry. On1)' one of the orflina1 
petitioners manufacture• 1eamlesa SSHP 
and other membera of the Industry ha\·e 
indicated to S.ndvilt'a counsel their 
opposition to the petition. The addition 
of the United Steel Worltera Union ea a 
co-petitioner doe1 not 1ati1fy the 
atandins requiJ'ement aa they entered 
the proceedmgl more then twenty days 
efter the Tuinig of the petition. 

DOC /lesponse: We disagree. We 
consider all products covered by this 
investigaticm ID constitute a 11ngle class 
or kind of merchandiae H atated in our 
response lo Comment l. Neither the Act 
nor the Commerce Regulatiom requirea 
a petitioner tD eatabllsh aJfmnatively 
that it ha1 lbt support or a majority of a 
particular lndutry. 'lbe Department 
relies on petitioners repreaentation that 
It has. In fad. filed on behalf of the 
domestic IDduatry until It ia 
affumativelf abown that thia la not the 
caae. Where domestic Industry members 
opposing an iayeatigation provide a 
clear Indication that there are grounds 
to doubt a petitioner'• 1tanding. the 
Department will review whether the 
oppo•ins pmtiea do, In fact, represent a 
major propartion of the domestic 
industry. ID ._ caae, we have not 
received UI)' appo1ltion from the 
domestic lndatry. See Certain Stainless 
Steel Hollow Producta from Sweden (5Z 
FR 57M at 57'15. February Z6, 1987). 
Certain Fnsit Atlantic Groundfish from 
Canada. (51 ft 10011, March ZI, 1986). 
Frozen Coac:entrcited Orcmge Juice from 
Brazil (5Z Fa 8324.. March 17, 1987). 
Based on .diie lorqoins. we have 
determined ... t there ia no reaaon to 
conclude petitionen lack atandins in 
this lnveatiption. . 

Corrunal ~ Petitionen have aDeged 
that SancfTik•• aalea or redraw hollows 
In the PRC were made at leas than the 
cost of prodiaction baaed on a 
compariaall fll. Sandvik'• pric:et to the 
estimated production coata utilizing 
petitionen experience. Specifically, they 
contend Sandvik baa andenta1ed ita 
coat of prodiaction In that transfer prices 
from the Semi-Finiahed to the Tubular 
Products Diwlaiona were not uaed, and 
these tnmds prlcea are hfaher than the 
cost of prodw:tion. Petltkmen further 
allege that s.ndvlk'a claimed SGa:A 
expena-.. do •t include the SG6A coata 
incuned bJ 6e Tubular Products 
dlvl1ion. • .. Sandvik CmbH. 

Sandvik....., that petitioners claim 
of aalea ...._ COit of production la 
groundlea ..t that the Depariment'a 
verlficatica establiahed that virtuaOy aD 
of Sandvik'e ledraw hollow alee made 
In the PRC dmiaa .. J*iod of. 
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llnveotisation were above the coat of 
production. 

DOC &1pon1e: Tbe Department 
followed it• uaual methodology of usina 
the actual co1t1 lncumd In production. 
We determined that the ute of the coatl 
Incurred by the Tubular Product• 
cllviaion and the Seml-Finlahed Productl 
cllvllion of Sandvik were appropriate 
8lnce tbey are divialone of Sandvik, not 
eepuete companlea. After calculaUns 
tbe gmst of manufacture ba1ed on actual 
coota. we added SGaA expenses of the 
corporate entities Involved In the 
production and aale of thelroduct1 1old 
in ~ FRG. We did not fin aale1 at 
price. below the cost of production In 
aubstantial quantitiea. 

Comment 4: Petitionera atate that the 
Department 1hould not deduct lnventoey 
~ costs and credit .xpenies for 
tbe FRC and home market aalea claimed 
by Sandvik where they were Incurred 
prior lo ablpment. Sandvik defenda Ila 
claims a1 proper and verified by the 
DepartmenL . 

DOC Response: The inventory 
CWT)'i.Da costs are wareboual.ng 
~xpenae• which have been treated as 
Indirect aellins expentea In accordance 
with eatabU1hed practice and. as 1uch. 
hove cmJy been deducted a1 part of the 
ofbet for indirect aellina expenses 
lilcarred in the Umted Slates relative to 
ESP comparisons. 

Comment 6: Petitioner• contend that 
tbe Department 1hould diaallow 
Sandrik·a claimed rebate allowance to 
one West Gennan customer 11 Sandvik 
lau DDt demonstrated that the rebate 
plan was part of ila normal business 
prac::tice. 

8sDdvilt a11erta that the rebate In 
queatian has been given to a 
lonptandina customer over the tast 
1everal yean when the cuatomer 
pwcbued a certain level of 
merchandise In a given year and that 
thia rebate program was verified by the 
[)er.ortment. . 

DOC Response: We agree with the 
reepmadent. Sandvik demonstrated that 
the rebates Lri question were a normal 
practice and that they reflected past 
aperience of the company . 

Comment B: Sandvik claima a cash 
diacoan.t adjustment for certain FRG . 
A1- hued on information provided to 
tbe Department and verified tn the FRG. 

P9t:itionen argue that the Department 
ehcmld allow for Sandvik•• cash 
~ only on those Individual aales 
where Ibey were actually given. rather 
~ 8ftrqina them on a_per.Jdlopam 
ham over Sandvik'• total aales. 

DOC Baponie: We..,.. with the 
petitioners that the moat ac:curate 

, NpCWtiqg of &laese diacowata would be on . 
1be bail of individual Nies However, 

lackina the apecilic d1ta required. we 
bav1 cfetennlned that the averqina of 
these discounts approximates their 
effect on Sandvik'• aale1 prices. 

Comment 1: Petilionen contend that 
the Department failed to back out 
completely the value added on 
Sandvik'• ESP aalea ID the preliminary 
determination by not deductina an 
allowance for profit. nlated home 
market pnenl operatina expenses. and 
actual direct labor cosll Incurred ln 
COMection with U.S. proceaal.ng 
operationa. 11aese three Items represent 
lilnlficant Yalue added that ahould be 
Incorporated In the final determination 
calculaUons. 

With reapect to profit. petiUonen 
farther upe that the Department 
Identify total profit and allocate It 
naaonably between the Swedish parent 
companln and the U.S. 1ubsidi81)'. They 
claim that such an allocation is 
aecetHI)' to prevent clrcumvention of 
tbe antidumpi.na law whereby a forei8n 
producer could asaign all Ila profit to the 
foreip parent and accordinaly reduce 
tbe downward adjuttment to exporter 
aaleaprice. 

Sandvik c:ballenaea petitionera' 
methodolOIJ as contral)' to law and 
Department pracUce. Sandvik 1tate1 
petitionen are attemptina to have proftt 
considered u '"incnued value", In 
eccordanc:e with 18 U.S.C. 1877a(e)(3). 
whicb 8aDctvik contenda ·is counter to 
1be atatute and repletions. Moreover. 
Sandvik GGDtenda that petitionera daim 
DO aimllar allowance for fortip market 
aale1, thua precludina a fair comparison 
of prjce1. 

DOC Raponse: The Department 
camidered IDeral and adminittrative 
expen1et IDcwTecl &n Sweden to be part 
rl the coat of the redraw hollow enterins 
Into the U.S. We considered direct labor 
CIOala In calculatins value added In the 
U.S.: theae cotla had been Included as 
fllctory overhead in the respondent'• 
8Ubm.l11ion. We calculated the profit/ 
ba of the SSHP finiahed and aold by 

. Sandvik Steel Company In the U.S. and 
allocated tbia profit/ION. baaed on the 
cioat of production. to the redraw hollow 
mterlnl the U.S. and the additional 
cioats lncuned In the U.S. To conaider 

. profit/lou ID be outside the definition of 
-walue added" would be contr&I)' to 
msency policy (See &o.abls 
Prosranunoble &ad Only Memories 
(EPROMIJ from Japan (51 FR 39880, OcL 
ID. 11186). While It is DOI the 
Departmenl°a practice to tleduct an 
element f• profit attriblltable ID the 
related raeUer In dn:umatances where 
ESP aa1n do DOt involve additional 
manufa~ tbe U.S.. the ttatute 
doet aot udt •ltom oomlcleriat 
pofit to be ,.rt_ of ftlue added when 

additional manufacturtna or oooemblSt dD 
,.,tonned. 

Comment a.· Sandvik argueo Uhot &he 
Department ahould not consider ooleo 
..de by SAD to an unrelated «!1Gtributo1 
In a third countr)' and n1old In ahe 
United States as aales to the United 
Slatn. Other than the proviolon thot the 
disbibutor must re1ell the merchandioe 
In the U.S., Sandvik bas no other ccontrol 
over this merchandise, including the 
aettins of tenna of aale to the 11.J.S. 
purchaser. Therefore, these trmmiact.iono 
do not properly conatitute the bGioio for 
U.S. purchase price and the 11oleo ohcwd 
DOt be included In anivina at llie fulo1 
detennination. · 
~titionera arsue for the inclusion of 

lheae aales baaed on Department 
practice to baae Umted Stateo pri02 om 
tbe price cba11ed by the foreign 
producer to unrelated middlemen or 
raellen oulalde the Umted St.ateo 
where. aa here, the foreiSn producer 
mw tbe merdumdiae was deolined for 
lbe U.S. 

DOC Response: We normally wot 
aaJa by a respondent to an unrelated 
purchuer u aale1 to the Unitoo Sta!~ 
where tbe seller bows that the 
merchandise la belns aold for export Qo 
Ille United States. 11UI is true of~ ~ 
tndina companJn In tbe country of 
origin or those ·1n third country locaticma. 
Urea from IM USSR (52 PR 19580. Moy 
21. 1al7). Fuel Ethanol from Brazil (51 
FR 5573. February H. 1888). Therefore. 
aince Sandvik knew that the 
merchandise waa belns aold to the U.S.. 
we iDcluded these aaln In our anal)'Si.n. 

Comment It Sandvik arsues that~ 
Department should not conaider C9i'1D..in 
Ales of resold merchandise originally 
Imported Into the U.S. durins 1979 fer 

· JIU1POR8 of the flnaJ detenniootlon. 
Theae SSHP were aold durlns thia ~ 
Clf invatigaUon: however, these O&len 
can DO lonser be considered •1ore~ 
mercban.dlae" u defined under 19 UJ.$.C 
1173(1) and 18 U.S.C.. t877b(a)(1) 
laecauae of their variout reaalee wiihin 
lbe United States between 1fm' ~ 
1185: ID addition. the men:lumdiea! m 
~tian wu no Jaaaer 1ulted for tbie 
~for which It WU ~1/ 
aanufac:tured ~e to proloa,ed oo~ 
.... ap; further, lbe SSHP ecloo ~ 
were aold u redraw boDowo lfil ~ 
dhnemiona at diatreaaed prlceo ~~ 
tbe POI to allow for additional 
'"' •!"1118 requlrad by~~- . 

Petltionen CIDlltmd daat ~Dab 
lhoald be inc1uded in d.e lnweoUQo~ 
u lbe)' conatilate proper e3loo ®K ~ 
merchandiae under lnvnt:l,gmfum !lo oa 
mrelaled ,....,.., Ot9 ~ct/ 
~veatipti~ 11aq futther ~ ~R 
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~dyik,pro!,lde~ ~;~~.~-.bat~~:· " 
merchandise W81 distreH~ · 

DOC &s~: DwnpiDa • df:rmed in 
part aa the aale of foreign IDerdiandiae 
In tM UnUed States al ..... daan lta fair 
value. See 11 U.S.C. 1873(1). Fair value la 
an eatimate or foreip market value (19 
CFll SS3.1). end lbe foreign market value 
of imported mercbandiae i9 the price of 
that merchandiae at the time II ia first 
aold in the United States (11 U.S.C. S 
t&nb(a)(l)). 

We agree with petitioners dwlt the 
reaold produc\a conaUwte SSHP from 
Sweden. Sandvik. however. &rat aold the 
producta at iaaue in 1879 to u amelaled 
c:uatomer in the United States. The 1979 
transaction then la the onJ1 aale that 
mar be rninred to detenrdne wbether 
dumplna hae taken place with respect to 
the resold products. 11da tnmaction i9 
outaide the acope of the inftilti8ation: 
therefore. the 1188 sale or dm 
merchandise wae exchrded from lhe 
data beae .. 

CotRment 1tJ: Sendwil detma U.t the· 
Department must adjust for differenciea 
In quantity lletveen Uaited SC.tea and 
forelp .. dret ..-W... Saadvik 
do.. ...c employ• prU:e lilt far aalea '1D 
cuatomera. S.D&hik..........,,. llaeir eales 
force does •titize llll iatenal price at 
from wWcla m.o..u ..... me · 
directlJ related to tbe fluntitJ cl 
a-='eti1 SSHP enlend. 

Avesta clam tlm Ila ~market 
aales fll leu lban IOD ~ wMda 
c:onatitute tile majoritJ ol home market 
.. 1ea. abould DOl m ued for lair value 
COll!lplliaana U daere were llO 8imilar 
aized quntitiea aold in tbe US. market. 
H theae aales ue included for laome 
mull.et price compariaana. u 
edjuatment for dilferent quantitiea SQ)d . 
ahould be made Furthennore. ea nearly· 
half oru.s. aalea were In 11111Utitiea of 
over 1.aoo ldlopama. cmnpued to onJ1 a 
few In the home market of auch aiu, the 
Department must alao make a qaantity 
•dluatmeot for theae ula. I.a bther 
lustll'i~tion for na quantiw diac:ount 
claima. Avesta malntalna tlaat lta aalea 
force atilizea an internal price list from 
which discounted prfcea are qaoted to 
cuatomen and that qusntftJ ordered la 
directly llelated to the price qaoted. 

PeUtionen contend that Sechik and 
. Aveata laave 9Dt pi'OYlded ntdem:e lbat 
tbq lane• qcautit)' dl9comt palieJ or 
that dlacounta were .,.med ID llre 
cmliau7 marwe Df t;Nde Ill Btpm:ent ar 
more of home ..met Ries. Aft9ta•• 
oomp8l'l9an of 8Nl. priaia ~ Oii 
quanllUee aald .......... llatD 
Ac:c:m91 ,...tul apedf" I a F ... 
d!M WWW in.....,.... .ta: ... -1d 
eccaait ror.-. tf Dllt • ., ._,.. 
diBe_ . ........,rrw'mmr. 
.......... .. , "'nlr ... 911l u. 

demOn$lr.ieihny:cD.1 ,..tilicetiOn llor 
claiiri'ecfad)ilatrir"enta. ... . . •: : . 

DOC Rnponte: We have rerirwed 
the reapon•nta pricing practice• and 
determined that 110 dear correlatian 
between prices and qgantitiel has been · 
demonstrated. While IDtemaJ ~ lists 
(which include quantity related prices) 
are used in settins prices. It ia 
impossible to meuwe d.elr final illlpact 
on lhe fteBOtieted prices. Furtbel'more. 
no cost justitacalion has been povided. 
Therefore, the claim baa been denied. 

Comment JI: Aveata daima daat ju 
home 1DBrket price• to two Swe lljab . 
diatributon ahoald be adjusted for after
aale rebates and loyalty cliSCOWtta. 

Petitionen ClGDtend daet A,... Ilea 
not met the Depmtmmf'r w+*emenb 
for establiahins entitlement to a rellete 
adjustment Petitioners el8o clid!llle 
Avesta'• daiaa for lophy diwwwtt». 
claimins that tlaeae ed;ulbelltl •·n 
not Ileen aupported bJ •J evidence that 
the:r were srnted to ..., apeci&c 
tranaatiolll durint lk JIOl blaleedo 
petitionen arpe tt.at lbia aDeaecl 
di1CG11Dt should be treated u -..,.twitr 
end not as a dilCOUDt adjuatmeat oa 
certain hame market ..sea. 

Petitiollen usue dmt aboUI die 
Department decide ID ....... .._ 
•cl;una•ta.•....w ......... .... 
of these adjaatmlllla wen lmtil I d 
after tlae inwealiptiall '11qrm. Mtienen 
contftd 6at. ~ w.&th .-pect 
to the aupity dilcaunt claim. - ar all 
of these after-eale pirymenia weoe made 
after the lafta1i19ticm t.gn . 

DOC,,_,..,_: We wrified IMI tbe 
diss:ounts and rebalel were puled in 
accorduce widi ea..Wint rd liiililipDf 
policJ. However.•llaca die ,....sent .. 
coald not tie diem to IPedfic aalea. 6ey 
wee allocated over aD bome aulret 
aalea. 
. CeaumJll # s-dl4k ... 6e 
Department mat make• ad;lament 

· for diBerenc:u In ctn;om....,. fll ule 
1n the nc SC6A eqi wf!9, lliRct 
aellin& expeimea ad illdlract .au., 
expenses in aimparilll linilbed pipes 
and habet. · 

DOC llsponl:e: We hne 1 di rt • f• 
differeac:ea iD cndit mala iD .a 
compemom. JndiNc:l -11iaa CJI I F I 
bawe bem allret ....,_ lbaee' aed 
In the Qdled Slat• .. cmqiaataaDr 
invoJvins ESPrc:.-.1111811 
acbniniatnliw npesms _. llDt 
lndllded In the diet. .... .., ., '"" 
CDDatitute ..w. ....-. . . 
Co~ia-s-hlr-.-.c .. 

aniviQsat&p t I , 

detan• , ..... D ; towt 
erroneo.IJ llldacted artala ........... _·-·· 
ban~ • ., ............ ...... 
coata"- ft9 prices ... A .. ISP 
for ... .wdt-J111111 1~1It69 

. A• 
, \Jolted Statea Senctrili def-.. .. , ·~ 
·'deduction• reaulted in encaoeoP :, ··=:~. ·'-

dOuble- and triple--aNlltifts. · 
DOC Reapome: At wrifimtion. we · . 

CIOllfirmed that S.-ndrik tepelfted these ,, 
expenses bt111uJtiple c:etqorin of " . . · -. •" 
expenael We·bne adjuafeti.tbne''.:., ; . 
cati!Borfea to enilure that ~ expenses · •. 
are treated properly. · _.(. .. ' . , 

Comment 11: Avrite c:aidenda thet the. 
De~rtment ahoaJd .. atflize-·CarTency .. 
exchan"· rate m effect~...,. prior to•. 
the date 'of.purchase due ID significant· . 
Buctuaticms hi' the relevant adiense . ' 
ntn durma the period of idatiption · 
in acc:ordance wfth I 153:511(b) of our .· 
resuh•ticma, .. . . . . . . 

Petitionen counter tbat llie evidence 
abm the mraft nataiDed tri:nd'ID the · 
exchanae rate ha1 been a •tiiiued · 
decline In the U.S, doDar ..... , dae:- , 
Swedish krOna. · · · · 

DOC Response: We laaw ~ed 
that the chqea in nc:huae ntea have 
been iuatalned. I.a Avesta ... not 
demonstrated that It nvlaed ill U.S. 
price• to account for the llSlained 
cbanaea. we have ueed tbe mrtifi.ed 
exchqe ratea on tbe date ol llae U,S. 
181e1. in acccardam:e wUb I asue(a). 

Calilln•lm"' 9J .. ; ! .. 

Uqulda .... 

We are direc:tina tile U.S. Cliatoma 
Service lo c:olitlnue lo Alf fl d 
liquidation or aD mbia ol ... w ... 
ateel hollow proclucta ha I da daat 
are entered. or withdrawn Irma 
warehouse. far cmanmptka • ar after 
the date of publicadaD ol diia DOtice m 
the F..s.aal ......_, 11le U.S. CUtmu 
.Service aballmptirme ....... cull 
depoalt or the poatial or 8 ..... OD ell 
entriea eqiaal to die......,. •wraae 
amount by wlaic:h tM fan:IF ..net 
Yalue of the -ria™'Me .-;.ct to Uaia 
IDvestiptioD nc:eed• die u.iled S&atea 
pn&:e u a1unm 1a ... tabll lmlow ne 
suapenaion of liquidation wiD _.. ia 
.tfect•til ..,.._....., n.~ 
ueufDUowa: 

= P8R*ll' • 
SancMk AB------_. Avesta.Bardill T•-.... __ ~ 
NJ,__ 

nc NoMM;:er,._ .· 
In •CCGldtaw wftll '-=&aD 7l5fd) of 

the Aet. wet.ft aoll&ed 6e nc of oar 
detaN" r •tt.rrctk' at11•1 
..,_. _19ta!lnfm7, ar~ of-www ... tt.a~iaf~ 
lnJw7 ..... edit, .......... 
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wW be terminated and all MC\lritiea 
pealed .... re1ult or the au1pen1lon or 

. liquldaUon will be refunded or 
cancelled. However, ii lbe nc 
determine• that 1uch injury doe1 exist, 
we will luue an antidumplna duty order 
dilecUna Customs ofticen to a11e11 •n 
anlldumplna duty on 1tainle11 1teel 
laoll~w producll from Sweden entered, 
or withdrawn from warehoue. ror 
CICP'aumpllon after the auapentlon or 
llQuldation. equal to the amount by 
whiC:b the forelp mubt value exceeda 
the U.S. price 

Thia determination la published 
purtuant to ltCtion 735(d) of the Act.(19 
U.S.C.1173d(d)). 
~a.IC8plua. 
Adi• A811tant Secre1a17 /orbnport . 
Atllnini1tmtion. 
October 1.11111. 
(PR Doc:. 17-z:t488 Filed to-6-17; 1.-45 am) 
~CIOOI• ..... 

17111 
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APPENDIX B 

LIST OF VITNESSES APPEARING AT THE HEARING 
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TENTATIVE CALENDAR OF PUBLIC HEARING 

Those listed below appeared as witnesses at the United States 
International Trade Corrunission's hearing: 

Subject 

Inv. No. 

Date and time 

Stainless Steel Pipes and Tubes 
from Sweden 

731-TA-354 (Final) 

October 13, 1987 - 9:30 a.m. 

Sessions were held in connection with the investigation in 
the Hearing Room of the United States International Trade Commission, 
701 E Street, N. W., in Washington. 

In support of the imposition of antidumping duties: 

Collier, Shannon, Rill & Scott--Counsel 
Washington, D. C. 

on behalf of 

The Specialty Tubing Group and the United 
Steelworkers of America, AFL/CIO 

Frank Haynes, Manufacturing Analysis Specialist, 
Carpenter Technology Corporation 

Frank J. Petro, President, Crucible Specialty 
Metals Division, Crucible Materials Corporation 

Clark K. Riley, Vice President - Sales and Marketing, 
Al Tech Specialty Steel Corporation 

Economic Consulting Services Inc. 

Bruce Malashevich, Vice President 

Benji Makovitzky, Analyst 

David A. Hartquist)--OF COUNSEL 
Patrick B. Fazzone) 

- more -
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In opposition to the imposition of antidumping duties: 

Freeman, Wasserman & Schneider--Counsel 
New York, N.Y. 

on behalf of 

Avesta Sandvik Tube AB (AST) and 
Avesta Stainless Inc. (ASI) 

Lennart Hallergard, President, 
Avesta Stainless Inc. 

Lars Klang, Product Manager, Avesta 
Stainless Ltd. 

John K. Tien, Ph.D. Henry Marion Howe Chair 
Professor of Metallurgy and Materials 
Science~ Columbia University, and 
Director of Columbia University's Center 
for Strategic Materials 

Jack Gumpert Wasserman) 
Philip Yale Simons )--OF COUNSEL 
Patrick C. Reed ) 

Rhode & Qualey--Counsel 
New York, N. Y. 

on behalf of 

Sandvik AB, AB Sandvik Steel, and Sandvik 
Steel Company 

Edward R. Nuzzaci, Sandvik Steel Co. 

Edward E. Martin, Economist, Edward E. 
Martin & Associates 

Patri~k D. Gill) __ OF COUNSEL 
R. Brian Burke ) . 
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APPENDIX C 

NET WEIGHTED-AVERAGE U.S. F.O.B. SELLING PRICES AND QUANTITIES OF 
REPRESENTATIVE STAINLESS STEEL PIPE AND TUBE PRODUCTS REPORTED 

BY U.S. PRODUCERS AND IMPORTERS 
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Table C-1 
Stainless steel seamless pipe and tube Product 1 (pipe): Net U.S. f.o.b. 
prices and quantities of product sold to distributors, by hot-finished or 
cold-rolled, by quarters, January 1984-June 1987 

* * * * * * * 

Table C-2 
Stainless steel seamless pipe and tube Product 2 and Product 3 (mechanical 
tubing): Net U.S. f.o.b. selling prices and quantities of product sold to 
distributors, by hot finished or cold rolled, by quarters, January 1984-June 
1987 

* * * * * * * 

Table C-3 
Stainless steel seamless pipe and tube Product 4 (redraw hollows): Net U.S. 
f.o.b. prices and quantities of product sold to redrawers, by hot finished or 
cold rolled, by quarters, January 1984-June 1987 

* * * * * * * 

Table C-4 
Stainless steel welded pipe and tube Product 5 (Pipe): Net U.S. f.o.b. 
selling prices and quantities of the U.S. produced and imported product sold 
to distributors, by quarters, January 1984-June 1987 · 

* * * * * * * 

Table C-5 
Stainless steel welded pipe and tube Product 6 (Pipe): Net U.S. f.o.b. 
selling prices and quantities of the U.S. produced and imported product sold 
to distributors, by quarters, January 1984-June 1987 

* * * * * * * 
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APPENDIX D 

NET WEIGHTED-AVERAGE U.S. DELIVERED PURCHASE PRICES AND QUANTITIES 
OF REPRESENTATIVE DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED SWEDISH 

STAINLESS STEEL PIPE AND TUBE PRODUCTS 
REPORTED BY U.S. PURCHASERS DURING THE FINAL INVESTIGATION 
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Table D-1 
Stainless steel welded pipe and tube products 8 to 10 purchased by 
distributors in the Eastern, Midwestern, and Western U.S. market: Net 
delivered prices and quantities of the U.S.-produced and imported Swedish 
products purchased by distributors, by steel grade, and by quarters, January 
1985-December 1986 !/ 

* * * * * * * 
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APPENDIX E 

DISCUSSIONS DURING THE PRELIMINARY SUBSIDY INVESTIGATION 
WITH OTHER PURCHASERS OF STAINLESS STEEL 

SEAMLESS AND WELDED PIPES AND TUBES 
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During the preliminary subsidy investigation, the Commission staff was 
able to contact four other purchasers of the stainless steel pipes and tubes 
to whom U.S. producers claim they lost sales but were unable to document 
specific examples. The four purchasers indicated that delivered prices of the 
imported stainless steel seamless and welded pipes and tubes from Sweden have 
generally been less than domestic producers' delivered prices during 1983-86. 
According to these firms, the delivered price advantage of the Swedish 
stainless steel products ranged from 5 to 12 percent during this period. 
Quality of the domestic and Swedish stainless steel pipes and tubes was judged 
to be comparable. In addition, the purchasers discussed here agreed that the 
seamless and welded products were generally used in separate applications, 
with price premiums for the seamless products ranging from 12 to 40 percent 
over the welded products. Conversations with representatives of the four 
firms contacted are discussed in detail below. 

* * * * * * * 

* * * * * * * 
* * * *· * * * 
* * * * * * * 

* * * * * * * 

* * * * * * * 


